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'A st=..tement cf the .J '~cJc3round , 1 ctl!.o . , an .::mr::oose of 
t he t 1esj.s 
B~cksround . J ohn Asht on ' s choice s tudy in the social 
life on the eigJ'!.teenth cen tury, §Q_Qi a l J;;i f ~ 1:.!2 .!h~ J:}~i gn of 
I
ll 2:!:! e e!}. :£::gQ~, he.s 
present writer. 
Jeen one of the f~vorite books of t h e 
I nteres t in it deve l oped long ago from 
I h is b oy i sh love of certain other eighteenth century b ooks, 
I am sorry to admit , the l uri d pages of the_Ne~.§!;.!~ .Q~l endar . 
As t a ste increased with reading experience, other literatur e 
was explored until Pop e, Gay, Johns on , Thomson , Wal pole , 
Chest erfield, and a host of others became a s well known and 
a dm1red as t he forrne r loyes, Def oe , Addison , Ste ele and Swi ft. 
Th e n ovel fo r m continued to be of the gr eatest i nterest, 
however • Finally came the idea that it would be fun to vv-r i te 
a pa per bas ed on Ashton's text but covering th e entire century, 
an d using no t h ing but n ovels f or source material and illustra-
ti on . 
~ggli§.h Ji.Q_vel was to be t h e titl e of thi s project which wa s 
begun with gr eat ardor . The background reading inc~uded 
practical ly all the availabl e novels of a hundred years. 
Richard s on , Fielding, Smollett, Sterne, Goldsmith, Burney , 
i :><:. 
and Austen were rea d i n entirety. The mor e fam.ous Gothic nove l s 
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II 
I 
I 
Oriental r omances were p erused as well as the chief of 
the minor novel i sts of purpose and of manners 
A card system was kept of every refer en ce 
that had to do wi th social li f e in e2ch of these books. 
The topic head1ngs for the catalog were based on an outline 
of Ash ton rearranged alphabetical l y. Ca.rcls of one color v'Tere 
chosen for reference from the novels, a second color was 
used for other s ource material , and a thi r d for histori cal 
references. 
Discovery . The f ile s oon reached Gargantuan prol)Ortions. 
Di scouragement set in. I had too much material t A finer 
definition of the original idea was necessary. Th e file vas 
consul ted cleSl)ai i ngly . A new fact be came apparent. In 
re.( erence to soci al customs and manners, Smollett ' s name 
{ to paraphrase Leigh Hun t) l ed all thb r est. 
Puru ose. This started a trai n of s p e c i al i zation in 
I -------
lsmolle tt . }1Iany cr itical references were found to the effect 
that Smolle tt was a gr eat pai nter of the social l i fe of h i s 
clay but none of these references sought to prove themselves 
by lengthy quotation. The ma terial was a t hand . Th e purpo se 
I t ailor-made. I set ou t to demonstrate, with ref erenc e to 
I! 
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his contem:~oraries, social l j_fe as reflected iri the no~ els 
Tobias Smo llett 
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Quicquid agunt homines -
Nostrl est farrago libelle. 
Juv. Satire I, 85, 86. 
What e'er men do, or say, or t hink, or dream, 
:Jur motley paper seizes for its theme. 
Sir Richard Steele 
Tatler, No. 25. 
Tuesday, june 7, 1709. 
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CHAP'I'ER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In an essay on Steele f ound in the Ens li sh Humorists, 
the opening paragraph contains the following comment: 
I take up a volume of Dr. Smollett, or a volume of the 
Spectator, and say that fiction carries a greater amount 
of truth in solution than the volume which purports to 
be all true. Out of the fictiti ous book, I get the 
expression of the life of the time; of the manners, the ,, 
movement, the dress, the pleasures, the laughter, the I. 
ridicules of society-- the old times live aga in, and I 
travel in the old country of England. Can the heaviest 
historian do more for me? l 
The followin~g -~(l.esis intends to mold, vivify, enlarge 
the substance of this theme. 
To one f aintly nostalgic for the olden t imes, there are 
few more exhilera ting t han the ei l:)hteen hundreds, espe.cially 
the ingenuous yet sophist~cated middle years, combinins as they 
do, the dea~ dead pas t with the beginnings of a more modern 
tempo in thought and action. Thackeray's use of Smollett as 
an example of one writer best qualified to carry a great 
amount of truth in solution may or may not have been deliber-
ate-- the remainder of the essay gives no clue-- but it is a 
ha ppy one. No ot her novelist of t he peri od, as I hope to 
prove, gave us word pictures of the minutiae of social life in 
so varied detail. For the years 1747 t o 1771 which cover 
his literary output, as well as f or the previous years when 
1 . \villiam J(akepeace Thackeray, English Humorists (Cassino ,n.d. 
__________ ----~']: ss~r on __ s teele .~_ p.l8I_ 
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the action of his stories re t rocedes, Smollett faithfully gives 
us a more itemized account of almos t all the social accessories 
than CS)n be found in any hi~ tory, an account though in the 
guise of fiction that is authori.tative. He d oes for his era 
what the fascinating research of John Ashton in Social Life in 
the Reign of Queen ~. has done for t he f irst fourteen years 
of the century; what William Connor Sydney's excellent two 
volumes, .England !ill£ lli Ene;liah in ~ Eighteenth Century, has 
done for t he entire hundred years. Authoritative, for the 
' 
accusation of exaggeration so often associated with his works 
must not be offered against his accurate presentation of 
manners and customs. His hyperbole is one of situation rather 
than of detail as the following illustration taken at rand om 
shows: 
There is no such thing as a waggon in t his country, and my 
finances were too weak to support the expense of hiring a 
horse; I determined there-fore, to set out with the carrie.rs 
who transport goods from one place to another on horseback; 
and this scheme I accordingly put in executi on on the first 
day of November 1739, sitting on a pack saddle between two 
baskets, one of w~1ich con t ained my goods in a knapsack. 
But by the time that we arrived at Newcastle•upon~ Tyne, I 
was so fatigued with the tedi ousness of the carriage, and 
benumbed with the coldness of the weather, that I resolved 
to travel the rest of my journey on foot, rather than to 
proceed ·in such a d isagreeable manner. 
'rhe hostler of t he inn at which we put up, understand ing 
that I was bound for London, advised me to take my passage 
in a collier, which would be both cheap and expeditious, 
and withal much easier than to walk upwards of three hundred 
miles through deep roads in the winter time; a journey WlliCh 
I believed I had not t he strength to perform. I was almost 
persuaded to take his advice, when one day stepping into a 
barber's shop to be shaved, the young man while he lathered \ 
my face, accosted me thus: j 
"Sir, I pr esume t.hat you are a Scotchman." J 
I answered in the affirmative. \ 
11 Pray," continued he, "from what part of Scotland?" 
I 
--------- - -
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I no sooner t old him, t han he d iscovered great emotion, 
and not confining his operation to my chin and upper lip, 
besmeared my whole face with great agitation. I was so 
offended with ~his profusion, that, starting up, I asked 
him what the d---1 he meant by using me soj He begged 
pardon telling me that the joy of meeting with a country-
man had occasioned some confusion in him; and craved my 
name. But when I declared that my name was Random, he 
exclaimed in a rapture, 
"How, Rory Random?" . 
uThe same," I replied looking at him in astonish-
ment. 
''What," cried he, ''don't you know your old school-
fellow, Hugh Strap?" 
At that instant, recollecting his face, I flew into 
his arms and in the transport of my j oy, gave him back 
half the suds he had so lavishly bestowed on my countenance 
so that we made a very ludicrous appearance, and furnished 
a great deal of mirth for his master and shopmates, who 
were witnesses of this scene. When our mutual caresses 
were over, I eat down again to be shaved; but the poor 
fellow's nerves were so discomposed by this unexpected 
meeting, that his hand could scarcely hold the ra~or, 
with which, however, he found means to cut me in three 
places in as many strokes." 2 
The first part of this little example shows the 
photographic touch, travel inconveniences involving money and 
the weather, the homely advice of the hostler, events, by the 
way, typical of the time and incidentally not so far removed 
from to-day as to have the quality of unreality. All these 
things are typical small manifestations of Smollett's genre. 
The exaggeration comes in the situa t ion itself, the punning, 
burlesque encounter. However, the purpose of this essay is 
not a discussion of Smollett's larger quality of satirical 
overwriting but the analysis of eighteenth century detail 
found in his writing. 
2 Smollett, Roderick Rand om, Chapter VIII 
===-.:--::=-==--=-...:.:.:::-=---==·::::::::.::-
It is true, too, that the social archivists have g iven us 
a kind of thirdhand view, often slantwise because based on 
newspaper accounts which are not criteria of the highest. 
is very true of both Ashton and Sydney who have been previously 
mentioned. We are reading t he historlan and not direct comment 
of an actor-observer of the t imes. For this reason, I have 
chosen to support Smollett•s observations by references to his 
contemporaries rather than to critics, biographers, or his-
torians except when t hey are quoting d i r ectly from s ources. 
In Thackeray's list of the things which made the "old 
times live again," there are four which are paramount in 
Smollett's work: one, the expression of the life of t he time; 
two, of the manners; three, the movement; four, the pleasures 
of society. The whole jolly quintet of the novels reflects 
the l aughter of soc i ety; as such they are monuments of ridicule 
As such, many wri t ers have ably int erpreted Smollett. \'l i t h the 
satirist, or with t he caricaturist making mocking merriment of 
s ociety, t he pre sent es say has little concern as its chief 
interests lie with the smaller intimacies of living which are 
so well depicted. 
4 
OF THE LIFE OF ToE TIME 
The expression of the life of the time! How many 
allusions may be placed under that heading! We think of the 
life of our own times and place all its varied aspects under 
under one heading, .the pseudo-science, sociology. What was 
sociology of the eighteenth century of which we are given so 
many human, deft illustrations? Nowadays, any good book on 
sociology treats of poverty, wealth, population, care of unem-
ployables, labor, employment, medical, crime, prostitution, to 
mention just a few which were prevalent problems both then and 
now. Some of these could group together, placing under the 
term, "medicalt' blindness, infirmness, disease, et cetera; 
doubling up on empl oyment and labor; others we could enlarge 
upon by dividirig crime into gr a.ft, duelling, card sharping, and 1 
prisons. 
Medical. Since he wa s a doctor and apparently a good 
one, let us start from the rostrum where Smollett held forth 
with the tnost authority. 
Smollett had been apprenticed to a Scottish practitioner, 
Mr~ George Gordon. lie became:,:~·a . surgeon's mate aboard a battle-
ship during the expedition t_o Carthagena. On his return to 
London he set up as a surgeon in Downing Street. Although 
medical practi se net t ed · him but a small income, hi s interest and 
studies in t he medical field continued. ·:tn 1750 he. took the 
--- ---
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degree of M.D. at Marischal College, Aberdeen. His published 
scientific work included an Essay ..Q!! the External Use of Water, 
l 
with particular Remarks ~ the Mineral Waters of Bath, a book 
which aroused the antipathy of many of the professi on. He 
worked anonymously , on Dr. William Smellie's Cases of Midwiferx, 
(1753-1754), also. 2 
In the novels themselves there are very many references 
that might be called medical besides others in the plays and the 
two satires--the latter refer ences are extremely vulgar. They · 
cover every medical event from childbirth to death showing in 
t heir course the fantastic treatment of first aid, operations, 
fever,-- a view of the dark ages of medicine far removed from 
antiseptic modernity. 
Not only disease but mental ill health from the medical 
standpoint rather from one of literary characterization finds 
frequent notation. There is an almost Freudian differentation 
of the forms of mantal abnormalicies; homosexuality, in the 
case of Lord Strutwell and others; kleptomania, in .Fathom's 
landlady; frustration, Tabitha Bramble; hypochondria, in her 
brother, Matthew Bramble. Actual insanity is also treated; 
there follows an interesting comparison between Smollett ·'s des-
eription of a madhouse with the same subject as treated by 
Mackenzie in his very sentimental Man £f Feeling. 
1. Ernest A. Baker, The History of the English Novel, (London, . 
H.!f ,&G. Wi therby, 193W. vol.4, p.209. Scott, Lives of the Novel- , 
ists, (Oxford);p.41, quotes the title as~ Essay ..Q!! the External ~ of Water, in !:: ll.atter ~ £::,·--, ~ particular Remarks upon JI 
--~ present !Vlethod .Qf.. using ~ mineral waters _ ~ ~~ etc. 4 
- I 
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(l) 
Of those things called the Sights of Lond.on, which every 
stranger is desirous to see, Bedlam is one. To that place 
therefore, an acquaintance of Harley's, after having accom-
panied him to several other shows, propesed a visit ••• 
Their conductor lead them first to the aismal mansions of 
those who were in the most horrid state of incurable madnes • 
The clanking of the chains, the wildness of their cries, 
and the imprecation& which some of t hem uttered, formed a 
scene inexpressibly shocking ••• He .lead them next to that 
quarter where t hose resid.e who, as they are not dangerous 
to t hemselves or others,enjoy a certain degree of freedom, 
according to the state of t heir temper. 
Here Harley meets sever al madmen who in the past have 
been members of various professions. They include a mathema-
tician, a business man who has lost his money in the South Sea 
Bubble, a school-teacher insane through worry over Bentley's 
sy s tem of Greek pronunciat ion. Hastening to join the other 
members of the party, he finds them in "a quarter of. the house 
set apart for the insane of the other sex, several of whom had 
gathered about the female visitors and were examining, with 
rather more accuracy than might have been expected, the parti-
culars of their dress. The account conclud.es with the recital 
of a ver y roman t ic encounter with a young girl whose madness was 
caused by ' a combination of brutal parental treatment and the 
death of her lover: she presses a ring on Harley's hand because 
of his resemblance to her lost Billy. >: •Harley looked on his 
ring ••• 'Be kind to that unfortunate' ••• he burst into tears 
3 
and lef t them." 
3· Henry Mac' enzie, The Man of Feeling, (N.Y., Century, 1906) 
· - ·· pp:-19 fr:-
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Smollett's Sir Launcelot has been kidnapped and thrown 
into a private madhouse where he is greeted. by a mad dialogue 
which: 
• • • opere. ted like a train upon many other inhabi tante of 
the place; one swore he was wi t hin three vibrations of 
finding the longitude, when t his noise upset hie calcula-
tions--a second in broken English, complained he vas dis-
torped in the moment of the proshection--a t hird, in the 
character of his holiness, denounced interdiction, excom-
munication, and anathemas; and swore by St. Peter's keys, 
they should howl t .en thousand years in purga t ory, without 
the benefit of a single mass. A fourth began to halloo 
in all t he vocif eration of a foxhunter in the chase; and 
in an instant the whole house was in an uproar. 
The clamour, however, was of a short duration. The 
different chambers being opened successively, every indi-
vidual was effectually silenced by the sound of one 
cabalietical word, which was no other than Waistcoat. A I 
charm which at once cowed the king of P--, dispossessed the 
fanatic, dumbfounded the mathematician, dismayed the al-
chemist, and deprived the squire of all utterance. 
Launcelot meets other more tractable members of the 
institution including a satirical poet who discourses on the 
genius of Pope. The hero finally escapes but not before the 
reader learns something about the laws in re insanity: Launcelot 
says to the doctor: 
'Had he really believed me insane, he would have pro-
ceeded according to the dictates of honor, humanity, and 
the laws of his country. Situated as I am, I have a right 
by making application to the Lord Chancellor, to be tried 
by a jury of honest men. • • I demand the protection of 
the legislature.' 4 · 
4. Tobias Smollett, 'rhe Adventures of Sir Launcelot ·Greaves, 
Chapters 23 and24:-
- -----------
.. ... ... · . 
. . . . 
In the.: comparative quota.tions above, we see a fine · exampl 
of the older writer's power. Although the p~blicati on of the 
episodic~- Man of-Feeling, 1771, came nine years after that of 
"Greaves," the sentimental mind could not surpass the realism of 
Smollett, for most of us need fact rather than mood to make the 
5 
old times live again. Practically the same scene is described 
by both men--even the supernumerary ac t ors, the madmen, have 
points in common~ To me Mackenzie's description--"He burst int 
tears and left t hem"--loses the effect which he has tried to 
build up so carefully. It is an overflow of sentiment far re-
moved from Smollett's ma s culinity. In Launce.lot's situation, 
a hero placed in a. madhouse, there i s a slight antic~pati on of 
Gothic melodrama. Launcelot's attitude is convinci~g. Both 
the situati on and the struggle to escape hold the reader's 
attention. The idea of recourse to law as well as the state-
ment of the law is an inte~e s ~ ing ins i ght into both character 
and time. 
However, there are many peculiar omissions in Smollett's 
interpretation of the medica l life of the times. Except f or 
one verj. minor mention of a gin drinking old woman, as s istant to 
§ 
the .nurse in the Picl{le Family, there are no refer ences to 
women in medicine: Smollett mi s sed out in pre senting an eigh~-
eenth century Sairy Gamp. It may be noted that most of his 
5· Fred. Rylan, Chronological outlines of English Literature 
6. T. Smollett, P~regrine Pi~kle, p.198. 
9.J 
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observations, especially in the ea.rlier novels are on the dark 
side. There are no traceable references to t he nobler 
physicians of t he day. Very few remarks are made to contem-
porary medica l discovery. I'4ost of the remedies are surg ical 
rather than medical as might be expected as Smollett, himself, 
I 
I There are but few words of sympathy / 
for illness--the exception is perhaps in the case of Macshane's 1 
first set up as a surgeon. 
trea tment of t he ailing tars aboard the man-of-war where the 
sympathetic note verges on a tone of horrified pity.7 Of 
mora l izing in connection with venereal disease, there is very 
little compared with that found in other authors of the time. 
It must be remembered tha t Smollett's heroes frequently fell 
I 
victim~to this scourge. ~. Story ' .Qf ~Lady of Quality is 
while she and Peregrine are each recovering from the effects 
8 
tol~ 
II 
,. 
of illicit love. · The casual attitude may have been the 
result of profess i onal hardness or of lack of reflect ion. Re-
gardless of the reason, it was a serious omission. Other 
eighteenth century wri ters paid atte nt i on t o the subject. One 
of them was Fielding who, in Amelia, moralized by relating the 
9 
bitter downfall of a debauched nobleman. 
10 
"With equal degree of ~; ervantick satire," Sterne built a 
whole novel around the subject of obateterics which surpassed 
anything of similar nature in Smol lett. Although the latter 
7• T. Smollett, Peregrine _Pickle. 
8. Ibid., Chapt. ~~I et seq. 
9· Ben.Field ing, Amelia. 
lQ. Brimley-Johnson,ed., Lettera .of Laurence .Ster ne_, p.62, lette 
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present ed no l ong-hand view of a doctor such as Dr. Slop in 
tiona of the many pregnancies of lVloll Flanders, or in cer tain 
passages in Tom Jones, but Smollett's is noteworthy for its 
broad humor: 
With this view, she purchased Culpepper's Midwifery, with 
that sagacious performance dignified with Aristotle's name, 
she studied with indefatigable care, and dilifently perused 
~ Complete Housewife, together with Quincey s Dispensory, 
culling every jelly, marmalade, conserve, which these 
author's recommend as either salutary or toothsome, for the 
benefit and comfort of her sis ter-in-law during her gesta-
tion. She re stricted her from eating roots, pot-herbs, 
fruit, and all sorts of vegetables, and, one day,· when Mrs. 
Pickle had plucked a peach with her own hand, and was in 
the very act of putting it between her teeth, Mrs. Grizzle 
perceived the rash attempt, and running up to her, fell l 
upon her knees in the 5arden, entreating her; with tears in 
her eyes, to resist such a pernicious appetite. Her reque ' t 
was no sooner complied with, than, recollecting that, if 
her sister's longing were ·balked, the child might be 
affected with some disagreeable maek, or deplorable disease 
she begged as earnestly that she would swallow the fruit, 
and in the meantime, ran for some cordial water of her own 
comprising, wilich she forced upon her sister, as an anti-
dote to the poison she had received. 11 
In the following there is a finger-post to show us the 
road wilich the story of Roderick Random will take. 
shows some of the superstitions of pregnant women: 
It, also, 
During her pregnancy, a dream d iscomposed my mother so 
much, that her husband tired with her importunity, at last 
consulted a Hi ghland seer, whose ~avorable interpretation 
he woul d have s ecured before-hand by a bribe, but found him , 
incorruptible. She dreamed tha t she was being delivered 1 
I 
I 11. T. Smollett, Peregrine Piclde, Chapt.l. 
12. 11 11 , _ Roderick Random, 11 1, P·3~ 
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of a tennis ball, which the devil (who to her great surpris 
acted the part of a mid-wife) struck so forcibly with a 
a racket that it disappeared in an instant; and she was far 
sometime inconsolable tor the loss of her offspring; when, 
all of a sudden, she beheld it return with equal violence, 
and enter the earth beneath her feet, whence immediately 
sprung ~P a goodly tree covered with blossoms, the scent or 
which operated so strongly on her nerves, that she awoke. 
The attentive sage, after some deliberation, assured my 
parents, that their firstborn would be a great traveller; 
that he would undergo many dangers and difficulties, and 
at last return to his native land, where he would flourish 
in happiness and repu ta ti·on. How truly t h is was foretold 
will appear in the sequel. 12cont. 
13 
These quotations and the mention of rickets, 
• • • Her son Gam, who was now in the fourth year of his 
age, had been rickety from the cradle, and as remarkably 
unpromising in his appearance as Perry was agreeable in hi 
person. As the def ormity increased, the mother's fondnes 
was augmented and the virulence of her hate against the 
other son seemed to prevail in the same proportion ••• , 
are about all the.t can be found relative to childbirth and 
children's diseases although the boyhoods of Random, Pickle, an 
are all carefully chronicled. 
Smollett, himself, was more concer ned with accidents to 
mature people. He was particularly interested~ith the ardor 
of a true surgeo~)~n the art of trepan. He mentioned this 
operation frequently although it was actually practised but 
seldom. 
All operations and treatments are usually attended by 
bloodletting, usually surgical rather than leeching. It is 
a matter of common knowleqge, wi tne.ssed to-day by their 
symbolical trademark, the bloody, bandaged pole, that barbers 
13. T. Smollett, Peregrine Pickle. 
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I' were the original bloodletters, the original surgeons. In 
!I the case of Peregrine Pickle, it was his valet, the Swi~s, 
I 
lj who carried lancets for t he purpose. Bloodletting was the 
I saving of Random's life when it was endangered by fever caused 
I 
I by a transport of joy. Similar to the effects of bloodletting 
I was that of the administration of a clyster, notable in the 
example of Sir Thomas whose fever arose as the re sult of 
certain high jinks narrated in Humphry Clinker. 
I 
I Sometime s the actors themselves cannot stand the 
I vermillion atmosphere. Strong men a pe the priveleges of the 
! Emilys and the Narci ssas. They f a int while the unperturbed 
I hero continues his course with a little time out for a lesson 
in bandaging: 
My friend, Strap, no sooner perceived my shirt quite 
dyed with blood than imagining that I had ~ot at least 
twenty t housand wounds, he cried, •o Jesus. 1 and fell flat 
on t he floor. I stopped the bleeding with a little dry 
l int, cleansed myself from the gore, shifted and dressed 
while he lay senseless at my feet. 14 
We are not forgetting t he forest for the trees in 
quoting these minor bits. Dr. Smollett had a larger way of 
making us see the medical life of the time. To do this, he 
used three methods--first, by showing the education and quali-
ficati ons of surgeons and doctors; second, by the introduction 
of travesty in episodes apparently essential to 
1: 
I 
I 
~ ------
i 14. T.Smollett, Roderick Random, p.l34• 
i 
I 
! ________ _ 
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the book but in reality, propaganda a gain s t cha rlatanry; third 
by direct and very serious argument and discussion. A detailed 
analysis of these three techniques follows. 
Roderick Random typifies the young surgeon. The young 
man spends much time among the pestles and mortars of Mr. 
Launcelot Crab. His apprenticeship is interrupted by the scheme 
of Crab to pin the effects ~f Crab's amour upon him. For ten 
guineas in cash, the young surgeon agrees to accept the blame. 
He sets out for London with his lancets, a small edition of 
Horace, and Wiseman's Surgery. His intention is to become a 
surgeon's mate if he can procure a warra nt for provision aboard 
some ship. Once in the metropolis, he soon learns that bribery 
of s~rvant and master is necessary to secure any attention. His 
attendance at the levee of Mr. Cring er meets with no success. 
Finally an appointment is made through the Navy Office for an 
examination at Surgeon's Hall. A bea dle conducts him to a 
large hall where a group of twelve men seated around a table 
examine him. Despite their scorn of the Scotch three years 
apprenticeship a gainst the English seven, Random is finally 
qualified. No ap pointment comes forth from the Navy Office so 
he is forced to become a journeyman at .fifteen pounds a year 
to a French apothecary, M. L~vement. Not only is his master 
interested in a new fangled vegetable diet, but: 
14 
-------------
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a physician's prescription, though he had not in his shop I 
one medicine mentioned in it. Oyster shells he could I 
invent into crab's eyes; common oil, into oil of s weet 
almonds; Thames water, into aqua cinnamoni; turpentine, I 
into capivi; and a hundred more costly preparations were I 
produced in an instant, from the cheapest and coarsest 
dru g s in the ma teria medica: and when any common thing was 
ordered for the patient, he always took ca re to disguis~ 
it in color a nd taste, or both, in such a manner, as it 
could not pos s ibly be known. F or which purp ose cochineal 
and oil of cloves were of great service. Among ma ny nostrums 
which he possessed , there was one for venerea l diseas e ••• 
I could never lea rn it s compo s ition but during t he ei ght 
months that I sta id in his servi ce, he wa s s o unfortunate 
in the use of it, that three pa rt s in four of tho s e who 
took it, were f a in to confirm the cure1gy a s a livati on under the d i rection of a no t her d octor. 
His connecti on with . the a p othecary soon cea ses. Roderick 
is imp res s ed abo a rd a ma n-of-war where, after ma ny vici s situdes, , 
his merit as a surg eon is reco gnized. Evidently the s pi r it of I 
Hi pp ocra tes wa ned in the hi gh-blo oded Ra ndom, for he eventua lly 
abandons his p rof e ssi on for the life of a bea u. 
The trea t me nt of M. La veme n t i s interesting as it p oints 
out a d octor' s viewp oint on apothecaries in a century when: 
An a potheca r y who prescribed me d icine was a rre s ted 
a n d tried a s a t est case. The tri a l ar ou R~~ cnns t~~rabl ~ 
parti sanshi p . The phys ici a ns · were supported by some of 
the p ro minent litera ry me n of the ti me. Dr. Samuel John-
son s a i d he was 'on the s ide of cha rity a gains t intri gues 
of int e rest, a nd of regula r lea rning a gainst licentious 
usurpa tion of medical a uthority.' The intere s t referred 
to was the apotheca ries. Po p e commented on the apothe-
caries with: 
' Modern a pothecaries taught the a rt 
By doctor's bill s to play the doctor's pa rt 
Bold in the p r a ctise of mi s t aken rules.' 
15. T. Smollett, Roderick Ra n d om, PP• 38- 39 . 
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The apothecaries won . the tri a l and were~allowed to carry 
on a quas i medical practise. until 186 6 .1° . 
The education of Random was the first method of showing 
the l a rger aspects of med icine in the eighteenth century. The 
frequent sketches of quacks is the design of the second techniqu • 
No novel escapes containing at leas t one virulent attack on 
quackery. Peregrine Pi ckle contai ns two. The first is a 
description of an old German quack: 
who had formerly practised a corn-cutting among the 
quality, a nd sold cosmetic washes to the l adi es, prolific 
elixir s , a nd tinctures to sweeten the breath. These 
nostrums, recommended by the art of cringi ng , in which he 
was consumma te, ingratiated him so much .with p eople of 
f ashion, that he was enabled to set ut 7a school with five-~nd-twenty boys of the best families. 
The second is directed at the i gnorance of doctors. As 
a result of a pra ctical joke among the blades of Paris, Pallet 
has become quite distracted much to the a larm of the d octor 
who, thinking that the situation is much more serious than cir- I 
cumstances have shown, advises: [ 
The delir~um wouli s o on recur, unles s they wou ld profit 
by this momentary ca lm, and ordered him to be bloodeie 
blistered , a nd purged, wi th a ll ima g inable di spatch. 
The Adventures of Sir Launcelot Gr ea ves is most satirical 
and g ives in Chapter Ten the com plete "ballyhoo" of a medicine-
man, Mr. Ferret. It is a pity that this passag e is too long 
16. Howard Haggard, M.D., Devils, Drug~, a nd Doctors, p. 344. 
17. T. Smollett, Peregrine Pickle, p. 180 . 
18 . Ibid., p. 265. 
----------~------------­
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to quote here--it must run to about eight hundred words which 
are impossible to condense without losing the rhythm of the 
17 
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I 
sp eech--but it is Smollett's most successfully f ac etious attempt ' 
at s ummarizing quackery. 
Professional malpractise is found in the example of 
Fathom who, after the most cursory study, a ppears at Tunbridg e 
and later at London as a fashionable physician. He knows all 
the arts of underha nded p r a ctitioners. Finally the pseudo-
physician wins the patr onag e of several ladies of fashion to 
whom his personality is more important than his treatments. 
Luck declines. Fa thom i s reduced to treating the lowest forms 
of disease until at last even this resource fails. The account 
of the picaro, Fathom, as a d octor occup i es several chap ters 
thereby showing tha t the a uthor tho ught this aspect a most 
important one in the relation. of the medical life of the tim:es. 
The peak of travesty on medical subjects is rea ched in 
the very first novel, The Adventures of Roderick Random, where 
the hero witnesses s hipboard tactics. w~ckshane, the brutal 
ship's surgeon, examines the weakened members of the crew: 
as they crawl to the pl a ce for the appointed examination • 
• • • the first who c ame under his cognizance was a poor 
fellow just freed of a fever, which had weakened him so 
much that he could ha rdly sta nd ••• ha ving felt his pulse, 
protested that he was as well as any man in the world; 
and the captain delivered him over to the boatswains mate 
with orders that he should receive a round do zen at the 
gang-way immediately, f or counterfeiting himself sick; but 
before the d iscipline co uld be executed, the man dropped 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I, 
I• 
II 
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_-_down on the deck, and ha d Vfe l l ni gh p e rished under the 
hands of t~g executio n er--~nd so on , horror upon horror 
piling u~ · 
7 20 As ha s been noted by Sir Wa lter Scott, Hum phry Clinker 
shows the mellowne s s of the writer's advancing yea rs. The 
trea tment of the medical shows -this, for in Ma tthew Bramble's 
search for hea lth there a re ma ny happ ier notes: the comments 
a gainst doctors are neither long nor viciou s . It is more acute 
observat ion a nd rea soning as i s sh 011n in }.Katthew's idea that 
the wa ters in which the scrofulous bathed at the various spas I 
I 
might be contagious. Here, we see a new theory of medicine I 
creeping in. There i s a more wholesome n ote, little of the I 
b 1 o o d i n e s s of the ea r 1 i e r b o o k s • I t i s i n t hi s b o o k , too , that i, 
we get the first account of artificial res p i r ati on in litera ture!f 
_ The faithful Clinker t ak ing him up in his arms , as if he I 
had been an infant of six months, ca rried him asho re 
ho wling piteously all the way , and I follo wed in a transport 
of grief and consternatio n . When he was laid upon the grass 
and turned from s ide to side, a grea t quanti ty of water 
ran out of hi s mouth, then he opened his eyes, a nd fetched 
a deep sigh. Clinker perceiving these s i gns of life, im-
mediately tied up his a rm with a garter, a nd, pulling out a I 
horsefleam, let him blood, f a rrier style. At first only a 
few drops is s ued fro~ the orifice; but the arm being chafed, 
in a little time the blood bega n to flow in a continued 
stream; a nd he uttered some incoh erent words .21 
The second method of which a few examples ha ve just 
been g iven is a lmost too intense. The rea der is apt to 
20. 
21. 
T. Smollett, Roderick Random. 
Sir Walter Scott, :tives of the Novelists, "Smollett", 
(Oxfor~University Press), p. 64. 
T. Smo llett, Humphry Cli nker. 
--- ---------
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lose .. touch with the times in fbllowing the humor or the horror. 
There is hea rtiness enough about them but unles s they a re 
isola ted fr om the text we are apt to f orge t how close they are 
to truth. 
The third metho d , simple argument and discussion, seems 
to be the very best . The times are but few tha t this argumen 
stands by itself apar t from the trap pi ngs of plot, action , 
situation , or chara cterization. 
The best example is found irt Fathom. After the un-
scrupulous, hypocritica l Fathom has been expos ed, there is 
opi nion of doctors: 
22. 
In the first place, there is a continual w~r c2rried on 
a gainst the learned professJon by all thrn e who, cons cious 
of their o~n i gnorance, seek to level the reputation of 
I 
I 
their superiors with their ~n. Secondly, in all dispute s 
upon phys ic tha t ha1')pen l)e t '.1ri xt a person who really under- 1 
stands the art, and an illi tera.t e pretender , the arguments 1,! 
of the first will seem obscure and unintelligible to thrn e , 
who are unacquainted with the previous systems upon which I 
they are built; while the other's theory derived from common! 
notion, and superfid al observation, will be more agreeable, ! 
becaue better adapted to the comprehension of the hea rers. 
Thirdly, the judgment of the multitude is apt to be biased 
by that surprise which is the effect of seeing an artist 
foiled of his own weapons, by one who engages him only in 
amusement.22 
T. Smollett, The Adventures of Ferdinand , Count Fathom, 
Ch[Dter x. 
------------- ===--====----- ·--·- - ---======-
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That this long-range view of what Fielding called "the 
present sta te of physic" is not to o one-sided and supported 
by at least one other novelist read Amelia where there is a 
dispute between two doctors over the case of Booth's dying child 
who rallies : under the successful contender's treatment of 
bleeding, clyster, and some "coililing physic."23 
This section of my thesis is not intended to convey the 
impression of a cha mber of horrors. Not is it morbid. The 
medical must be dwelt on when Smollett, himself, evidently 
thought it an importa nt aspect in the relation of the medical 
life of the period. 
Crime . There are things typica l of the life of any time 
other than the medic a l aspect. The eighteenth century had 
certa in crimes more or less typica l of its . own day . Perhaps 
these are crimes only by modern exigesis, for they were certainl 
not so con s idered then. Betting , gambling, graft, and duelling 
were the most po pular of these. The more violent crimes are 
usually l eft out exce p t in casua l conversatio n between character 
and character as is the same with the averag e man of toda y. 
There is no great female picaro corres ponding to the versatile 
Moll Flanders unless we count the few words given to Fathom's 
mother , a vivand iere, and battle--fi e ld scavenger , who d oe s not 
ap p e a r in England nor in the ei ghteenth century. Murder, per se 
is not dealt with to any grea t extent. There are few felons 
23. Henry Fielding, Amelia (H. Y., \nJhite ·.a nd Stokes), pp. 232-2 6. 
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unless we c ount Fa thom as a complete villa i n , a . f e lon. This 
does not include hi g hwa ymen. Pro s titution p l.ays a n incidenta l 
part but there i s no a na lysis of a pro s titute co mpa rable to 
earlier writer s ou tsi d e of t h e Memoirs of§:. Lady of Q,u ali~ 
which will be mentioned l a ter. Debt a nd debtors prisons pla y a 
prominent p a rt which will be disc ussed under prisons . The 
g rea test clue that we g et to the li f e of the times comes in the 
numerous insta nce s where dueiling , gambli ng , sha r p ing, graft, 
and the like are mentioned. 
Duellin~ . Des p ite the laws tha t had been passed rela tive 
to duelling , there were still in s t a nces. Most of the duels 
are not f a tal. In f a ct, a la~ge ~er cent of them a re not 
con s umma ted! The novels follow these trends, a n add itiona l 
proof that Thackera y knew what he wa s say ing . 
Duel l ing is mentioned only f our times in Roderick 
Random, two of these merely in pas s ing , the rema ining , an ac-
count of the hero's duels with pistols against the tempestuous 
Rourk Ore gan and with the crossed swords a gainst the eccentric 
Quiverwit. The l a st is by f a r the most g r a phic encounter 
ending only when Rand om gra pples with hi s op ponent, wre s ts the 
sword out of his ha nd, a n d the teeth out of his head. It was 
on th i s occasion that Strap 's c onsterna tion led him to f a int as 
elsewhere quoted. 
The sam~ pr ocedure is a pparent in other a uthors. If 
duels are mentione d , they a re n o t f a t a l. There i s usa l l y 
in the situa tion, nea rly always t he humor of a nti-climax. 
21 
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See the d uel between Boo th and the Colonel in Amelia which shows 
the ·;,·whole p rocedure--procedure in sense of both litera r y tech-
ni que a nd the etiquette of dueling. There is the cha lleng e, 
the meeting ( s ome times at dawn) at Hyde Park, the thrust, the 
parry, the wo un d , the ~ ology, the an ti-climax. In the case of 
Booth, the anti-climax was the discovery tha t the colonel had 
cha lleng ed unnecessarilY. The colonel w~ s seriously wounded 
but rallie~ however. It was f or l a ter writers to intro duce 
the deadly duel a s an ei gh teenth century touch. For example, 
there i s the duel with Lo r d M~hun in Tha ckeray's Henr~ Esm ond 
which , by the way , occurred ea rlier in the c en tury in f a ct. 
Fatal duels were the exce ption. Many l awa had been pas s ed 
against them. Evi d entl y Smollett was kee p ing u p wi th the times 
in his an a lysis of duelling . 
Peregrine F ickle cont a ins by far the mo s t ref e rences to 
duellin g . Peregrine, himself, is embroiled in t wo fights that 
may be ca lled duels. The first might be c a lled the country 
duel involving a s it does the use of dudg els ••• its start 
was at any as ~ embly where the y oung ma n's good lo ok s caused 
havoc amo n g the l ad ie s and green e yed jeal ousy am ong the ma les 
especi a lly a young but very c h oleric squire . Having been 
requested to withdraw by t he director cr the ba ll, the two 
gen tlemen meet. The first blow p roves that Perry is the 
sup erior, but he re s olves not to give quarter and the blows 
res ound about hi s asRailant's pate like »that of a s a lt-box 
li 
II ,, 
I 
22 
in the hand of a dexterous merry- a ndrew, belonging to one of 
the booths at Bartholomew Fair." 24 A bout with the sim~le-
stick is a lso mentioned in Humphr~ Cli nker whe re Squire Burdock, 
first c ousin to Mat t hew, is ashamed to own u u that he has been 
worsted until the threat of trepan forces him out of bed for 
"'a man's skull is not to be bored every time hi s hea d is 
broken; a n d I'l l convince thee an d thy mo t her, tha t I know as 
ma ny tricks as e'er an old fox in the West Riding.'"25 
Perry's second duel is with Godfrey Gauntlet, brother of 
Per r y's sweethea r t, Emily. LeRs expert in this form of battle, 
Perry is p inked in the arm. The duel ends when his sword is 
snapp ed in two. Other fi ghts occur in the story but are seldom 
fi n ished or t a ke p lace under foreign rules of chivalry while 
Pereg rine is making his Grand Tour. 
The Criminal Fathom. If Fathom did not disting uish 
himself as a duelist, he made up for this l a ck in his p ro-
ficiency in other forms of crime. Indeed, the whole novel is 
of criminal practises. Medica l mal-pra ctice as ex-
by Fa thom ha s ~lready been con s idered. He was an 
II 
I 
in any typ e of crime u p on society where soci a l skill, , 
I 
wits, a distaste for labor, a keen eye ypon the main chance 
Ferdina nd, l a ter, Count Fathom, was of his age 
he confidence man par exc~llance. His ea rly education in the 
T. Smollett, Pereg rine Pickle, p. 211. 
T. Smollett, Hum~ Clinker, p. 172. 
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household of Count Melvill p r o~ided hi m with all th e s oci a l 
g r a ces; he beca me mas ter of dancin~ , c onversa tion, mu s ic. A 
precocious alli a nce with Mademoise l le Melvill' s persona l ma id 
provi d e d the means of stea ling trinke t s from the mistress who 
pl a ced the b lame on a n under serva nt. The f a int beg inning s of 
chea ting at cards bega n in the f a mily circle. These thing s 
with s mall touches of blackma il sta rt e d hi m off on his nefarious 
ca reer. Ne eding more sc op e for hi s activitie~ Fa thom at last 
lea ves the Melville t o become in turn a mercenary galla nt, 
as s oci a te of a hi ghwayman, c a rd and d i c e chea t. Forced a t last 
t o le a ve the c ontinent--he rea ches En gl a nd a nd a s s oci a tes with 
smuggl e rs a nd card shar ps. The " green a nd plea s a nt l a nd" 
proves a Mecca for his peculiar talents. By his fea t s of social 
legerderma in i he passes off worthl e ss jewelry, false Crem onas , 
spurious objets d'art. He bec omes a dilletante, a soci a l ar-
bitrator. Under exp osure, his po pula rity lessens but p overty 
and prison teaches him man~ lessons in the art of ga ining a 
living throug h cro oked wa ys. Rena ldo Melvill offers him pro-
tection which, with his usua l trea ch ery, Fath om abuses by im-
poveri s hing his pa tr J n and driving Rena ld's mistress to the 
brink of the gra ve. "He shifts scenes to appear in a new 
character" as the head ing of Cha p ter L tell s us, nam ely, that 
of a f a shionable d octor as has been mentio n ed. Fa iling this, 
ma rri age with a touch of blackmail a ppears to be the next 
solution. Ri ghteossness triumph s and our hero finds himself 
25 
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in King's Bench Prison. 0 Later, in Humphry Clinker, we meet 
the regenerated Fathom who is expatiating his life of crime in 
a auiet English village. ~ ·-
In previous novels there had been the use of the 
crimina l as a hero but as in the case of the two Johnathan 
Wilds (Fielding's, Defoe's) the book had been based on f a ct. 27 
Smollett's imag ina t ion gave him more scope. In the story of 
Fathom which combines the lives of severa l me n into one, there 
is much more detail. 
Thus, The Adventures of Ferdina nd, Count Fathom is a 
repository forthe rela tion of crimina l events of the time. The 
above preci s s how how the g round wa s covered. The a uthor, him-
self shows that his intent was to expose in the following 
quotation: 
26. 
27. 
8. 
Perfidious wretch! thy crimes turn out so atrocious, 
that I half repent me of having underta ken to record they 
memoir s ; yet such monsters ou ght to be exhibited to public 
view, that mankind ma y be on their guard against imposture; 
that the world ma y see how fraud is a pt to overshoot it-
self; and, that, a s virtue, thou g h it may suffer for a 
while, will triumph in the end; so iniquity, thou g h it may 
prosper for a season, will at last be overta ken by that 
punishment and ili sgra ce which a re its due.28 
T. Smollett, Ferdinand, Count FathQ~. 
" Humphry: Clinker. II 
Henry Field ing , The Historv of the Late Mr. Johnathan Wild 
Daniel Defoe, The Life and Actions of Johnathan Wild-- -· 
--- ---- --- -- ----· 
T. Smollett, Ferdinand, Count Fathom, Chapter XLI, p . 556. 
other types of crime which follows ought to g ive a pretty 
accurate panorama of the criminal life of the times. 
Cards. We must g o back with Perry Pickle for adventures 
in bagg ing gamblers and sharpers. Perry, reconciled to Godfrey 
Gauntlet, schemes with his future brother-in-law to outwit the 
Bath sharp ers. They decide to use the game of billi a rds as 
their medium since Gauntlet is a n expert with the cue. Having 
26 
------ - --
·- --- ------
surveyed the ~ituation, they lea rn that sha rpers divide themselv s 
into ~: number of d ifferent types which include fortune hunters, 
experts at games of chance (billiards, tennis, b owls, other 
games where the notorious system of betting prevela.nt in the 
time ~9uld be used) bookies, card sha rps, and the like. Plans 
are l ai d. Ga untlet uses the old dodge of play ing i g norant 
until the stakes are high. The a ppetites of the sharpers are 
whetted by Perry's side remarks. Stakes are doubled andre-
29 
doubled until the biters themselves are bitten. 
Per r y was no n ovice in the a rt of gambling ha ving wasted 
much of his substa nce abroad in the game of quadrille. His card 
sense enables him to punish a couple of gamesters by breaking 
the bank at piquet. Incidenta lly, most of the card games men-
tioned are of French ori g in. Perry reco gnizes the trickery 
behind raffl e s and subscriptions but throws down a few guineas 
as a s porting gesture . 
Gambling in ei ghteenth century fact was so notorious 
29. T. Smollett, Ferdinand , Count Fathom, Cha p ter XLI, p . 556. 
that little more need be said about it. Smollett's picture is 
well supported by other writers of the period. Amelia shews us 
b R b . 30 a charac teri za ti on of a gam 1 er, .o 1 nson. In Tom Jones, ther~ 
is a list of the ca nt that has grown up aro~nd dicing and we 
learn, fo~ exa mple, that to empty "the pocket of a queer cull 
31 
without any danger of nubbing cheat" is to impose on an in-
nocent per s on without the danger of the g a l l ows. FielcU ng 
repeats this phrase in Johnathan Wild and also adds to the 
vocabulary of cant with the expression "filing-lay" or pick-
pocket: also, somewhere in Amelia, the word "rap" is used as a 
I 
. 
I 
. . 32 
synonym for perJury. Perha p s Fielding's position as a ma gistr te 
gave him a larger acquaintance with the underworld than did 
Smolle t t's voca tion. It is a p ity that the latter, who gave 
such a brilliant resume of the medicine-man's slang in the 
example of Mr. Ferret previously noted, did not condescend to 
give more underw;J rld cant, for he ha. d it in his p(Jl er to give a 
prose poem on the subject equal to the famous one of Villon. 
Never-the-less he created an atmos phere that ma kes the olden 
times live again. By turning the pages of his n ovels we c a n be 
at a gambling house with Random playing rawly powly and hazard33 
30. Henry Fielding , Amelia, see text. 
31. Ibid. 
32. Henry Fielding , Tom Jones, Book II, Chapter 12, p. 128 . 
33. T. Smollett, Roderick . Random, pp. 116, 131, 77. 
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show that gambler's tricks are not a l ways infa liible: Direct 
revelation of certa in fr a ud s, too l on~ to quote here a re ma de 
in Ferdina nd, Count Fathom. Perhaps the g rea te s t knowledge of 
the life of the times i s found in Smolle tt's insi ~ht i n to the 
minds of the men themselves--men who thoug ht themselves so keen 
but were so easil y outwitted. 
Prison. Imprisonment of debt ha s been an es s ential socia 
phenomana to the p lot of ma ny novels both before a nd i fter 
Smollett. We may cite the sad experiences of Mr. Willi a ms on in 
Pamela35 a nd the even sadd er ones of the Vica r of Wakefi eld. 36 
Prison scenes in themselves offer much space from the stories 
of Defoe down to the plot of Godwin's Caleb Willi a ms in 1794. 37 
Smollett, therefore, g ives little that is new, i.e.,~ to us 
a lthough s ome of his material is new in point of publica tion to 
some of the books mentioned. 
In mar.y of the novels we c a n find pris on references such 
s the very careful account of pri son life in the Ki n g 's Bench I I 
nd Marshal sea scenes in F a thorn's biog raphy but only one referenclf 
·s needed to amply cover this phas e of my essay. This reference 
ust be typically Smollett in it~/care fu l detail and vividly 
4. T. Smollett, Ferdinand, Count Fa thom, p. 504. 
5. Samu el Richardson, Pamela, s e e text. 
6. 01 i ve r Gold. sm i th, The Vi ca r of Wakefield., see text. 
7. Willi a m Godwin, Ca leb Willi a ms. 
------·--·----
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eighteenth century in its a tmosphere. Such i s f o und in The 
38 Adv entures of Sir La uncel ot Grea ves. Aureli a ha s disap p e a red 
to the utter distra ction of the a lre ady distracted Sir Launcelot 
Le a ving no s t one unturned in his sea rch, "our hero de s cends into 
39 the ma n s ions of t h e da mned." With more stoli d ity than the 
sentimenta l ma n of feelin g , Harley, 40 showed in a s i mila r tour, 
La uncelot examines in turn Fl eet, Ga te Hou s e, Marshalsea, Ki n g 's 
Bench Prison in St. George's Fields . The t wo or three chapters 
which cover these tri ps rea d like a documented report in a 
text on the subjects of pri s ons and pri so n ref orm. In the 
d escription of the abuses is Smollett's plea for prison better-
ment. These chapters are sociolo g ical history. No tiny fact 
is omitted. The uses, abuses, size, population, personnel, case 
!histories, the prison yard so peculi a r to our ey es with its 
I 
mingling of prisoners and vendors from the outside, the court, 
the cookery, a ll are there. The use of case histories in the 
prison description is not new in Smollett having been used in 
Ametia by Fielding some years previously: Greaves is much more 
detailed, more graphic. 
Greaves's adventures are perhap s the best source but 
there is a far less depressing ac c ount in Peregrine Pickle. 
There, we lea rn the steps legally preceding confinement; meet 
38 . T. Smol l ett, The Adventures of Sir La upcelot Grea ves, 
39. Ibid. 
40. Mackenz i e, The Man _of Feeling.!.. Chapter 20. 
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many prison types; see the power of the wa rden to pla ce a 
I pri sorwji n solitary confinement-- "loa ded with irons, • • • in a 
dung eon, situa ted on the side of a ditc h , infested with toads 
a nd vermin, surcharg ed with noisome damps, and impervious to 
41 
the least ray of li ght." 
Strong ! The old times live again~ They called forth 
the phila nthropy of James 6g lethorp e a nd the s a tire of Dean 
4 2 
Swift's Tale of§:. Tub. Beca u s e Smollett wa s truthf ul in 
presenting them to u s , we must includ e th em in a ny di s cus s ion 
of hi s interp reta tion of hi s milieu. There i s a feelin g in l a te 
comme n t a tors, Thacker~y a nd Au s tin Dobs on : in pa rtic u l a r, that 
the g o od old times were p icturesque. The c umula tive evi d ence 
t a ken so f a r doe s not p oint ~hi s way nor d oes commo n sense 
show tha t it had to b e s o . The winds of the t i me were not 
crea ted by a Watteau fan. Nor i s the time a ny the less 
interesting for tha t. The s eamy s i d e of life a l ways was a nd 
will ever be depres s ing . As a s ociolog i s t, Smollett pre sented 
sord i dness with g ravity and r es tra int. Hi s g enius wa s the 
pr e s e nta ti on of f a ct. Our duty t o hi s g enius i s to examine 
tho s e f a cts, interp ret t h e m, until w~ s ee t h e same true world 
that was visible t o hi m. 
Highwa_ymen. Mo re r omant ic, da s h ing , wa s the hi ghwayman. 
Eng li s h literature ha s a l ways been rich i n t al es of outlaws. 
41. T. Smolle t t , Fere,gr i ne P i ckil:e, Chap ter XCVII et seq. 
42. A.S. Tuberville, Eng lish Men an~~nner s in the Ei ghteenth 
_ Ce ntuny, see br bliog raphy sug~ested on 1 
page 335, a lso, Chap ter 10. 
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Robin Hood and Allan A Dale . In 1530, it was young Johnie 
Armstrong : 
Thou shalt have no pa rdon , thou traytor strong , 
For thy ei ght score men nor thee; 
For t omorrow morning by ten of the clock, . 43 Both thou and them sha ll han~ on the gallow-tree. 
In prose, Stevenson writes apropos of the romantic a ppeal of 
the Highwayman : 
Give me a highwayman a nd I was full to the brim; 
a Jacobite might do , but a highwayma n was my favorite dish . 
I c a n still hea r the merry chat t er of hoofs on the moonli t 
lane; night and the e arning of day are still rela ted in my 
mind with the doing of John Rand or Jerry Abershaw; a nd the 
words 11 postcha ise, 11 the 11 grea t North Road , 11 "o s tler, 11 "nag ," 
still sound in my ears like poetry •••• roma nce , the 
poetry of circumsta nce.44 
Again in poetry of our own da y but written of an ea rlier: 
He ' d a French docked-hat on his forehead , a bunch of lace 
at his chin, 
A coat of the claret velvet, a nd breeches of brown doe -skin; 
They fitted with never a wrinkle; his bo o ts were u p to 
his thigh! 
And he ~ode with a jeweled twinkle, 
His pistol buts a~twinkl~ , 45 His r a pier hilda-twinkle, under the jeweled . sky . · 
The previous quotationsshow that the theme ha s been a favorite. 
In the eighteenth century prose writers, it was particularly so . 
The follo wing su rvey shows just how preva lent it was: 
1722 Defore, Dan iel Moll Flanders one of Moll's husba nds 
turns out to be a kni ght 
of the road. 
43. Tra dit iona l balla d , circa 1530, Johnie Armstrong. 
44. Robert Louis Stevenson, A Goss i p on Roma nce . 
45. Alfred Noyes, The Hi ghwayman. 
)1 
1724 Defore, Daniel Tour through the Isla nd of Great Britain 
source material for 
conditions of travel, etc 
1728 Gay, John Beggars' Opera woven around the theme. 
1740 Richardson, Samuel Pamela it must be rec~lled in 
this connection that to 
prevent Pamela's unescort d 
travel , the argument ~a s 
used that the hi ghways 
were infested with robber • 
1742 Fielding , Henry Joseph Andrews Joseph is l eft na ked and 
abandoned on the roadside 
1743 Fielding, Henry Johnathan Wild social satire bas e d on th 
actual history of a 
crim i na l. Partly based 
on Defoe's essay on the 
subject of 1725. 
1748 Smollett, Tobias The Adventures of Roderick Ra ndom. 
This list d oes not pretend to be c omplete for the subj e ct is 
too exhaustive. It proves by a qui·ck summing up of litera ture 
that in his fre quent use of the hi ghwayma n Smollett wa s being 
true to past writers. Historica l profif as to the prominence 
= .. ·1. 
of robbers on the scene is offe r ed in the fact that Fielding, in 
his offici a l c apacity , suggested that the streets of London 
would be more secure with a force of picked men to guard them: 
thus the Bow Street Runners were organized in 1753. Biography 
has sent down the names of ma ny famous, rather notorious, thieve • 
They include Tur p in of Hounslow Heath who: 
One hundred pounds - When he did 11~' 
He left Jack Ketch for a legacy. 0 
46. Quoted from an old En~lish broa dside by Tuberville in 
English Men and Manners in the :!!:ighteenth Century,_ p . 164. 1 
---------
--------
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Other names might be mentioned; there are Cha rles Speckman, 
Hardy Vaux, the murderer Price, Jack She ppard. Of the latter, 
Defore wrote: 
His history will astonish: and is not composed of fable, 
fiction, or stories placed at York, Rome or Jamaica, but 
facts done at your doors, f a cts unheard of, alto g ether 
new, incredible, and yet unc onte s table.47 
Sheppa rd died at Newga te, and Defoe acted as a "ghost-writer" 
for him in the clear and ample account ••• of the most 
materi a l tvansactions of my life, a nd do hope the same 
will prove a wa rning to a ll young men. • • Middle St one 
Room in Newga te, November 10, 1724.48 
This was the historical, the litera ry, and the bio-
graphica l background for Smollett's first me ntion of the subject 
We find that among the vicissitudes that beset Rory and Strap 
in their e a rliest adventures was an encounter with a highwayman. 
In this instance it is Strap's expression, " ••• have mercy 
on us, Mr. Rifle, we kn~ y ou very well," which caused the fhief 
to draw · his pistol to f ire at the "unfortunate shaver." Their 
lives are saved by the sudden appea rance of a band of horsemen 
riding in pursuit. Later, at the next inn, Rifle is brough t in 
triumph to the justice of pease of the village. Between two 
men, hands behind him, the horsema n appears more dejected than 
at their first meeting . Before the trial the next morning, they 
discover that the villa in has escaped from his place of con-
47. Daniel Defo-e ·, The HistorY: of _the Rema.rka~le Life of J. 
4 8 . 
Shep_Qa .!:_d_. 
Daniel Defoe, A Narra tive of a ll the Ro bberie s , Escanes, 
etc. of JohnShenpa rcf:" 
-------
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finement, an empty garret three stories high. The escape ha ving 
been effected by g etting 
out of a wind ow u pon the roof, from ~rhence he continued 
along the top s of the adj oining houses, a nd entered 
a nother garret window , where he sulked until the f amily 
were asleep, a t which time he ventured downstairs a nd let 
himself o u t by the street do or!49 
Highwaymen a re mentioned in both the story of Grea ves 
and that of Fathom50 but they are almo s t as imma terial to our 
purpose as the cry of Pamela , "O~ my f oolish fea rs of bulls 
51 
and r o bbers~" or the equa lly silly mi s t ake of the fema le 
Quixote who thought tha t the vi s itor fro m Lond on was a r obber 
as he r od e up to her only to be assailed by the cry, "if y ou 
have any valor · . defend your unfortuna te mistress a nd 
rescue her." The result of this episode being that Ar a bella 
(the f emale Quixote ) f orces Mr. Hervey to gi ve up his h a ng er 
and t o " go, base man, unworthy of the care that I took for thy 
safety; g o to some di s t an t country where I may never hea r of 
thee more; and suffer me , if pos s ible, t o lose : the memory of 
52 
they crimes ." Mr. Hervey g oes--pre sumably t o London. 
In a more seriou s mood than in a ny of the twenty three 
years of novel writing that p receded it, Humphry Clin).{er a lso 
uses the hi ghwayman motif. The character of Edward Ma rtin, 
robber becau se of circumstance rather than choice, is changed 
49 . T . Smollett, Roderick Random, Chap ter 9, pp . 16 -18. 
50. T. Smollett, Greaves, p . 635 , and Fathom, p. 497. 
51. Samuel Richardson, Pamela, p . 161. 
52. Charlotte Le nnox , Th~ Fem;1. le Q,u ixot~ , 1752 . 
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by conta ct with the ::nellov,· Br a mbl e t o ·,vh r)m he vrri te s a letter 
at Harrowgate professing a change of hea rt: 
•.. r conceived a particular esteem and veneration for 
your person •••• I should be ha ppy to be admitted into 
your service •••• and, sure I am, I should not be found 
deficient in gratitude and fidelity. At the same time, I 
am very sensible how much you deviate from the common maxims 
of discretion, even by putting my professions to the trial; 
but I d o not look upon you as a person that thinks in the 
ordinary style; and the delicacy of my situation will , I 
know, justify this address to a heart warmed with beneficenc 
and compas s ion. 
This uncommon letter from an uncommon rogue impresses 
Matthew Bramble that Martin is "capable of giying the lie" to 
the maxim "'Save a thief fr om the gallows , and he'll cut your 
53 
throat.'" decided to help him. He keeps his word and the 
young ma n is put into a better wa y of ea rning his living. 
Sterne onc e ca lled Smollett Smelfungus but the go od 
!doctor did not deserve the epithet in res pect to his last novel~ ! 
Humphry Clinker is exq_uisitely written and its pictures of life 
and manners a re most happy. One of the best of these p ictures 
is that of Martin , a product of a ma tured obs e ryation and kind ly ! 
philoso phy. Perhap s Smelfungus ea rned the title in hii earlier 
books where he, to o , used op probrious na mes to satirize rea l 
peo p le--"Lady of Q.uality'', I"ady Va.ne, · "Marmozet" for Garrick . 
"Sheerwit" for Chesterfield, "It[r. Spond ee" for Field ing , a nd 
so on-- but he em phatica lly did not deserve the title at the 
55 
ast of his life. 
53. T. Smollett , Humphry Clinker , J. Melford ' s letter from 
Harrowga te, d8. te June 23 . 
54. Laurence Sterne , A Sentimenta l Journey, .. _etc~, In the Street , 
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55 . For a most interesting discussion of this point an d the 
a uthorship of A La dy of Quality see H. S. Buqk, A Study in 
Smollett, etc.-; (YaTeunlvers1ty Press , 1925). 
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Martin is well drawn enou g h · 
of the folk mentioned above. 
to be tak en from life as were some ~~ 
There is not much evidence towa rds 
proving that he wa s an a ctual person but rega rdless of this, 
the fi gure of Smollett 1 s l as t ro ~ue helps us to appreci a te a 
kindlier , more human century. 
Jhe Streets . It is with regret tha t we lea ve the hi gh-
wayman , the romantic " poetry of Circums t anc e." The streets 
and t h ose who walked ;: them cla io our attention. 
Gay , i n his Tri v~_£, g ives us a picture of the Lo ndo n 
streets that is unsurpassed : 
Wh en to a ssert the wall and when re s i gn, 
I sing ; thou, Trivia , goddess a id my so ng . 
Thr ou g h spaci ou s streets c ondu ct thy bard a long : 
By thee transp orted, I securely stray 
Where winding a lleys lead the d oubtful '\~ray , 
The sil e nt c ou rt and open ing s qua re explg~e , 
And long p erplexing lane ~ untro d b efore. 
The cries of London, the trade smen, the fashi onsare a ll 
Smollet t enlarges o n Gay 1 s s ong : 
mentionei , 
g reat I At leng th, however, h e p erused t he ma p of Lond on with 
diligence, a nd ha ving acq u ired a distinrit idea of its 
topo g r aphy, used to a li g ht at the end of lon~ narrow 
tho-roughfares, a nd pa ved courts, '.~'here the chariot wa s 
ordered t o a wa it till his return; a nd walking with great 
g r avity thr ou gh the different turning of the ~le~s, regain 
hi~ carriag e and resume his seat with an air of va st 
imp ortan ce. With the view to p rotract the time of his 
su ppo s ed vi s it s , he would, at one p l a ce, turn as ide to a 
wall; at another, cheapen a n urina l; at a third corner, 
read a qua ck advertisement , o r loung e a fe~ minutes in 
some booksell e r 1 s shop : a nd, l as tly gl i d e into some obscurB 7 coffee-house, a nd trea t hims elf with a dram of usquebaugh. 
John Gay, Trivia. 
T. Smollett , The Adventures of Fe rdina n d , Count _Fatgom-L 
Chapt er - iii , p. 562 . 
-----------
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was essenti a lly urban . Even his c ountry t y pes a re not a bsolute 
yokels but have somewhere in .their persona lities the abi lity to 
adap t themselves to the metropolis: those who are continu ously 
victi mized by city tricke ries a re me re objects for fun . The 
heroes a re men of f as ion usua lly with enoug h commo n sense not 
to bec om e the com plete beau . The underwo rld i s more compl~tely 
p ictured than in a ny previous writer including Defoe whb colors 
the p icture v'.'ith his own mo r a li zi ng . F ielding ca n a l s o be in-
eluded in this swee p ing st a temen t for des p ite his use of c a nt, 
psychological analysis, and reallv stirring pi ctures of under-
world 1 if e , he, to o , · is biased by his legal bac kgroun d . . Nor 
does Fielding me nti on loca lities as fre quently as does his 
bro ther a uthor. The sectio n known as Saint Giles wi th its well 
d k h D. 1 58 th d d known l an ma r , t e Seven 1a s, was . e ren ez-vous an 
sanctum of a ll s ort s and b on d itions of v agabonds . F ielding 
t . . t b t d th 1 . . 59 h . t . men 1ons 1 u once an e n on y 1n pass1ng w erea s 1 1s 
mention e d at leas t twice in the novel s of ~mollett. The first 
describes living cond tions , there. Roderick rents "an apartment 
in a garret near St. Giles, at the rate of nine-pence pe r week." 
andom c ho s e the loca tion as a h i de-out as d id the p rostitute, 
·iss Wil l i ams , whom h e met there. 60 There is a very minor 
eference in the de s cri p ti on of Pall e t's likeness to a member 
37 
of the pur ieus of St. Giles • .James Melford, in a letter from 
Bath dated 30, also spea ks in a dero gatory manner: 
"Probab l y ·n the workhouse of St. Giles pa rish, ma da m; but I 
61 
protest I now not his particular mew." These quota tions 
show that heir author was very co nscious of loca lity. 
of the actio n in~eregrine Pickle takes pla ce in the 
ari s to era t · c nei ghborhood of ·: St . .James Square where the lady 
of took frequent resi d ence. According to Smollett some 
of ion which surrounded this loc a lity wa s not a s g enteel 
Drury Lane was the haunt o f street wa l kers, a detail 
which Defo did not mention in his elaborate description of 
2 
the pl a ce. 
To xtract g eo gra phy from a novelist is a dry as dust 
procedure o it is not my intention to dwell too long on place 
na mes even though such na mes as Drury Lan e, Mayfair, Sa lisbury 
Plain , Isl ng ton, congure up vista s deli ghtfu l to the imag ina-
tion. Eve Crowe's choice of a wa ter front dwelling "hard by 
st. Ca t her·ne's in Wa pping " nea r Wa pping Old Stairs ·with 11 a 
prospect o the street forwa rd s , well frequented by pas s engers, 
carts, dra a n d other carri ages" must not be quoted more 
fully. It the peo p le in the streets that make them live and 
not the s t eets witho u t peo ple. We must turn attention to some 
61. T. Smollett, Humphry 9linker, p . 52. 
6 2 . Daniel Defoe, A Tour through the ~: Island ..Q.f_Great Britain , 
fourth edition, 1748. 
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of the s that walked those famed. lan~s.63 
streets of Lo ndon presented_ much colorful material. 
Among the oets who appreci a ted the moving kaleidoscope of 
color and ound wer e Gay, previously mentioned., a nd. Smollett's 
e l Johnson who noted much in his p oem, London. 
w them frequently: fr om the ar t ist's p en we have 
as The Times or such portraits as Sarah Malcomb 
64 
or the Shr"mp Girl. In prose, Defoe's work has been s poken 
g writes of a street brawl between a wa tchman and a 
65 
Burney describes the muddy road. The newspapers 
of the da y fre quen tly me ntioned such curious characters as 
Blind Jack, Blind Granny, Elizabeth Alton, Champion Fegg , John 
Sharp, Mot er ]!Ia.pp of bone setting fame. The ears of the people 
themselves were assailed by the Hawker' s cries. Yet Smollett 
t little of these details. He confines himself to 
the doctors on the Scotch Walk or a fo p in a white 
coat prome ading on the Stra nd. The l a ck is not as deplorable 
as first be considered. After a ll, the thi ngs mentione 
in agraph are but a sma ll matter. They app~ar sm~ller 
upon consi eration of the wealth of o t her deta il in Smollett 
which cant ibute towards making the old times live a gain. 
64. Willi m Hogarth, Works, II, pp. 233, 253, 268 . 
65. Fanny Burney, Evelina, Chap ter 33, p . 169. 
------------·- -~---- - -- ·------------ -
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The_ beau. The beau was a chara cteristic ei ghteenth 
century p henomenon. From the days of the Spectator to the time 
of M. DuBois in Eveliha, he swa s hbuckles through the pages of 
l ·t t 56 H 1 b h. d h. b k he t r · d 1 era ure . · e eaves e 1n 1m ro en a r s , u1ne 
tailors, unf ou ght duels, a nd a faint aroma of musk. His coat-
of-arm s is a powdered wig r a mpant on the ace of clubs. He is 
the scorn of decent women--'men, women, a nd Herveysl' cried 
L d "~ ·~· tl I ' t 6 ? d th d f th f t ~ tb a y 1~1ary ,vor ey •;ion ague --an e g o . o e oo ma n a n cl e 
tailor. His na me in litera ture i s leg ion. His na me in fact 
mi ght be Richard Nash, Lord Hervey, Horace Wal pole, Georg e 
Selwyn , Gilly Willi a ms, or Richa r d Bri nsley Sheridan. 68 With-
out the abilities that saved these men, he is led to sava g e 
debaucheries so cruelly summariz ed by Charl e s Johnstone in 
Chrysal, 1760-1765. 6 9 If without brains and lacking complete 
savagery, he is: 
A wi g tha t's full, 
An empty skull, 7 A box of b e r gamot. 0 
This bird of Pa radisel Old Smelfungus! O! rare 
combination! 
66 . Henry Morley, ed., The Spectator , vol. 2 , # 255. 
67. G. a nd P . Wha rto n , The Wits a n d Beaux of Society, p. 282. 
68 . Ibid. 
69 . Charles Jo hnstone, The Adventures of Chrysal, 176 0-1765, 
cited by Walt er Scott, Lives of the Noveli s ts, "Johnstone," 
p. 105. 
70 . Clare JerDold, The Beaux a nd the Dan d i e s, Chatper 4, p . 57, 
quoting from Baker, Comedy of Hamnstead Heath . 
I 
I 
I 
!I [, 
I 
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Jerrold on beaux ma y be pa rtially s u mmarized h e re. The 
term, beau, wa s fir s t u sed du ring th e ti me of Cha rl es II and 
about t h is ti me Ethere ge' s p h y, The Ma n of 1.trode, sta rted the 
we a lth of s a tire on the s ubj e ct to be found in the dra ma . In 
the ti me of Ad d i s on a nd Steele, the term of "pretty fellow" 
wa s more of ten ap pli e d . In the Du nciad , Po p e atta cked John, 
Lord Hervey whom he c a lled "Sporus." By 1764, at Write's Club 
(mentioned in Smollett) the action s of the rei gning beaux ha d 
become too con s erva tive for certa in of the more effeminate who 
began to meet at Almack's Rooms. They styled thems elves, 
71 
"Macaronis." 
Other terms were a l so used to desi gna te the t y pe. The 
Buck p a id more a ttentio n to dre s s a n d rowdiness than the Macaron 
he wa s perhaps the worst a ndmChrysa l is his Odys sey. The Blood 
was very a p t with the g loves and the broadsword. The Frolics 
fo und the ir chief a musement in crippli ng watchmen, overturning 
watchmen's sentry boxe s , a nd annoying late wayfa rers. The 
Macaroni did not a pp e a r until after the de a th of Smollett 
towards t h e ye a r 1775: He i s me ntioned by Wal pole and by 
Genera l Burg oyne in a p l ay , The Ma id of Oa ks, in 1774? 2 
Smol l ett p resents the e a rlier t ypes f ull pa no plied. 
His method i s both direct and indirect. Two of the novels are 
wov e n around the adve ntures of ty p ica l beaux. I 
71. Cl a re Jerrold, The Beaux a nd the Dandies z summary, Chap ter "~ 
and I 
72. Wm. Conn or Sydny, En g l a n df the English in the Ei ghteenth I 
Century, summa ry of ma teri a l on beaux:-- I 
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Ther e are many, many instances in both Roderick Random a 
Peregrine Pickle which show the analysis of a man about town. 
Only a lenghty summary could do t hem j ustice. Although this 
is out of t he question, space permits quotation from one of the 
novels to demonstrate how the hero carries out the traditions 
of a fop: 
I 
I! 
i! 
••• repairing to the city, he purchased a new chariot 
and horses, put Pipes and another lacquey into rich 
l iveries, took elegant lodgi ngs in Pall Mall, and made a 
most remarkable a ppearance a mong the people of fashion 
••• he resolved to encourage the deception by living 
up to the report, and accordingly engaged in the most ex-
pensive parties of pleasure. • • • in a word , vani ty and 
pride were t he ruling foibles of our adventurer • • • he 
resolved to make a prize of a rich heiress or opulent 
widow • • • he went out to one of the boxes at the play-
h ouse, as u.sual, to show himself to the ladies • • • re-
connoitring the company through the glass, for no other 
reason than it was fashionable to be purblind ••• ' 
!l 
il 
:J 
His enemies rejoiced when Perry found himself in a 
debtors' prison, the typical .finish for many of the beaux. 
Not only does he present the complete fop, but Smollett 
gives an additional note to t his pre sentation by the incidental ; 
portraits so frequently found. These are often highly colored · 
vignettes, taken from real life. Perhaps, the most illustra-
tive of this ty pe are Captain Whiffles and his attendant doctor, 
74 Simper. Most vituperative, the account sears the memory. 
It is almost ineffaceable. Whiffle has come aboard the 
man-of-war to succeed the former captain. He is accompanied 
by Simper who takes the place of i•lacshane, previously mentioned 
73· T. Smollett, Peregrine Pickle, p.295· 
74. It , Roderick Random. 
I 
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In contrast to his position as a commander of a great vessel, 
Whiffle's effeminacy is almost too decided. With his love 
of clothes, his paint and perfumery, his mincing affectations, 
the captain i s at about the lowest depth to which the fop 
descended. No more bitter diatribe can be required than this 
characterization. Apparently, its lesson was lost because the 
phenomenon of the beau lasted well thr ough the century. Some 
of the great figures, Brummell, for instance, lived through int 
the nineteenth century. 
It may be noted in this connection that in the l a ter 
novels that the young men are of much milder temperament, less 
influenced by the ephemeral fads of the world of fashion. 
The young college roan, James Melford, is a case in point. 
Matchless as Smollett's observations on Whiffles and 
Simper are, they are by no means his only ones. 'I'here are 
many minor types who make their debuts in the pages of adven .. 
ture. ~iniatures though they may be, they are still outstand-
ing. To read them is to gain an insight into the period that 
can be found only in this source. 
Tynes. The street scenes may have failed to uresent il 
much color, but the prison scenes recompense the lack. In the~, 
is an aggregati on of many distinct types. In Amelia is the 
only similar treBtment, but in the chapters describing Booth's 
confinemen~ In Bridewell, (especially the one entitled 
Disclosing the further _ secrets .Q! ~- prison-house), there are 
[I 
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In Amelia, there are fourteen, or a possible fifteen, whereas, II 
!I in the books under discussion there is a generous profusion 
thrown in with a fine disregard for the exigencies of plot. 
Fielding's list is a build up to point out the obvious fact 
that prison is an unpleasant place. Smollett's supernumery 
cnaracters add to the verisimilitude of the novels. However, 
they are the results of creative abandon or personal satire 
rather t han of moral abstraction. Amelia was published in 
1751, but the prison scene is supposed to have occurred at 
least two years previously. According to an unsigned editorial 
note in the White and Stokes ed i t ion, 1882, of Amelia, at least 
one of the abuses mentioned had practically ceased at the time 
. of the first publication. Therefore, Fielding's remarks 
must have lost some of their force to contemporary readers. 
By reason of its previous publication in 1748, The Adventures 
of Roderick Random is more of a t our de force. It contains the 
greatest description of Marshalsea in the English novel previous 
to Dickens's Little Dorrit. In it are found some of the 
characterizations of which we are speaking. Mr. Melopyn repre~ 
sents genius deprived of his rights by the carelessness of a 
foppish patron, Lord Sheerwit, and his henchman, Marmoset. The 
names of the real people concealed under the titles "Sheerwit" 
and "Marmoset" have been previously discussed. They were, 
of course, Lyttleton and Garrick. r he whole Marshalsea inciden11 
was a recapitulati cn of Smollett's early experiences in trying 
to produce r ne Rep;icide. We see the life of the time through t _ 
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J 
the mellowness of old gossip. Later, in Pickle, there is a 
I 
In this publication, whiohJ 
came out the same year as Amelia, the "list method," i.e. the . 
listing of characters as in a directory, is also used. A rathe 
further delineation of s~ch abuses. 
long account of a claiment is given in this connection. 
The value of knowing these many types lies in the fact 
that when you know the _men, you know the century• However, it 
is only the outward appearance of the century. Nowhere in 
I 
Smollett is there any attempt to characterize his men psycho-
logically. We can only judge them outwardly in somewhat the 
same manner as we might Judge fellow travellers, or s t rangers 
in a crowd. This is an amusing game for a while until one 
feels the need for more solidarity. Compared t o Fielding's 
presentation of mind and action, Smollett's was a failure. He 
was concerned 11with t he superficial features of temperament and 
mannerism, not with the deeper human qualities which unite 
them.n75 
~· It was the habit of most of t he men about whom 
we ha.ve been talking to spend part of t heir leisure time at 
some coffee house, inn, or t ave rn. -.Sometimes t he coffee house 
was called a "coffee room," or a "lounge." They were really 
club rooms and one chose his favorite by the congeniality of 
tastes and pursuits of the men gathered there. 
most famous were Tom's, Je~y's Whim, Will's. 
Among them, the 
I 
I 
I 
75. E.Baker, A Hiator~ gt ~ Enelish Novel, vol.4, p.203. ~ 
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From 'rhe Spectator: 
I have passed my latter years in t his city, where I am 
frequently seen in the most publick places • • • sometimes 
I am .seen t hrusting my Head into a Round of Politicians at 
Will's and listening with great Attention to the Narrat ives 
that are made in those little Circular Audiences. Some-
times I smoak a Pipe at Child's and ••• I appear on 
Sunday nights at St. James's Coffee House, and sometimes 
j oin the little Committee of Politicks in the Inner-Room 
• • • My Face is likewise6very well known at the Grecian, and the Cocoa-Tree ••• 7 
Don Saltero's was popular. Its great attracti on was its 
collection of rarities catalogued in 1760, and boasting ownershi 
of t he Pope's candle, Job's ears which gr ew on a tree, the King 
of Morocco's tobacco-pipe, et cetera. If one did not care for 
a dish of coffee, tea, or chocolate~ he could repair to a g in 
shop, or to any of t he ill reputed night cellars. On very 
happy occasions a gl a ss of bumbo, ratafia, or rack punch might 
be ordered at some tavern. I 
I Smollett follows the times by mentioning the places 
frequently. Two instances of his most original contribution 
.I 
I 
must be mentioned here. It · may be remembered tha t poor hen-
pecked Gamaliel Pickle used to spend his evenings at a country 
"pub." There, at Tunley's, he listened to the disputes "upon 
philosophy e.nd poll tics with great comfort and edification. n77 
William Connor Sydney commends the following: 78 
It was on t he grea t nothe rn road from York to London, 
a bout the beginning of the month of October, and the hour 
of eight in t he evening, that four travellers were, by a 
violent shower of rain, driven for s ·nel ter into a little 
public-house on the s i de of t he highway which was said to 
exhibit the figure of a black lion. The kitchen, in which 
46 
J6.Addison,The Specta tor,vol.l#l.Ibid. editor's notes,( H . Morley), ~ .6. 
77• 'r. s mollett, Peregrine Pickle, Chapt.l8. ~ 
7 8_!~ c. Syd!l~u England and th_~ Engl i sh_ ~ha.la~e~='=Qfl.J!Pj._. QIL' --~== 
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they assembled, was the only ro om for entertainment in 
the house, paved with red bricks, remarkably clean, fur-
nished with t hree or four Windsorchairs, adorned with 
shining plate s of pewter, and copper sauce-pans, nicely I 
scoured, that even dazzled t he eyes of the beholder; while 
a cheerf~l fire of sea-coal blazed in the chimney. Three I 
of the t r avellers, who arrived on horseback , having seen I 
their cattle properly accommodated i n the s.table, agreed 
to pass the time, until the weather should clear up, over 
a bowl of rumbo, which was accordingly prepared. But 
the f ourth, ref using to join t heir company, took up his 
station a t t he opposite side of t he ch imney, and called [I 
for a pint of two-penny, with which he indulged himself ,._ 
apart. At a little distance, on his left hand, there I 
wa-s another group, consisting _· ot .. : the landlady, a decent 1 
widow, her two daughters, the elder of whom seemed to be 
about the age of fifteen, and a country l ad, who served 
1
1 
both as waiter and ostler. 
The social triumvirate was composed of Mr. Fillet, a 
country practitioner in surgery and mid-wifery, and his 
nephew, Mr.Thomas Clark, an attorney. 79 
Town ~· In a more cosmopolitan group than the above, 
such a meeting would be the ·signal to start a d iscussion on the 
literature of .~ the day .• Smolle t t was an a r den t defender of true 
literature. As with Pope in poetry , especially The Dunciad, 
t here is a continual defense of nobi l ity in literature combined 
d i a tribes against the current litera ry abuses. The most potent 
of these many defenses is the scene described by James Melford 
in Humphry Clinker. As pa rt of t he experience of fered to a youn 
man, newly about town, Melford dines with a group of successful 
authors wh o sum up t he l i t erary situation from the point of view 
of the writer. The methods and rewards of writi~g are revealed 
from a practical viev--1point by men whose bread and butter depends 
upon t heir power over t h e pen. Its value ae source ma t erial ma 
be lost with the publication of the, t far greater work on Fleet 
!I 
'I 48 
=+=== Street, Boswell's ~. of Johnson, but the book's daring 
presentation must have made an impression on t he public mind• 
s-- mentioned in the letter is Smollett who is drawn as 
a man 11 not wi t .i.1out weakness and caprice; but he is certainly 
gooc1-humoured and civilised; nor do I find, that there is any-
thing overbearing , cruel, or implacable in his disposition." 
S--'s home is t he rendez-vous of a number of literary dependents 
who sponge on him and repay ~1is generosity with criticism and 
deceit. Their talk is a f fected, sar castic; and petty. 
of t heir real wit and cleverness is a matter of hard work so 
they save it for publication. As for a monetary reward: 
I have dwelt so long upon aut.hors, that you will perhaps 
suspect I intend to enrol myself among the fraternity; but, 
if I were actual ly qualified for the profession, it is at 
best but a desparate resource against starving, as it 
affords no provisi on f9r old age and infirmity. Salmon, 
at the a ge of f ourscore, is now in a garret, compiling matt r 
at a guinea a sheet, for a modern historian, who, in point 
of age, might be his grandchild; e.nd, Psalmanazar, e.fter 
having drudged half a cen tury in t he litera ry mill, in all 
simplicity and abstinence of an Asiatic, subsists upon the 
charity of a few booksellers, just sufficient to keep him 
from the parish. I think . Guy, who was himself a bookselle , 
ought to have appropriated one wing or ward of his hospi tall 
to the use of decayed authors. ~ • I 
I know not whether you will find any amusement in this i 
account of an odd race of mortals, whose constitution had, ·I 
I own, greatly inte r e s ted the curi osity of, yours, 50 
J . r.felford. 
1 London, June 10. 
I 
II 
I 
80. T.Smollett, ruExpedition of Humphry HClinker, pp.l27-138. 
Summary. It is my contention that among all the 
wri te ~ ' s of the century, Smollett offers much--if 
to the historianPof mores. In this . cha pter has 
i 
not, the most--~ 
been chronicle, . 
a long list of aspects of the life of t he time. Some of this 
varied list, for example, the medical, contains material not 
found elsewhere. Other parts were inserted to show the great 
va r i ety of topics covered by Smollett. 
The analysis of the beau picaro showed Srnoll e tt's 
op1n1on of a contemporary type molded by t he society of the day j 
Smollett penned many other types w::raich are scattered 1n rich 
profusion t hr oughout his work. Through study of t his rich 
prof us ion, we _have seen, in part, sociological aspects of the 
century not to be found elsewhere. 
Smolle.tt made no attempt to shm·1 the cause behin 
all t his detail. Therein, he failed. When he attempted to 
show remedy, a s in the episode of outwitting the sharpe r s' by 
Gauntlet, the point was out of character--of both the author 
and narrative. Moralizing also f ell flat and the crimes of 
t he incredible Fat~i oms were too obvious fic t ions. 
But--for the presentation of facts, masses of 
them, Smollett had no equal. This chapter has tried to weed 
out facta. Cause and effect must be sought for in other 
authors. Some of the grea ter aspects of the life of the time 
have been shown as reflected in the pages of a great realis~. 
In turning to the manners, the subject of the 
next chapter, we are f ollowing the precedent of eighteenth cen 
-=-=-:~:::--=--==.:: __ ---=- tuKl: w,r:t_~e !'J>-:-wh.Q were ccmcerned with this pleasant topic. 
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CHAPTER III 
OF THE MANNERS 
Smollett contributed much to the development of the novel 
He is often considered the originator of the sea story. 1 A 
discussion of his t a l en t in this respect is not pertinent to 
the subject of this thesis. We are concerned with his writings 
bnly inasmuch as they are a mirror of the time. In piling up 
toward verisimilitude, he surpasses even Defoe. In this respect 
he is the grea test of hi s time and perhaps of the whole century, 
perhaps of any author up to Zola whose realism w~s based on case 
historie~. His reflection of the life of the time, as we have 
seen, is not didactic in purpose to any greater extent than 
that of pure satire. If this is true of what mi ght be called 
the sociological side of Smollett's work, how much more so it is 
when we enter the more pleasant realm of manners. In showing 
the manners of the time, the author is at his best, his gayest. 
We see the very ei gh teenth century that we would li ke to recall 
for its charm and elegance--a civilization that wi ll never more 
be seen. In manners we see the peo ple at their best and meet 
them on their own terms. Perhaps to fully savor their life, we 
should meet them witho u t judg ing them, as we have been doing, 
from the vantag e point of the additional knowledge that time 
has brou ght. 
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Manners are best shown by consideration of the da ily life 
of the ti me. Since the d a ily life of the emp loyed outside of 
the deta ils of his em ployment amounts to very little, the 
g reater part of the descriptions of soc ial life are concerned 
with beaux, g entlemen, and ladies. Becaus e so much ha s been 
written of the less utilitarian member s of society in the 
time of which we are spea king a r athe r f a lse impression has 
come down. We are ap t to forget that in this time there were 
many who s e enf orced attention to l abor occu p ied so much time 
that there wa s very little left f or the exces s e s of the day. 
century must not be re-crea ted from a sin~le point of view. In 
order to see it whole, it i s essent ial tha t there be s ome side 
g mnces at the proletariat. Up to Smollett, there was no one 
who did th is , f or Def oe defended t h e dregs of society, his most 
commonp lace man was the middle class Rob in so n Crusoe who became 
a n adventurer throug h circums t a nce ; the e s sayists showed the 
g entry as in the Spectator, or the literati as in the essays of 
Johns on ; Johnstone gave hi gh so ci e ty; Richa rdson and Fielding 
concerned themselves with the serva nt problem a nd society. All 
types of ma nkind were interesting to Smollett. He donates a 
cross section of English life as his contribution to litera ture. 1 
Not only does he include the types found in the authors mentioned 
I 
bove, but we fin d ma ny mor e , the t ai lor, the ~o the cary, the 
ounger, all sorts and de g ree s of serva nts, the small doctor, 
the f a rmer, the tea cher, the parson, the lawyer, the g in drinkin~ 
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all, the greatest c ontribution is the sea-dog, the old salt, 
the jolly tar of British comma nd of which type Hawser Trunnion 
is the acme ••• rough Trunnion who: 
had never pronounced the word madam since he was born; so 
that, far from entering into conversation with ladies, he 
would not even return the compliment or give the least nod 
of civilty when they drank his health; and I verily believe 
would have rather suffered suffocation than allow the simple / 
phrase, your servant , to e s cape his mouth. 
Generous Trunnion with his hand ever in his pocket for his 
beloved Perry, with his tolerance of his shrewish wife ! Jolly 
Trunnion whose whole life is written in his epitaph: 
Here lies, 
Foundered in a fathom and h a lf 
The shell 
of 
Hawser Trunnion, Esq. 
Formerly commander of a squadron 
In His N~jesty's service, 
Who broached to, at five P. M. Oct. X. 
In the yea r of his age 
Threescore and nineteen 
He kept his guns always loaded, 
And his tackle ready manned, 
And never showed his poop to the enemy, 
Except when he took her in tow; 
But 
His shot being expended, 
His match burned out, 
And his upper works decayed, 
He was sunk 
By Death's superior weight of metal. 
Nevertheless 
He will b e wei ghed a gain 
At the great day 
His ri gging refitted 
And his timbers repa ired, 
And, with one broadside, 
Make his adversa ry 
Strike in hi s turn. 
Good old Trunnion! Pre-eminence to his creator! 
Along with the creation of the types of the proletariat I 
I 
represented by Trunnion is the main interest in people whose ~1 : 
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leisure gives them the chance to become pa rt of the soci a l 
movement of the d a y to the most complete way. In order to do 
this, to sho w the set-up of the daily life, the chief characters 
are well educated enough to enjoy the benefits that they have to 
the fullest. The leisure, that their poo ition as members of 
the u p per middle class or l<JN er gentry g ives them, increases 
their pleasure. Thi s type therein offers the greatest op-
portunity for comparison with other writers of the peri od. 
Historians h a ve frequently cited fr om Chapter Three , 
book three, in Joseph And~ the little synopsi.s therein of 
the d a ily life of a gentleman as su perla tive description of 
this p a rticular matter. Good as Fielding is, Smollett with his 
passi on for detail is as amusing . Here too, as is found else-
where , his satire does not prevent him from giving a documented 
account of daily life of a youn g man . Owing to his poverty, 
Peregrine Pickle sudd enly finds hims e lf the associated of a 
cheap g roup who ape their betters; their life con s ists of a 
saunter in the Mall in the forenoon "or loung e at shews of 
picture s , ap p e a r in the drawin~-room once or twice a week , 
dine at an ordinary, decide disputes in a coffee-house, . . . 
requent the pit in ~ the pla y-house, and once in a month s p end 
n evening with some noted actor •• 
" In the country this . . 
arne young m~n spent most of his time in hunting , shooting and 
ther country sports inclu d ing love m1k ing which rema ined the 
arn e whether the quarry was a Phyllis or a blue- stocking; . 
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City a nd Fashiona ble Life--Men. Th e every day life of men of 
fa s hi on was empty a nd dis s i p a ted . Letter writing was a p opu-
l a r a v o c a tio n for the more l i tera te. In thi s they were e x tremel 
p r oli f ic a s the letter s of Hora ce Wa lpole which amount to ma ny 
publi s he d volumes s hows . The c ont ents of thes e long e p i s tl e s 
were h a r dly worth the time spent in their com pos ition (not in 
Walpole's case because hi s bril l iant mind ma de some va lua ble 
c ontributions). The no t es of s uch men as Georg e Selwyn to his 
friend Gilly Willi a ms were fille d with c omment on dre s s to g ether 
2 
with the most trivi a l, e phemera l g oss i p of t h e da y. A sli ght 
interest in a rt, p oetry, or the d r ama wa s s h OV'l n but it was the 
II I! 
II 
II 
I 
a mbition of the f ashio nable man t o bec ome the complete dilettant • 
La te rising , a n id~ h ou r , brea kfa st in a g org eo u s dres s ing 
g own, f our o r f ive h ours a t ca rds a t Wh ite' s or Al mack's, 
dring ing , sup per, a sedan cha ir h ome, and s o t o bed wa s the 
da ily r outine of fa s hionable men. 
In A Journey through England written by John Ma cky 
in 1714 and published in 1722 there is a n actua l historical 
descri p tion o f this r ou tine: 
We rise at a b o u t nine, a n d those that fre quent great men's 
levee s find entertainment at them till eleven. About t welve 
the bea u monde as s embles in several coffee or chocola te 
ho u ses. We a re carri e d to these pla ces in cha irs or sedans 
If it is fine weather we t a ke a turn in the park till t wo, • 
then we g o to d inner. The g enera l way is to mak e a party 
at the coff ee h ou se to d in e a t the tavern, where we s it till 
s ix, when we g o to the p l a y, excep t you ·are invited to the 
table of s ome g rea t ma n. After the p l a y the best company 
D. Jerrold, The Be~ux a nd the Da n d i es , p . 165 ff. 
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generally g o t o Tom's : and Will's coffee house, nea r adjoin-
ing, where there is play~ng picket, and the best of con-
versat ion til l midni ght. 
Much of the life of a fashionable man as interpreted 
by Smollett has been shown in the description of Peregrine as 
I a beau qu o ted in Chap ter II , Of the Life of the Times. In 
j Mackf :s descri p tion actual s ocial history supported Smollett ' s 
I observati ons . In the followin g quotation, litera ture supports 
I them : 
I 
I 
In the morning , I arose, took my greatstick, and 
walked out in my g reen frock , with my hair in papers ( a 
groan from Adam s ) and sauntered about till ten. Went to 
the au c tion; t old lady -- she had a dir t y f a ce; lau ~hed 
hear tily at s omething cap t a in - - said, I ca n' t remember 
what, for I did not ve r y well hear it: whi sp ered lord -- ; 
bo wed to the duke of --; and was g oing to bid f or a snuff 
box, but did n o t for fear I sho u ld h a ve it . 
From 2 to 4, dre s t myself (a g roa n) 
4 to 6, dined 
6 to 8 , coffee - house 
9 to 10 , Lincoln ' s Inn Fields. 
10 to 12 , Drawing - r o om. (a gr ea t groan ) 
4 
At all which pla ces nothing h a pp ened worth rema rk. 
P e rry , Rod erick, Fathom , a l l at one time made the above 
a typ ica l day . Like Fielding 's Mr . Wilson , they fina lly saw 
the insa nity of s u ch a course . 
Fashionable life--Women . Usual l y the characters in 
Smollett do not excite admiration . Sc o tt exc e p ted Aurelia 
3. Q, uoted by W. c . Sidney, En gl a nd and _the En r.: li sh, etc., II . 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
Henry Fielding , Joseph Andrews, bo ok III, Chapter 3 , p . 179 f . 
arnell; the personality of Lydia Melford is another exception. 
!For the most part, they are, as Scott says ~ "drawn as objects 
rather of appetite tha n affe ction, ••• with no hi gher or more 
noble interest than might be created by the Houris of the 
5 
~ahomedan p a padise." There is no chivalry towards women o t her 
than his heroines. Towa rds women in fashionable circles, there 
is a lmost angry contemp t. 
Three points-of-view are sufficient to bring out Smollett s 
attitude. The first is the naive as expressed by a young g irl 
just entering society . The second is the strong satirica l view-
point . The l as t is the clear thinking , humanitarian. One and 
three are from the most mellow of Smollett's books, written in 
old a g e and decline of health , Humphry Clinker . Two is selected 
from the period in which he reached his highest p eak of social 
satire; na mely, fr om The Adventures of Sir La uncelot Greaves, 
first published in 1760 and 1761 in the various numbers of the 
British Magazine of the Monthly Repository . This was just 
after the publication of his translation of Gil Blas and only 
ei g ht years bef6re the first is su e of the well known politica l 
satire, The Adventures of an Atom. Thus, three points of view 
in t wo ty p ica l periods are re presented. 
Lydi a Melford is one of Sm ol l ett's infrequ ent portraits 
of a young girl about to take her plac e in~o ciety. She reminds 
5. Sir Walter Scott, Lives of the n oveli s ts (Oxford), p. 6 7. 
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one of Mis s Lydia Languish in Sheridan's The Rivals: both g irls 
are some what alike in their roma ntic tastes, s oci a l po s ition, 
the eccentricities of their aunts and chap erons , their 
complicat ed love affairs. They are typic a l ei~hteenth century 
heroines who may be found in countle ss novel s from Mrs. Heyw ood' 
6 
Miss Betsey Thoughtless (the prototype of Evelina) to any one 
of Jane Austen's lovely creations. They all are com pletely 
charm ing. 
Fashi onable life--Women--The na ive viewpoint. I n the 
matter of time, Amelia is the most clo se ly rela ted to Lydia. 
'fhoug h she is married, Am e lia is still a young .a, i rl. Both 
girls ma ke their d ebut s into s oc iety . Their comments follow: 
Amelia's a re tol d in the third per s on; Lydia 's a re addressed 
directly to her frien d , Letitia: 
Amelia has been denied when paying a c a ll u p on her qu on-
The tenth day, ••• about nine in the evening , when 
s he and her husba nd were just going to supper, s he heard a 
most viol ent thundering at the door, and presently a 
rustling of silk on he r staircase •••• Mr s . James, most 
splendidly dressed, wh o pu t on as forma l a coun tenance, a nd 
made as formal a courte s y to her old friend , as if .she had 
b een a very distant ac quainta nce ••• at l eng th the con-
versation bega n, in which the weather and the di v 8rsions 
of the town were a ll ca nvassed ••• After a visit . of abou~ 
twenty minutes during which not a word of any former oc- · 
currences was men ti oned, Ivirs. James rose from her cha ir and 
6 . Dav i d Masson, British Noveli s t s , (Bo s to nF Gou l d a nd 
Lincoln}, p. 402. 
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retired in the same forma l manner in which she approached. 
We wi ll pursue her for the s a ke of the contrast du ring the 
rest of the evening . She went directly fr om Amelia to a 
rout, where she spent t wo hours in a crowd of company, 
talked agai n and again over the diversions and news of t~ 
town, played two rubb ers at whist, a nd then, retired to her 
own apartmen t where, having passed another hour in un-
dressing herself, she went to her own bed.? 
The last g li mpse of Mrs. James, the society woman, is 
found in the clo si n 'S chap ter of Ame lia: 
Colonel James and hi s l ady , after living ~n a p olite 
manner for many yea rs toge the r, at last agreed to live in as 
polite a manner asunder ••• He a llows his lady eight 
hundred pou nds a year, with which she divides h e r tim e be-
tween Tunbridge, Bath, and Lond on , and pas s es about nine 
hours in t wenty four at cards.B 
Lydia's acco~nt of social life i n London durin~ th e 
season doe s not mention the forma li ty of ca lling . This is a 
negli g ible omis s ion as the Bramble pa rty does pay a ca ll later. 
(Smollett's awa reness of this par tic u l a r formality i s 
emphasized in t wo ml nor episodes in "Pickle" too trivial to be 
quoted here.) Her description has n o mo ral or s ocial obliga-
ti ons. Its innocent va lue out-wei ghs its su perficiality: 
• I have been at Mrs. Cornely' s assembly, which, for 
the rooms, the compa ny, the dresses, and decorations , su r-
passes al~ description; but as I have no g rea t turn for 
1 
card pla y1ng , I have not yet e ntered thorou~hly into the 
dpirit of the place •. Indeed, I_ am still a country hoyden. I 
•• . • I ca n hardly f1nd the pat1ence to he out in a 
condition to ap pear , yet I was not above si~ hour s under the 11 
hands of the hai rdresser, who stuffed my hea d with as much I 
black wo ol as wou ld have made a qu ilted pe t t icoat; and , 1 
after a ll, it was the s ma ll es t he ad in the assembly except II 
I 
Henry F ielding , Ameli a , edition cited, pp. 211 f f . 
Ibid., '!_) . 555 . 
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my aun t's •••• Lady Gr iski n is a pe r so n of fashi on , to 1 
whom we h a ve the honour to be related. She keeps a small ,. 
rout a t her own house, never ex ce eding ten or a do zen carld 
tabl es but the s e a re fre qu ented by the best company in the I 
to wn. She ha s been s o obli g ing as to introduce my au nt and 
me to some of her particula r acquaintance who treat us / 
wi t h the most familiar g ood humour. We have once d ined I 
wi t h her, and sh e t a kes the tr oub l e to direct us in all our I 
motions. I am s o happy as to ha ve gai ned her g oo d - will I 
to suc h a degree tha t she som e ti mes adjus ts my cap with her J 
o wn hands~ and she h6 s g iven me a kind invita tion to sta y 1! 
with her a ll winter. I 
Fashionable life- -W~--Satirical viewpoin t. Both 
Ame li a and Ly dia soon discovered the feet of clay beneath the 
hoops of these t wo models of f a shion. Both renounce their 
acquaintan c e . Both accounts a re mild cirticisms of fashi onable 
life hardly to be c ompared in the same br eath as the next 
angry comment. Herein Smollett sati r izes women in society 
by giving a history of e. former s ociety woman who carries all 
her old habits into her new environment , a debtor's prison: 
She was lately a. gay young; widow that ma de a gr eat 
fi gu re at the co urt -end of the town; she dis tinguished her-
self by her splendid e quipage , her rich liveries, her numer-
ous ro u ts, and her elegan t t a ste in dress and furniture ••• 
being deficient in true delicacy , she endeavoured to hide 
that -defe ct by affectation . She pretended to a thou sand 
antipathies vv-hich d id not belon.g to her nature. A b reas t 
of veal threw her in t o morta l agonies; if she saw a spider , 
she screamed; and a t the sieh t of a mouse, she fainted 
away . She cou l d n o t, without horror , beho l d an enti re 
joint of meat; and n othing but fricassees and other made 
dishes were seen on her t a ble. She caused all her floors 
to be lined with gre en baize, that she migh t t ri p a long them 
*th more ea s e a nd pleasure . Her footmen wore clogs, whi ch 
were deposited in the hal , and both they and h er chairman 
9 . T. Smo llet t , Hum phry .Cli nker. 
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were l aid under the str ongest injunctions to avoid porter 
and tobacco. Her jointur e amounted to ei ght hundred pounds 
per annum and she made shift to spend four times that sum . 
In prison she carries out her former hab its. 
She lies abed until two o'clock in the a fterno on . Sh 
ma inta ins a fema le attendant. • • • s he always a ppea rs once 
a day dressed in the pink of fa sh i on . She has found means 
to run into debt at the chandler' s shop , the bake r' s , and 
the t ap -hou s e, though t here i s n othing got in this place but 
with ready money. 
The d escriptio n is fini shed by an a na lysis of her ethical 
concept n e cessary to includ e here as it c ~ ntains some impiica-
tions missing fr om the na ive view-point. 
She t akes pleasure in bein ~ surround ed by dunA , ob-
serving , that by such peo ple a perso n of fashion is to be 
disting uished •••• She seems to think that her r a nk in lif 
entitles her to this kind of as s i s t a nce · loans of money . 
1
1 
She has no sympathy nor compassio n for the d istresses of 
her fellow creatures; but she i s perf e ctly well bred; she 1 bears a repul s e the best of any woman I ever knew; and her I 
temp er has neyar once been ruf f l ed since h e r arrival a t the 
King ' s Bench. 1
1 The doctor-novelist ca lled it the "fri ppery of Fashi on ." / 
I 
Is any strong er comment on the fashiona ble bearing of those 
p a st days needed? 
Fashi onable life--Women--Comm ents of other ~thors who 
su un orted Smollett ' s view point . We have seen the f a shionable 
life of the eighteenth century mirrored in naive eyes and in 
satiric eye s . Shortly we will see it throu~h benevolent one s . 
Of other mirrors, there were many . Perhap s the most famous was 
The Jou~nal of ~Lady , Spectator Paper, No. 323 . From the day 
I 10. T. Smollett , Th~ Adventures of Sir Launcelot Greaves, pp. 
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of the publicatio n of Ad d ison's essa y to that of _Humphry 
Clinker, the names of commen t ators on the subject a~e leg ion. 
ll 
"The g rea t Cham of literatu re," Samuel Johns on, summed the 
ma tter in hi s Rambler es say , No. 42, Au gust 11, 1?50, .!h.~ Misery 
of~ Modi sh Lady in Solitude. Very pithily, the author of 
Rass elas said: 
I soon perceived that the country was not my element; 
that shades , and f l ower s , and l awns , and waters had very 
so on exhausted a ll their power of pleasin~ , and that I had 
not in myse lf any fund of satisfa ction with ·wh ich I could 
suPplY t he l oss of my_ customa ry amuseme'~l2 -
Fashi onable life--_M:en and Wom~--The humanitarian view-
.:2.Qi_!!_~. Because it is Mat th e¥.r Bramble who i s spea k ing ; because 
Matthew is cons ider e d by most to be the nearest in pers on a lity 
to hi s creat or of any of the ho s t o£ Smollett's chara c t ers; be-
cause it is the mo s t developed of any of the themes mentioned; 
because it shows both darkness and hope; we h a ve chosen the last 
example of fashionable life fr om Humphry Clinker. We consider 
it the very best. 
Mat thew has called on an old friend who has married 
s i nce they last met. Baynard , the fr i.e nd, has t a ken for his 
helpmate ~n extravagan t, senseless woman . She holds her husband 
ll. Smollet t' s letter to John Wilkes, Chelsea , March 16 , 1 ?5 9 , 
quoted by J ames Boswell, The Life of Samuel John s on, edited 
by Roger Ingpen ,(Bo s ton: Charles E . La uriat Company, 1 925) 
II, p. ?24. 
12. Op. cit., i n Ge orge Ca r ver, editor, :fleriodical ~s says of 
the~hteenth C~ntu_!.y, ( New York: Doubleday·, Do ran and 
Company, 1 930), p. 1 61. nThe italics are mine. 
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by her abili~ at making scenes and fei gning illness. They run I 
from one extravagance to another until the husband is ruined. 
Ma tthew Bramble g ives sag e advice. He appeals to Baynard's 
love of hi s son. He offers practical advice and financial 
help and saves his friend from fi nal disaster . 
It is Matthew's belief that there is good in his friend, 
that there is a possibility of bringing out go od from apparent 
c omplete failure. These beliefs we call a "humanitarian view-
point." 
In the following the Baynards have n ot yet rea ched the 
height of their prodi gality. They have, · however, assumed the 
fashionable mann e r which placed form above a ll. 
I have g iven you a sketch of the man whom the other 
day I went to vi s it. At the ga te we f ound a great number 
of powdered lacqueys, but no civility. After we had sat a 
considerable time in the coa s h, we were told, that Mr. 
Baynard had rode out, and tha t his lady was dressing : but .
11 we were introduced to a parlour, so very fine and delicate , 
that in al l app~a rance it was desi ~ned to be seen onl y , not 
inhabited. The chairs and c ouche s were carved, gilt , and I 
covered with rich damask, so s mo oth a nd sleek, that they 
looked as if they had never been sat u pon. There was no 
carp et on the floor; but the boards were rubbed and waxed 
in such a manner, that we c ou ld not w~lk, but were obli g ed 
to slide along them; a nd, as for the stove, it wa s too 
bri gh t and polished to be p olluted with sea -coal, or sta ined 
by the smoke of any gross ma teri a l fire. When we had remain d 
about ha lf an hour, sacrificing to the inh ospitable p owers 
in this temple .2.[ cold recepti on, my friend Baynar.d arrived, 
and , understanding we were in the house, made his appear-
ance, so meagre, yellow, a nd dejected, tha t T really 
shou ld n o t ha ve known him, ha d I met him in any other place . 
::======-;::;:. ::.:=::::::.-
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Running up to .me, with great eag erness, he strained me in 
his embrace, and his heart was so full, that for some minute 
he · co0ld not spea k ••• conducting us to another apart- 3 
ment which had a fire in the chimney, called for chocolate: 
Count~ life--Genera l. Smollett was definitely metro-
politan in his habits, his outlo ok, and his experience. There 
is comparati vely little in his work that reflects a taste for 
the bucolic. The country sceines do not stand out in the 
memory. There are times to be sure when the adventures of the 
various heroes take them tnto the country but in each case, the 
hero finds his way back to the city as quickly as possible. 
Usually the loca le of t h ese scenes is at the home of some member 
of the gentry, for the ori g ins of all the heroes are not among 
the lowly. There is no tw o r oom thatched c o tta~e such as be-
14 
longed to Pamelats parents, Goodma n Andrews and his dame. 
Perry, Roderick, Greaves, Bramble, lived in the country for part 
of their lives but they were all members of the g entry, small 
fry c omp a red to Mr. B--, or Sir Cha rles Grandison, never-the-
! less, definitely not of the yeoman class. To be sure, much of 
the action in the various books is found at country inns or 
along country ro a ds, however, the actors are not related to the 
scene which is an incident in the lives of so phisticated 
\ travel l ers. The veil of romance which Smol l ett throws over his 
J------
1 
: 13. T. Smollett, Humphry Clinker, letter dated September 30, 
I (edition cited), p . 300 ff. 
14. Samuel Richard so n, Pamela (New York: The Centnry Company). 
native heath is outside the a~ove classificati on. In his 
description of Scotland, both in prose and p6etry , there is 
sympathy for the yokel, appreciation of loc a l color. These 
thing s are sometimes missing from the English country scene 
which in most cases a re treated as if by a traveller pass ing 
throu g h, a keen observer but not a native. If thi s thesis 
could be extended to include the Sc ottish scene, the poem, The 
Tears of Scotland, written in the yea r 1746, c ould be quoted to 
show his ability to paint with loc al colors. Of course the 
taste of the read ing public lay in analysis of city life rather 
than an interest in the c ountry. It was l a ter in the century 
that the picturesque elem e nt began to develop in litera ture. In 
the ec onomi c structure, interest in agriculture did not come 
until after 1760 when began the phenomenal expansion of the 
population with the c oncurrent rise in agricultural improvement. 
Note that the b ook that gives us our chief country characters, 
Mat thew and Tabitha Bramble, was pub lished ~o me years after 
this movement was on its way. 
One of the most a dm irable characters in Smollett is 1~ t-
thew Bramble. He is to be admired for his qualit~ s of toleranc 
generosity~ broad and virile tastes, and hatred of hypocrisy. 
e can think clea rly. He is a wonderful psychologist anticipat-
ing many twentieth century observations in that fiel d . His 
hief capactty is his capacity for friendship which be es pecially 
rants to his fidus Acbates, Dr. Lewis. 
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This was the man himself. His significance must be 
interpreted next. 
Ma tthew Bramble is an elderly man as the book, Hum phry 
Clinker opens. His persona lity refl e cts the sophistication of 
a youth spent in the city combined with the gentlemess , kindli-
! ness of a Sir Roger de Caverly. In his search for health, his 
mind is op en to all sorts of new i d eas. Towa rds the new, he 
has the adventuresomeness of a much younger ma n with the re-
flection of an older one to act as a bra ke. · His cha r a cter is 
s ymbolic of the history of Eng lish country life fr om the turn 
of the century to about 1760. In that pe riod, the farms wer e 
at first s mall ones und er the control of the gentry whose cultur 
came fr om London , France, and occasi ona lly the universities. 
The quiet yea rs filled with country pursuits gave them that 
streng th which made this type the ba ckground against which the 
real En g land was painted . Compa re this to the Londo n experience 
and early middle a g e of W~ tthew Bramb~e . Towards 176 0, the 
J newer idea of a griculture on a l a rger scale began to creep in; 
/large farms with sin ~le crops, more elaborate system s of 
rota tion of cro ps , improvement in to ols began to develo p . The 
minds of the century did not o ppose this growth ao that by the 
time of George III even the king wa s famili a rly known a s 
"Farmer Ge orge ." This mi ght be c ompared to the l as t vears of 
Bramble 's life which displ ayed a mind open to new ideas but 
with the tradition of the middle ye a rs causing him to seek the 
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the century but at a point where country life had been st a tic 
for years and woul d suffer n 8 cha ng e for another fifty years. 
Sir Roger was sweet and lovable; Matthew Bramble has more 
I frontier force. 
I Tabitha Bramble is the complete country housewife. 
Throug hout her travels, mo s t of her mind is centered on events 
in the kitchens, dairy , and pantries of her dis t a nt home. 
The domestic side of her m.ture i s more engag ing than 
the social . We grow t o like her on ly af ter her union with the 
quai nt Lismahago . She is the epit ome of a ll the scheming , 
mis erly women in fiction. One can imag ine her carrying on a 
most satisfactory tete-a-tete conversati on with Mrs. :Mala pro p , 
or entering into caus tic corres p ondence with ]ai ss Pinkerton 
of t he Pinkerton Acad emy for Youn~ Ladies , or, in her own 
sphere, hectoring the se rvants at Brambl e t on. Her very dress 
shows the p overty of her spirit; th e rea der t akes scornful 
delight in her assumption of out-moded finery. 
As a housewife, Tabitha i s a superior cr~a ture. Like 
the go od vicar's wife, she i s more domes tic than litera ry: 
••• and chosd my wife, as s he d id her wedd i ng- gown , not 
for a fine glos sy su rfa ce, but for su ch qualiti es as would 
wear well. To d o her ju s tic e , she was a g ood-na tured 
notable woman; a nd, as for breeding , ther e were few co untry 
ladi es who could s ay more. She co u l d read a ny En gli s h book 
without much s pelling ; but for pi ckling , preservin~ , a nd , 
cooke r y , none could excel her. She pr i d ed herself a l so on i 
being an excel l ent c on triver in hou sekee p ing; tho ugh I co u ld ! 
never find that we g rew richer with all her contrivan ce s .l5 
15. Oliver Go l dsmith, The Vic a r of Wakefield , Ch."1 ute r 1, p. 2 I - -- ~ . · =--~1 -----==--=-==-=-====---==-=--==::-=-=--·:::-==-:--==---:=-==--==-=----=-==--=--=-==----==-==-==:==-====--===\ 
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Tabitha's literary prototype is found in one of Johnson's 
essays in the Rambler. The housewife's o pinion of le a rning is 
much the s a me as the Vic a r's wife's: 
After a few days I p retended to want books, but my 
l ady so on tol d me tha t non e of her books would suit my 
taste; for her p a rt she never loved to see young women g ive 
their minds to s uch fo llies, by which they would only lea rn 
to use ha rd words; s he bred u p her ~au ghters to under s tand 
a h ou se, and whoever would marry th em , if they knew any-
thing of cookery, would never re pent it.l6 
The Rmoloyments of___?:. Housewife pro ceeds with the relation 
of unsuccessful attempts at raising ma ri g olds, wine making, 
pickling, maki~g s weetmeats, a nd the duties of the store-room. 
Tabitha's occupations were much the same. In her letters 
to Mrs. Gwyllim, housekeepe r at Brambleton Hall, her spelling 
is on pa r with that of the Vic a r's wife and with the standard 
of educat i on described by J ohns on. · Her personality pe rme a tes 
the story to s uch an extent that it i s a matter of grea t surpris 
to find that there are only four actual letters from her in the 
text. The first is by f a r the best; the second is to Dr. Lewis 
apropos "the s a ving s of the buttermi lk to fetch me a good penny 
before Martinmas;" the thi r d,to check with Mrs. Gwyllim about 
the receipt of the second; the fourth ~ives order to prepare 
the house for the homec oming pa rty. Because the first is the 
best for its eighteenth century details of country housekeeping, 
we quote it p ractica l ly in toto. No other commen t on this phase 
of social life is needed: 
16. Samuel Johnson, The Employments of a J.Iou~ewife, in the 
j Rambler, No. 51. See G. Carver, Periodical 
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When this cums · to h~ni-~--;~-~-~--Ta -pa~k:=~r)=i"~:o==t·h·;-=t~=~f-.::-==-=-
male that stands in my closet, to be sent t o me in the 
Bristol wagon, the following articles, viz. my rose colored 
neglijay, with the green robins, my yellow damask , and my 
black velvet suit, with the short hoop; my bloo quilted 
petticoat , my green manteel, my laced apron , my French 
co mmode , Macklin head and lappets, and the litel box with 
my jowls. Willi am s ma y bring my bumdaffee, and the viol 
with the ea s ings of Dr . Hill ' s dock-water , a n d Cho wder's 
lacks ti tiff. Tre poor creature has been terribly constupera 1 ed 
ever since we left huom. Ptay take particular ca re of the 
house while the family is absent. Let there be a fire 
c onsta ntly kept in my brother's chamber and mine. The maids 
having nothing t o do , may be set at spinning. I'll desire 
you t o cl ap a pad-luck on the wi ndseller, and let none of 
the men have excess to the s tr ong bear--don't forget to 
have the gate shit every evening before dark. The ga rdnir 
and the hind ma y lie below in the l a undry, to partak e the 
house, and the blunderbuss and the great dog; an~I hope that 
you' 11 keep a watchful eye upon the mai ds . • • • 'Let me 
know if Alderney ' s calf be sould yet , and what he bou R;ht--
if the aul d @Ose be sitting; a n d if the cobler has cut 
Dickey, and how the poor anemil bore the operation. No 
more at present , but rests, yours, 
Ta"bi tha Bramble ('11 t A '1 .-,17 
u os ar , .r.prl "' • 
Although Field ing cried that "the history of one day 
18 
would indeed be the history of a whole ye a r," there were 
other ru st ic events worthy of mention. There was the 
familiar type of choleric s qu ire who enjoyed suits at the 
assizes. Bramble in his first letter to Dr . Lewis mentions a 
"purse proud nei ghbor who must pay for his insolence in court." 
17. T . Smolle t t, QR . 9it. 
18. Henry Fielding , _Ameli a , p . 170. 
Among the a ccomplishments of the waif , Hum phry, we re: 
I can rea d a nd wri te, and . do the business of the 
stable indif f erent well. I can dress a horse a n d shoe hi~ , 
and bleed and rowl him; a n d as for the p r a ctise of sow-
gelding , I won 't t urn a ba c k on e'er a he in the c ounty of 
Wi lts. Then I make ho g ' s puddings and h ob-nails , mend 
kettles and tin sauc~ pans. · 
His avoca tion s included s inging , psalmody, wr e s tling , 
19 
1
Jsin <?,le stick, and jigging . 
I Such we r e the da ily lives of the country people who saw 
the sun set over "the verdant hill s c overed with flocks of 
sheep, the fruitful vales parcell ed out into cultiva ted en-
20 
!Elosures." 
The next few pag es a re to be devoted to those items of 
living which we re commo n to both city and c~untry, the trivia 
of daily life. The fi rs t section i s devoted to t he inci den t a ls-
manner s , mea ls, c onversation, dress. The second part m i ~ht be 
cal led "memorabl e days" de a ling as it d oe s with christenings , 
courtship, marri a g e, funerals. 
Manners. The day of the so-called "novel of manners" had 
not arrived when Smollett wrote. He i s therefore not inhibited 
by a form im posed by custom. No r are his characters repressed 
by an over-regard of form. Those persons in his · books who 
place form and etiquette above hi gher va lu es a re usually minor 
fi gu res, Mrs. Griskin, for example. The examples t ake n to 
T. Smollett, o p . cit., Letter dated May 24 , p. 85. 
20. T. Smollett, Fe rdina nd , Count Fathom , Cha pter 2? . p . 513 . I 
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discuss fashionable life have covered this topi c. Although 
Smollett wrote about them, there i s very little said relative 
to middle class manners . Thi s is a sad lack as it was during 
his life that the mi ddle class was coming into its own. 
Food. Meals and fo od are we l l des cribed. The r e are 
four references to Scotch food in HumDhry Clinker. Several 
examples of French food a re mentioned by Fi ckle especially 
food served in a cha fing di s h. Roderick mentions the subject 
most . Was his the heartiest appetite? We read of such dishes 
as s a lamagundy; discover an allusion to oys ter- women peddling 
their wa res on the London streets; lea rn that dinn er at noon is 
followed b a ter by a ceremo n ious tea; are given a hint that a 
penny brick (bun) a nd a quart of milk brought around by the 
milkwoman is at times as satisfactory as a more sumptuous re-
past . The model f or true nautical wit is found in the menu 
served by a lovable old sea-dog . 
This was Trunnion ' s wedding banquet: 
This genial b a nquet was composed entirely of sea 
dishes; a huge pillaw , consisting of a large piece of beef 
sliced, a couple of fowl s , and a h a lf peck of rice, smoked 
in the middle of the board : a dish of hard fish sw i mming in 
oil, a pp eared at each end, the sides being furnished by a 
mess of that savoury compositi on known by the na me of lob's 
co urse , with a plate of salamagundy. The second co urse dis-
played a goose of monstrous magnitude, fl a nked with two 
guinea hens, a pig barbecued, a hock of salt pork in the 
midst of pease pudding , a leg of mutton roasted, with 
pota toes, another boiled with yams. The third service was 
made up with a loin of fresh pork with applesauce , a kid 
smothered with onions, ·and a terrapin baked in the shell; and 
last of a ll, a prodigious sea pie was presented, with a~ 
infinite volume of pa ncake s and fritters. That everyt h ing 
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might be answerable t o the magnificence of thi s delicate 
feast, he ha d p rovided vast quantifies of strong beer, fli p , 
rumbo, and burnt brandy, with ple nty of Barbadoes wa ter for 
the lad ies ; a nd hired a ll the fidd lers within six miles, 
with the addition of a drum, bagp ipe, a n d Welch ha rp, re-
ga l e d the guest with a most melodious concert.21 
The beau, as p reviou s ly discussed, gave us an idea of 
the · extent to which the extremes of f ash i on went . It i s not 
necessary to discuss ma le fashion s much further. Smollett 
mentioned dre ss often enough--sometimes with the broadest 
sarcasm or baldest wit as in his des cription of the wedding 
garment s of Greaves or tho se of Commodore Trunnion. There is 
incidental mention of s uch articles of a pparel as wi g s, shoe 
blacking , ni ght caps , and su ch strange articles as a "g reen 
Josep h" worn for riding. 
In two instan ces dress is protagonistic . The first oc curi 
I 
in the Memoirs of a Lady of ~~ali~ where by reco gnizing Dresden I 
!ru ffles on her pyrsuer , the lady is able to point out that his 
!dress i s not sui t able for the kind of hunting which he impli ed 
I 
'll tha t he was doing becau s e Dresden ruf f les were a costume wo rthy 
of the chas e for human quarry rather than the fox. In the same 
oak , the f a ct tha t he is wear ing b oots prevents a young man 
rom walking a minuet wi t h his lady love, whe reu 9 on, Perry 
take s hi s p l a ce and a qua rrel i s preci p itated. 
1. 1' . Smol l ett, Th ~t . Adventures of Peregrine Pickle, p . 175 . 
===- -- =-=== 
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Thou g h funny, some of the s d escri pt ions ca nnot be 
compe titive with the p icture sa t ires of the s ame period s uch as 
em a n ated from the pencil of Hoga rth. This , to ge ther with t h e 
add itiona l f a ct tha t the sub j e ct of dress in thi s era i s fully 
documented in a number of different books , mak es f~ ther 
descripti on of dress u nnecess a ry. Let Win Jenkin s h a ve the l as/t ' 
wo r d on the su bj ect: "You know a s how ya llow fitts my fizzo g -
, rnony . God , he k no\'l's , what h a v oc I shall mak e amon~ the ma il 
sex, when I f irst ma ke my a ppe a rance in th is killing c olla r, 
with a full s uit of ga ze wh ich I boug ht as g ood a s new, l a st 
22 
Friday of Madam F ri po neau , the French milliner ." 
I Chris tening. The chri s tenin~ of child ren ca rne i n for 
· su ch m no r mention that it i s d ifficult to f i nd mu ch in Smo llett 
It was a f amili a r cu s tom in both En~l and a n d Scotla nd. His 
g r andmothe r a n d Au nt Griz z le were Pere g rine' s ~o dmother s while 
the co mmodore, as t he f a mily fri end , acted as g odfa ther . 
Chr is tening was men tioned but once el s ewhere, i n Roder ick Random 
wh ere it i s used as a n example of a p l a ce where qua rrel s as to 
preceden ce mi ght arise. 
Edu ca tion. Cursory as the mention of chri stening was , 
it was h a rdly more s o in degree than was the educa tion of the 
small boy or g irl in actuality. 
2 2. T. Srnollett, H~mphr~ Clink~~' letter dated Bath, April 26 , 
p . 4 3 . 
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Defoe li sted in London four public schools inclu rl ing 
23 
Perry's a l ma mater , We stm ins ter , and seventy charity s choo l s . 
The latter , or in a dame s chool such as described in Shenstone ' s 
poem , were intended for the children of the lower c l asses . 
Emphas is was p l a ced on punishment as mu ch as on lea rning the 
A, B , C's: 
Lo n ow with sta te she utter s the comma n d ! 
Efts oons the urchins t o their t asks re pair; 
Their books of sta ture s mall they t ake in hand , 
Wh ich with pe l luced horn secured a re; 
To save f r om fin~e r s wet the l e tters f air; 
The work so ~ay , that on their b ook i s s e en , 
S t . George's hi gh ach i evements d o es declare; 
On which th i lk wi ght tha t ha s y - gazing been , 2 
Kens the forth c om i ng ro d , unp leasing s i ght , I ween . 
P ereg rine was sent to a board ing school af ter un s uc cess -
ful tuto r ing a t home. In Cha p ter XII , " Peregri ne i s s ent to a 
bo a r d i ng scho o l ," ~. there i s an e x c e l l e nt analysi s of a s ad i s tic 
pr incipal , Keypstick , with hls over-worked underli ng , Jennings . 
The l a tt ef for thirty pounds a ye a r ins tructed in F rench a nd 
La tin in p r e p a r a tion f o r We s tminster and Eton . The school prove 
I 
I 
I 
a veri t r'l.ble Do the boy ' s Ha l l. Af ter hi s withdr awa l Perry entered! 
Westmin s ter where he perused Euclid with less fervor than he d id ! 
the extra- curric u l a activities o f " cudgel p lay in~ , d ri nkin~ fli p 
and smoking t obacco" u sua lly puni s he d with a go od "horsing . " 
I 
1· 23 . 
I 
I 
I 
Dan iel Defoe, Tour !_hro ugh the I s l and Q.f Grea t Britain , etc , 
4th ed . , 174 '~ , II, p . 1 4 5 . 
24. Wi ll i am Shenstone , The Schoolmistress, 1?42 , 1 54 t o 1 63 , 
in Pai1coF.~_ s t-;-82t. , En~li sh Pr o se and Ve rse 
( New York: Henry Ho lt a ncfc om.pany ,l91 5) . 
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Oxford, vvh use s y s tem i s well kno wn , follo we d the public 
s chool s or p rivat e tutoring at home bu t we h a ve not received 
a ny new li ~h t on the spires of Oxford fro m Smollet t . Th e 
c o lleg e e du cat ion was rounded off by t h e Gr and To u r. Bio g r a -
ph ies of many eminent of the day show tha t the tour of the 
c ontinent wa s the finishing touc h to the education of a g entle -
man , a n d , parenthetically , mi gh t be said , someti mes a f i n i sh i n g 
t o u ch t o the g entleman . Often the to ur was made alone , fre -
qu ently with a c ompan i on , occa s i ona lly in a g ro up . Perry was 
not accompanied by his f a ithf u l va let, P i pes . A Swi i~ s va let, 
who a c ted as a co ur ier, and a tut o r, Jolter, went with him. 
Hav ing l anded at Ca l a i s , they journey ed to Paris vi a Chantilly . 
Par i s with it s gay so ci a l life was the ma in s to pp in~ p lace of 
most tra v e l l er s . Perr's itinerary includ e d the chief Euro pean 
s pas and Flanders . The br oadening effect s o f the Gr and Tour 
in his ca s e took ei ~hteen months . In the co u r se of t h e story , 
Smollett p r esente d many p ictures of continenta l life and 
chara cter not p ertinent here . If, however, there were ro om to 
be specifi c, the numero us de s cri p ti ons of scenery , discussions 
of French o p ini ons , analys e s of French nat iona l tr a its with 
the concurrent c on tras t s between the Frenc h a n d t h e En g lish, 
wou l d fill a whole chap ter. S ince this thesi s is confine d to 
Engli sh so ci al life, the digr ession is unwarrc.nted although 
the des cri pt i ons were delibera tely au thentica t ed by Smo llett . 
The e ducat iona l effect on Perry , himse lf, was an inflate d e g o. 
1
/ Outside of 
I of Q.u a l i ty, there 
the mention of a priva te school by the Lady 
i s nothing regard ing the educa ti on of gi rl s . 
------- - -- - - --------·----- ----
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In this re s ~J ec t, Richards on who descr ibed Pame la' s tra i n i n ~ , 
25 
re ading , mus ic, needle- work, surpassed Smollett. There i s a 
satire on the ed ucation of women in his trea tment of the blue-
s tocking and indirect satire in the story of Fere~rine 
Fi ckle's whim of sponsorin ,~ an uneducated fema le vagabond who 
after a few weeks tutoring was able to t ake her p l a ce in hi gh 
society among women who ha ve not the ability of sus pecting her 
ori gi n. This vYa s Smo1le tt' s way of showing the sha l lowness of 
female attainments . The c onnec t ion between this theme and 
George Bernard Shaw' s Pygma li on i s discussed by Baker in his 
2 6 
history of the nove l. 
Courtshi p , 1_ove, :ga lla ntry. The young; blood finishe :i 
his e du cation at home and a broad and wa s then read y to c onquer 
in many fields. His ch os en field was usually love. All of 
Smollett's heroes followed practica lly the same co urse which is 
herewith c ondensed . In the first place , eighteenth century 
love followed as c onventi onal a co urse as chivalric love. 
The bel oved wasusually rich and pretty , ma ny beautifu l. Money 
was an asset but not a necessity. Moll Flanders, Roxana , Pamela 
Amelia , a re but few of the heroines who l acked fortune or po-
sition, but they a ll had beauty--the young beauty whi ch appealed 
* " to the ro u e of the day. Such is not the except ion in Smollett 
Wh ose l ad ies possessed wealth, charm, chastity, and a modicum 
25. Samuel Richard s on, Fam~l§: (new York: Century Company), p. 4 . 
75 
26. Ernes t Baker, His t_or;y of the Eng lish Novel,_ IV, p . 212, foo note. 
I For an inter est in~ disc uss ion of this poi nt see Utter and 
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of brains. 
Invariably , the Smol l ettian picaro fails in love a t 
first si ght . There was no g rowing love based on compa tibility 
of t as te a n d tempe r am ent s uch as overta k e s the heroines of 
J ane Austen a t the close of the century. Adm irat ion rather tha n 
compa tibility is the sourc e of love; first, admiration for 
beauty ; afterwa rds, money; then, t a lents. Fi rst sight is about 
all t he young s wa in gets,for the vici ssitudes of fortune sepa rat 
him fr om his l ove d one. His blo od pressure ri s es a t the mere 
tho ught of his imimo r a &-this hi ghly sangu ine young man~ 
Thou gh chastity is t he se l lins poi nt of the fema l e , the 
you ng ma n must follo w the conventions of t h e day whi ch ·were f a r 
fr om pure. The chas te young ma n such as Harley, (The M§Jl of 
Feeling; ), i s the excepti on--the l a rking young bla.d e s unde r dis-
cussi on, the rule. Ev en the anno un cement of the engagement 
does not affect the practi se . Ga lla ntry and seduct i on a re t wo 
of t h e love conven tions . Pere grine Pickle i s curious in thi s 
r esp ect because hi s l ove for Emeli a f oll ows the convention a l 
trend but suddenly t h ere i s a mixtu re of the t wo ca tego r ies, 
(i . e ., love a nd gall a ntry ), hithert o d istinct in the n ovel. 
Pere g rine a t tempts to se duce Emeli a by the most foul means . 
Many c ommenta tors on this situa tion c on s ider this unrea listic, 
brutal , immora l, a n d unworthy of Pereg rine' s final rewa r d of 
marr~ age. It is most unfair to s ti gmat ize ~er ry thu s . Excep t 
fo r a reversal of ti me in p l acing the att em p t at seduct ion after 
eng a g e ment in s tea d of before, Pere ~rin e 's co ndu ct--althou g h I 
I 
~ 
I 
I 
,, 
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do not condo ne it--is no morse than that of Mr. B-- in Pamel a 
who fina lly had to capitulate with an offer of marria g e. Few 
have seen fit to casti ga te either Pamela's conduct or Emelia's 
ethic a l out~ook in marrying their former pursuer s ; their 
readiness to do s o seems to me as unfa vorable as Peregrine's 
c ondu ct. Both are c omme nta ri es of the times. 
1 Also curious was the class d is tinction ma de in the re-
l l a tionshi p s between the sexes. Young men went about their 
galla ntry vvi th i mpunity as lon g; as the g irl was a member of a J 
lower order of society. On the other ha nd, men of a lower class J 
than the g entry were not so squeamish. Fathom married a n ex - / 
prostitute. Roderick' s friend and serva nt, Stra p , was rewarded 
with the hand of a woman of the s a me class as Fath om 's wi fe. In 
a hundred years this attitude changed so g rea tly that Scott 
ma de wondering c omment in seeking to excuse these men for being 
27 
produ cts of their own day. 
Weddings , marriage. Wedding s o c cur throu~hou t the n ovels 
Some are striking l y described, as the c omic marriag e of Mrs. 
Grizzle with O.Orn!T!Plore Trunni on . Launcelot Greaves has a 
pleasant h omelike wedding to follow his ma dcap adventures. 
Drinking , throwing the stockin~, jokes, putting the bride to 
bed, are cust oms fre quently menti oned. Tw o examp les f ollow. 
The first is fr om the opening cha pters of Peregrine P ickle and 
displa ys the mode of arran~ing marriag es: 
27. Sir Walter Scott, Live s of the Noveli s ts(Oxf ord), pp. 66-6 
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This young l ady, whose character and disposition Mrs. 
Grizzle had investi ga ted to her own satisfaction, was 
destine d for the spouse of ~r. P ic k l e , a nd an overture ac-
cordin gly mad e to her f ather, who being overjoyed at this 
pro~osal, gave his consent without hesitation. 
Influenced by Mrs . Grizzle, Mr . P ickle wrote a love 
letter: 
Nis s Sally Ap pleby 
Madam ,--Understa nding you ha ve a parcel of heart, warranted 
sound to be disp osed of, sha ll be willing to treat f or the 
same commo dity, on r easonable terms; doubt not sha ll ggree 
for the same; sha ll wait on you for furthur informati on, 
when a nd\where you sha ll appoi nt. 
This the ne e dful fr om 
Yours, &x . 
Gam Picltle • 
• • • She ha d no sooner, as a dutiful child , c ommunicated 
this billet d oux to her f a ther, than he, as a ca reful parent 
vi s ited Mrs. Pickle, a n d , in the presence of Mr s . Grizzle, 
demanded a forma l ex planation of his sentiment with regard 
to his dau ~hter Sally. Mr. Gamaliel, without any -re gard for 
cerem ony, assured him that he had a re spe ct for better or 
worse . • • • they forwith proceeded to the articles of the 
marriage settleme nt, which being discussed and determined a 
lawyer was ordered to eng ros s them; the wedding clothes 
were brought, and, in short, a day was appointed for the 
nupti a l s , to which everybody of any fashi on in the neighbor-
hood was invited. 
On the weddin ~ day Mrs. Grizzle entertains the compa ny: 
• a s much as l a y in her power to the satisfa ction of all 
present, s he, in the af ternoon, regaled them with a tune on 
the harps ichord, accompa nied with her voice •••• and as a 
last effort of her c om9 l a isa nce, when dancing was proposed, 
she was prevailed u pon, at the request of her new sister, to 
op en the ba ll in pe rson. 
I; 
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\ Later the bridggroom was so plied with bumpers that: 
••• in less than an hour, he made divers efforts to sin~ , 
and soon a fter was carried to bed, de prived of all ma nner 
of sensation, to the utter disa9pointment of the bridemen 
an~ma i ds v.rho, by this a c ci d en~, were p:evented fr om throw-
ing the stocking , and perform1ng certa1 n other ceremon ies 
p ractised on such occasi ons. 
"" From J ames Melford' s la s t letter in Humphry Clinker: 
There he and his cons or t s a t in state , like Saturn 
and Cybele, while the benediction poss et was drank; and a 
cake being broken over the head of Mrs. Tabitha Li smaha~o, 
the fragments were distributed am ong the by-sta nders, a c-
cording t o the cu stom of the a ncient Britons, on the sup-
position that every person who ate of this hallowed c ake 
shoul d that night have a v ision of the man or woma n whom 
Heaven designed should be his or her wedded mate. 
Marriage usua lly comes at the end of each story but the 
discerning reader kn ows that the couple 's past does not entail 
a f uture never never l a nd of connubial bliss. Even thou gh told 
in Peregrine P ickleL that the former hero Rode rick Ra ndom is 
enjoying d omestic p ea ce; even though in Humphry Clinker, both 
Renaldo a nd Fathom appea r for a short time to tell that they 
a re waxing old and happy in their resoe ctive marriages; even 
1 thou gh tol d these things , the reader knows that it is only 
Smolle t t's attempt to be genial, a so p to the public taste. The 
ga ud doctor was too worldly to believe that marriage o f fered 
complete regenera tion . Bett e r ment , compromi se , were the t wo 
\ choices . His own marri ag e to the Creole Mi ss :Nancy Lascel l es 
was not part icula rly h appy . Though little has been discovered 
I 
!' 
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stupidity often i rri t a te d her husb.'ln d v:ho a t best was genera lly 
28 
peevi s h." 
Di vorce. Di vorce i s mentioned infrequently in the novels 
Th e only occas ion which comes to mind \'!as t he Lady of Quality ' s 
suit for d iv o rce which was unsuc cessful but resulted in a 
f o rma l se paration. Fo rma l separat ion was a more common way of 
solving marita l d ifficultie s; F ield ing u .sed it in the cas e of 
1 :Mrs. J ames v;rho a t the clo se of Amelia separated from h e r hu s b a nd 
Funera l s . In the ea rly days of t he century, fune r a ls 
were a n event. Ghas tly invitat io n s were sent out on ca r ds 
d ecora te d with s kull s and cro ssbones , h ou r- g l a sses, sku lls, a nd 
! the like . Rine s a n d g loves were present ed to ea ch mou rner. 
Deep bla c k was the n o te. The funerals wer e p rece ded a n d f ol-
llowed by mu ch drin~in~ to al l eviat e the tri a l of t he long 
ceremony. Ma t thew Br amble me nti oned a S cotch funera l wh ich was 
even more tryin~ tha n the En g l i s h. 
After the f u nera l cam e the rea ding o f the wi ll: 
• a day s houl d be appoi nted, a fter the f unera l , 
for exam ining the paper s of the deceas ed, in presence of all 
hi s re la ti on s; till which ti me every d esk and cabinet in the 
hou s e s hould rema in close sealed •••• In the mean time , 
orders we re g iven to provi de mourni ng fo r all t he relations • 
• • • Durin~ this period , the conje c tures of the people, wit 
regard to the ol d g entleman's will , \\Tere var i ous . • • • At 
leng th the i mportan t hour a - rived , a nd the will was produ c ed 
29 . L. ~e lvil l e , Life and Lett e r s of Tob i as Smo l lett ( Hou~hton , 
]Li ff lin .and company , 1 926 ) , Cha.pter 4 , p. 31. 
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in the mi dst of the expe ctant s , whose looks and g e s tures 
f o rm ed a g ro up that would have been very entertaining to an 
unc oncerne d spectator.29 
Fo r thos e who d ied i n te s t 1=1.te the f amily fortune ·we nt to 
the near e s t heir except any mar r iage settlement which came out 
of the est a te. This happen e d to Peregrine Pi c k le a s eldest son 
when hi s f ather, Gamaliel, died . 
SerN.:a.g.~ . The intro du cti on of the se rva nt as a lead i ng 
cha racter occurred ear ly in the history o f the e i ~hteenth centur 
novel. The servant had been a s tock character in both poetry 
and drama- -one thinks of Shakespe E:.re ' s Adam as a grea t portrayal 
of the ol d , f qm ily reta iner. Ei gh tee n th centu r y pro s e was 
pa rticula rly rich, almost prodica l, in its chara cteriza tions of 
this cla s s . Before Richa rd son's Pame l a g a ve rise t o a hos t of 
"serva nt- g irl romances'', (so called by Utter and Ne edha m in 
3 0 
their b ook Pamela's Dau ghterst , the e ssays of Addi son a nd Ste e le 
had dealt with the problem. Shakes p e a re' s f a ithfu l Adam h a d 
come into a new h erita ge in the per son of the ever f a ithu l man, 
F riday . In Defoe's novels other than Robin s cm Crus oe , there 
were many typ es of servants, particularly, Amy, the servant 
g irl i n Roxana, the female counterpar t of Friday in her fidelity . 
Amy has been c onsidered "a true pic ture of the Engl ish woman 
brutishly ignorant and insensitive , yet capable in her dog-like 
~ 29. T. Smollett, Roderick Random, Chapter IV, p . 7. ~-
~o . R. P. Utter and G. B . Needham, Pamela's Dau qhters, p . 108. 
o===r--~c----- ------
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fidelity of murdering Roxana's obstinate and unwelcome daughter. 
She was the proto type of Mrs . Jewkes in Pamela, and Ivl.rs. Slipslo 
in Josep~ Andrews . 
In Joseph Andrews, Fieldin~ presented the footman--at the 
beginning of the tale, Josephbwas in the employ of Lady Booby--
an important contribution t o the so cial history of the time as 
the footman's mimicry of his frolicsome betters was a common 
social manifestation . It was very difficult to reach the master 
without greasing the palm of the footman with the coin of the 
realm. In Fielding's Amelia, this is ma de a pparent, and, als o, 
in Smollett's footman t o Lord Strutwell. 
Although b o th Joseph Andrews ana Pamela were long 
analyses of the servant class, both Joseph and . Pame l a were 
superior to their own class in their education and natural en-
dowrnents. They were n o t typical. Smollett placed the servant 
amid his proper surroundings. Smollett's servants are real, 
honest, hu~an, and without glamour. 
Humphry Clinker's eccentricities and romantic history 
place him outside of this category. Likewise, the nautical 
Pipes is a caricature, the exce p tion rather than the rule for 
servants. 
Strap , Roderick's boon valet, is typical. Originally 
a barber, Strap enters into Roderick 's employ and becomes his 
faithful servitor. Regardless of pay, Strap follows his master 
31 . C. s. Green, Minuet, e tc. (New York: E. P . Dutton and 
Company, Inc.), p. 315. 
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through thick and thin. He supports Rode r ick . He is ready ~ 
to pawn his all to further the young man's interests. Occasion-
ally he throws off his lack of presumption . to rem onstrate with 
his master but, as is natural, his master's superiority in a 
battle of wits convinces him against his wil l. His language is 
crude. His s uperstitious, timid mind is often afraid of the un-
known . Ever faithf u l Strap is Roderick's nurse, valet, guardian 
and friend. Truly, his just reward is greater than the hand of 
a Miss Williams and a paltry income but Strap's gratitude is 
32 
! overwhelming and a trifle pathetic. I -
i Win Jenkins. The most perfect characterization i s found 
in the : person of Win Jenkins, Tabitha Bramble ' s personal maid. 
Her buxom charms need li t tle education to enhance t hem. She 
apes her betters to whom she is, at times, subserv ient, and at 
others, pert. She is superior towards the under-serva nts. 
Dressed ''fit to kill" she meets disaster when she and the over-
dressed French valet pass throug h the city streets . Her very 
gullibility makes a sympathetic appeal. As she preens through 
the pa.ges of the novel, awareness grows that behind her shallow-
ness is a real efficiency; awareness for the reader, for Win 
already knows that she is a competent servant. She tries to 
better herself even in religion, seeking to improve her lot 
32. Strap is stlpposed to have been t aken from life, althou gh 
the noint is disputed. See annotation , p. xxxix, to L~fe 
and Works of Tobias Smollett edited by Thomas Roscoe.--
---------------==- +--==~ 
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because her a s sumption of religion is her means of gaining 
the affections of Clinker: it is pa rt of the hard work t -oward 
her final goal--ma rriage. 
Smollett's cha racterization of both Win and Strap intro-
duced universal typeslagai ns t the backgrounds of their proper 
f 
individu a l milieux. In these people we see both the person 
a nd the eighteenth century servant. 
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and Deductions: CHA.FTER 111...L OF THE MANNERS. 
One of the highest points in this chapter was the dis-
cussion of the manners of sailors . Since Smollett _introduced 
salty speech, contemptuous unfamiliarity with the life of the 
"land lubber," heartiness, brusque generosity~ d~ring , and 
courage. They carried their love of the sea into their re-
tirement on shore in their later lives. The greatest characteri a-
ti on of all was Hawser Trunnion who was among the first of many 
naval heroes in literature . Hawser Trunnion earned a place for 
himself not only as an original , literary personalityi but also 
as a "living " one, a new type endowed with f a r more real life 
than s ome of Smollett ' s puppet-like figures . The writer feels 
that, in addition to the qualities mentioned , Trunnion repre -
sented the longest study of a proletarian type to be found in 
Smollett. 
Of the shipboard pictures etched by Smollett- - the battle 
scenes, shi pwrecks, daily life aboard, a wealth of brutal, 
crude detail--no mention was made. Such scenes were principally 
described in The Adventures of Roderick:· :Random. 
- ··-· - ---
Of course, 
they were all a pa rt of a sailor's life, but not pertinent to 1/ 
However, they show the I a chap ter dealing with manners on l and . 
----------------·---
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extent of Smollett's accomplishment. The sea - element was 
peculiarly Smollett's : he well deserves the title "Father of 
the Sea Novel." 
One more short generalization on this subject--there is 
a host of detail in the material to be found in the n ovels 
relative to the ocean. As does not often happen, a character 
surmounts theme details as when man, lovable HaVI.rser, rises above 
the manners. 
Other sections of the chapter s howed, indirectly, manners 
swamping the man. 
Under the discussion of life amo ng fashiona ble men came 
a list of the e phemeral pursuits to wh i ch the fashiona ble man 
was so bound that he dared not step from the bea ten track of 
faddi s h style . The life of women as s hovm in the section which 
followed cast further li ght upon the subject. Three points of 
view toward women infsociety were discussed. They were the 
na ive, the satirical, and the clear thinking . In the last t wo, 
certa in examples were included--one, a woman imprisoned as the 
'result of debt incurred in fashionable vices; two, a f a mily 
impoverished throu gh fashiona ble prodi gality. Truly, in the s e 
~ nstances manner s swampe d the men! 
l Less conscious on Smollett' s pa rt were the insta nces l 1here the personalities of his heroes were subservient to the 
onventi ons of the da y. In no case w~s this better sho\m 
han in the love conventions which were a nalysed. There is 
ittle differentiation in p ersona lity or action in the epi s odes 
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of love and gallantry . Roderick, Fathom, Peregrine might ex-
change places and no one would be the wiser, except, presumably, 
Emilia and Narcissa. As far as gallan try, courtship, or · love 
are concerned, they are types, conventional ideas rather than 
men. 
• 
In the country where "the history of one day would indeed! 
be the history of a whole yea r," personality had a chance to · ~I 
expand. Matthew and Tabitha Bramble were cho sen to represent 
the country gentleman and the country housewife. Details of 
their daily life were commented on in connection with a dis-
cussion of their likeness to real people . Tabitha's name, with 
its hint of the feline, was well su ited to her. / !'he country i· 
squire was equally well represented in the choleric yet like-
able Matthew. 
Smollett's treatment of servants portrayed them as object · 
of ~ ridicule rather than considi~at ion . There was no analysis 
of them as a class. The author chose Wi n Jenkins and Strap 
to represent them. These ' two approa ched normalcy--were less 
objects of satire than most of the servants found in the novels. 
Smollett showed no aff ,;-:· ction for the lower classes. Severa l 
other writers have sugg ested that this snobb is h attitude was 
unintended. 
So far this summary has discusse~ the relation of manners 
to people. The chap ter included many details a part from this. 
Daily iife , chri stenings , weddings, (mention was made of 
Smollett 's mechanical trick of placin~ a marriage at the end 
87 
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of every story), education, dress, funerals, demonstrated how 
he piled detail upon detail. Such documentation in a writer 
makes for realism . We need detail to see the manners of the 
olden times. 
Many f a cts are excellent in talking about the manners, 
the life of the times, or its pleasures. They may become a 
flaw when the author forgets the movement of the times in his 
concentra Lion upon deta il. This point will be considered in 
the course of the next chapter, Of the Movement. 
--------- -
-
CHAPTER IV 
OF THE MOVEMENT 
Thackeray's expression "of the movement" in that quota -
tion which we are using throughout this essay is not as clear 
cut nor as precise in meaning as the rest of the sentence which 
conta ins it. "Of the movement" is a vague phrase ·which is 
open· t o individual interpretation. I have chosen it to mean 
"the advancement of the a g e against the ba ckground of the age." 
The age was movi ng in many res pe cts--of which I have 
selected three--politics, reli gion , criticism. 
Politics best show the backgro und of the age a gains t 
which the other two move. Though onesided, Smollett 's political 
thoughts are worth dis p l ay ing as a revelation of his op inion 
and a s an indirect method of showin~ the poiliitical life of the 
times. 
In religion there was a definite movement, Methodism , 
which must be discussed to complete the picture o f the movement 
of the time. 
Sm ollett made little or no contribution toward philosophy . 
His personal literary philosophy will be disc u ssed in connection 
with his sma ll c ontribution toward makinq a defi~ition of the 
novel. 
Summaries will be found a t the end of each section rather 
than at the end of the chapter. 
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Politica l sati~ and critici s m. The chief attemp t at 
political critici sm is The Adventures of an Atom which is a 
novel only by c ourte s y. The book i s as much of a novel as i s 
its litera ry g odf a ther, Swift's Gulliver's Travels or Stern's 
. Tristram Sha ndy which curiou s ly enou gh it res e mbl es i n the 
fre quent use of lon~ , pseudo-schola rl y digression s . This re-
semblance i s very obvious, a lthru gh to the writer's knowledg e 
it h a s n e ver be en me ntioned by litera ry historians . Perha ps 
thi s is true beca use most peo ple mu s t f ind the book very du ll, 
even unintelli g ible rea ding. Without a key, the ob s curity of 
its reference s offe r a n a lmo s t t oo g rea t obsta cle. Fo r con-
veni e nce al one the work n e eds a ne w, carefull y ed i ted editim. 
Melville in his study of Smollett put the cas e thus: 
Thi s b o ok is · the most vitr olic Smollett wro te. He 
sneered, a t hi s ovm country, a nd pl a ced everyone under the 
h arrow--roy a lty, sta tesmen, judges , admira l s , a n d g enera l s . 
It i s , to be brief, a du ll boo k wr i tten by a ma n incit ed to 
venom by s evere illnes s . No doubt he tho ugh t he was doing 
his duty by ~riting thi s book bu t at the time h i s judgment 
wa s war ped: his s incerity i s not to be doubt ed , a nd that 
is a ll tha t ca n be said for The Hi s tory a nd Adventures of 
an Ato~l - - --
Only an elaborat e syno ps is of the book c a n s how its 
full qu alitie s a nd me rit. 
In the following summary, pag e r eference s in foot notes 
h a ve b e en avoided to p revent c onfusion. Melville's key to the 
characte rs g ~v en in the appendix to his Th e Life and Letters of 
Tobias Smollett, 1721-1771 saved much spa de work. 
1. Lewis Melville, The Life and Letters of Tobia~ Smol l ett 
(Bo s t om Ho u .;shton Mi f f lin Company , 1 927 ), 
p. 2 ;:)3 . 
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The publ isher p retend ed that thi s bo ok was d iscovered in 
the p a pe r s of Mr. Na tha niel Peacoc k , late o f St. Gil es , on the 
7th of ·March 1748 . The b oo k p r etended further to be a history 
I 
f J t l a t P k b t h -P ·d t · I o a pan o . o eac oc y a n a om w o wa s a J. ormer res1 _en 1n 1 
t he pos teri or of a J apanese Cuboy . The s a tire begins with the 
r esigna tion of Robe rt Walpole on F ebruary 17, 1742 a n d ends 
with the beginning of the Roc k ing ham mi n i stry in 1766 . After ! 
a summary of the g eo g r aphy a nd history of the Japanese (British ) ! 
em p ire to date , Quanbuku Fika- kaka ( ihomas , Duke of Newcas tle) 
is i nt ro duced . He bec om e Cuboy ( Secre t a ry of the St ~ te) to 
Dairo Got-hama-baba (Georg e II). His character is des cribed: 
Notwithst a nding a ll the ca re that was t aken of his 
educa tion , Fika- kaka neve r could comprehend any art or 
science ••• no system of morali ty could he ever u ndersta nd ; ! 
and of the f ourteen sects of religion that are permitted in 
Japan , the only d i s cipline he ro uld i mbi be was a super-
stitious devotion to Fauk-basi, the temple of the white 
horse Hanover ••• His per s on was extr emely awkward; his 
eye vacant, though alarme d; his speech thick and embarrassed 
his utterance ungraceful; and his meani ng perplexed; with 
some diffi culty he learned to write hi s own name and that 
of the Dairo ••• In youth , he freely conversed with wo men; I 
but as he advanc e d in a g e , he pla ced his chief felicity in 
the deli ghts of the table • • • huge quantit ie s of liquor . • • 
So far modern exigesis a 8rees with Smollett, though 
more qu ietly: 
Newcastle was i g norant a n d incompetent, a nd ma de 
himself ridiculous by hi s fussy attempts to app e a r energeti c 
He a l ways , it was said , lo st half an ~our in t he morning 
and spent the re s t of the day in running after it. He had 
one r u ling pa ssion , the love of p owe r, not for the sake of 
any g rea t policy but beca u s e he enjoyed the dist ribution of 
p a tronage. He was himself inc orru p tible, but he t ook his 
p leasur e in corru p ting o the r s . In the morning his an te-
chamber was crowded with place-hunter s , a nd he s ometi mes 
- --------
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rushed out of his bedroom with his f a ce c overed with soap-
suds to anno unce to one app lica nt or another tha t he was 
able to gra tify him by making his brother a bishop or some 
poorndependan~ tidewa iter. The character of the per s on was 
of no moment . 
Fika- kaka had assista nce of "co unselle rs and subalterns, 
who understood the detail of government and the forms of 
business." They included Sti-phi-rum-poo (Philip, F irst Earl 
of Hardwick) whose lowly ori g in is attacked. In command of 
the Fune or navy was a man whose na me i s r emin iscent of W. s. 
Gilbert ' s nomencla ture in The Mikado-- Ni m-kom-poo-po in real lif 
was Georg e, Baron Anson: Nim-kom- poo-po has been ap pointed 
Sey-seo- gum in reward for the capture of pira tes, "an ea s y 
victory ." (An son in the Span i sh Wa r h ad r a nsacked the port of 
Paita, Peru, in his journey around the world) . The fourth 
member who hovered be t ween "the triumphera te we h a ve described" 
a nd its compe titors was Q,uamba-cun,..dond" (Duke of Cumberle.nd) 
more or l ess admired by Smollett. The name of thi s f ou rth was 
Foksi -roku (Henry Fox , Lord Holla nd) and he was a "latitudinaria 
in principle, a libertine in morals ." 
After a discussion of a few mino r matters of home ad-
ministration--inclu d ing the taste for Ximian flesh or the 
.Jacobite Revolt--Sao-san-sin-o (Lord Grenville ) appe a rs to 
presi cle at the council of T~renty -ei .gh t (Privy Council), a man 
who saw throu g h men , "lau ghed at t h e foll y of one f a ction, and 
detested the arro gance a nd p r e s umption of the other ." 
1/ 
II 
I 
2. Samue l Gardiner, fj tu dents His tory of En g land (Longmans,l 9 10) ~ 
p . 732 . I 
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Hi s torically• a t thi s per i od t he Wh i g Party supported : 
The il l us trious hous e of Ha.nover 
And Protes t a nt su c cess i on, 
To t hese I do a l l egi a nce s~ear,-­
While . t hey do keep poss es s ion; 
For in my f a ith a nd l oyalty 
I ne ver more will f a lter, 
And Geor ge my l awfu l Ki n ~ sh~ll be 
Until t he times do a lter. 
So sa ng t he Vica r of Br ay in eighteenth centu r y son ~ a nd 
so s a ng t he Bona ze or cl e~ in Niphon. 
Ch ief ly interesting t o the modern reader as a puz zle 
a re the .ronny events which oc cur i n J~pan at t h i s time. Among 
them is t he beginnings of tro uble with the Ch i nese in Fa tei aso 
( F h . A . ) 0 t T h ( ''1" 1 1 . -o . t io rene 1n me r1oa 0 ra or a yc . o d 1 1 am ~ 1 ~ · l a ter Lord 
Cha tham ) in the mos t promi s ing pa r t of' h is ca reer i s introduced 
a nd atta cked as a ffsilver voice. o • no i dea of principle and 
no feeling of hutiJa nity." Genera l Br addock , Admira l Bl i .tzh, 
¥iill i<:;.m Viscount Bar r i ng t on , Generl.l l Lord Bla ckney, a nd Willi am , 
Fir s t Ea r l of Ma nsf i eld have been introduced in the pers ons of 
the "defea ted Koan", "Bihngod, a ma n who ha d never s i gna lized 
hims el f by a ny a ct of va lor," Nol)-Od"':'i, F i-de-ta -ta , M:ura -clami, 
re sp ectively . 
The next l arge section of the stor;-;{ dea ls with the 
ca p ture of l'ilairo's f a rm , Yes no (Hanover). rfhis was t he wa r of 
the Aus tri a n Succes s ion , 1740-1742 and the s u b s eq u e nt con ti nents] 
wa r f a re which a re a l l ca r efully deta iled . Unde r the name Brut -
a.n-ti f fi, the cha r a c t er of Frederick the Grea t i s libelled i n two 
pages of mild-- f or Smollet t --irony . 
3 . Sa tiric 1 8 th centu r y song , _An~_n., __ TJ!.~ Vicaz: of Br ay i _!l 
-==-==- ~=--==T.'-f.;-1ta~t='orr~-=-=ect;~'-- =t'tn~-8(5Ur s--or--Enru:"t:ind trona--m: Booe-ey- -
1 and Compa ny, n. d.). I, p. 14o 
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More pert inent to En~lish politics and lif e i s the Dairo' 
moan over the lo s s of Yesso, a ~ood samp le of the farcical 
quality of the book's style: 
0 my de a r farm of Yesso! cried he, Sha ll I never mor 
enjoy thy cha rm s ! Sh a ll I nevermore regale my eye with 
thy beauteous pro spects, thy hills of heath; they meRds of 
broom; and thy wastes of s a nd! Sha lL I nevermore eat thy 
bla ck brea d, drink thy brown beer, and feast on thy delicate 
porkers! Sha ll I never more receive the h omage of the 
s a llow Yessi tes, with the ir meagre f a ces, ragged skirts , 
and wooden shoes! Shall I never more improve th e ir huts 
and regu l a te their pigsties ! 0 cruel Fate! in vain did I 
face thy mud- wa l l mansion with a freest one front! In vain 
did I cultiva te thy turnip garden! In vain did I enclose 
a piece of g round at g rea t expen s e, and raise a cro p of 
barley, the - first that was ever se en inVesso! In vain did I 
send over a breed of mul r: s and black ca'ttle for the purpose 
of husbandry! In vain di d I sup ply you with all the 
implemen ts of a g ric u lture! In vain did I sow grass and 
g rain for food, and plant trees, and furze and fern for 
shelter to the game , wh ich could not otherwi s e subsist on 
yon naked downs! In vain ••. fill your hungry bellies 
with the g oo d t hings of J a pa n. 
So · spake the grandsire of "Farmer Ge orge ." 
Orator Traycho wa s one of the strongest of the political 
leader s in Japan. One of his p lums in the political p ie was a 
close friendshi p with Brut-an-tiffi which resulted in the use 
of Japanese monies in the hiring of priva t e mercenary Tatar 
s oldiers to a id his friend. This is the s a mple of the many, 
many that cover four or five double-column, small print pages. 
Of interest to Americans is his recoll ecti on of Yaff-rai's 
success in Fatsisso (Lord Amherst at Ticondero ga) in the time 
when to appease the Dairo's mind fr om worry with the Chinese 
strong meas ures must be taken; (in the following , Yaloff is 
Nolfe, and Qu ib- quab , most obviou s ly, is Quebec): 
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o o • he saw it would be necessary to amuse the people 'Ni th 
some new stroke on the si de of Fatsisso, which indeed was 
the original and most natu r a l scene of the war, he locked 
himself up in hi s closet, and consultin~ the map of Fatsisso 
he f ound that the principal Chinese settlement of that isla n 
was a fortified town called Quib-quab, to 1.vhich there was 
an access by two different avenues; one by a b~oad, rapid , 
na vigable river, on the b a nks of which the town was situated 
and the other by an inland route over mounta ins, l a kes, and 
dang erou s torrents. He measured the map with his compass, 
and perceived that both routes were ne a rly of the same 
leng th, and therefore, he res olved that the forces in F a t-
sis s o, being divided into t wo e qua l bodies, should approach 
the pla ce by the two different avenues, on the supposition 
that they would both arrive before the walls of Quib-quab 
at the same in s t a nt of time. The conduct of the inland ex-
pedition was g iven to Yaf f -rai, who now commanded in chief 
in Fatsisso, and the r es t Of the troops were sent up the 
g rea t river, under the auspices of Ya-loff, who ha d s o 
eminently distinguished himself in the course of the 
precedin~ year. 
Tay cho during the next few months concerned himself with 
the warfare then being carried on on the continent while the 
J apanese peo p l e , l u ll ed by his silvery voice, sunk into a 
!lethargy of c onten tm ent. They were roused by the false news that 
iQuib-quab was lost but: 
When Taycho's art and foresight were a t a stand, 
accident came to hi s as s istan ce. A c ourier arrived, pre-
ceded by twelve postillion s blowing horns; and he brought 
ne ws that Quib-quab was taken • • • o • • • • • • • • • • 
Taycho seized his o pportunity, hallooed in his loudest 
tone ' Quib- quab is t a ken.' This note being repea ted, the 
beast s t a rted up; then raising itself on its hind legs , 
began to wag its t a il, to frisk, and fawn ••• it t ook the 
orator on its back, and, proceeding through the streets of 
Meaco, brayed aloud, ' Make way for the divine Taycho!' But 
the galla nt Ya-loff, the re a l c onqueror of Quib-quab was 
no more. 
The continenta l warfare continued a nd waxed more violent 
as the Chinese found that war nearby could be carried on with 
less expense to themselves and more to the Japanese. They 
willihgly bega n to resi gn the dista nt Fatsisso. The worry of 
--· -- -- _-
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it all bega.n to affect the hea lth of the Dairo who. des p ite 
all the ef f ort s of the council of Twenty Eight, died. 
With the crown ing of Dairo Gio-gio, the old er factions 
bega n t o weaken. His friend a nd counseller, Yak- s trot was 
honest. 
N.B. Yak-strot was Lo rd Bute whom Smollett supported 
in the e ditori a l s of the ma gazine, The North Briton, until 
the end of that ma gazine in the very f amous No. 45 whi ch con-
tained th e letter of John Wilkes , ca use of a g rea t political 
uproar. 
Yak-strot, wh o ca me from the mountains of Ximo, had 
definite, if simple, maxims of politica l h onesty: 
That the emperor of Ja pan ought to cherish the 
established reli g ion ••• that he ought to abolish corruptio , 
discourage factio n , and balance the t wo pa rties, by ad-
mitting an equal number of each to pla ces and offices of 
trust in the administration: that he should make peace as 
soon as possibl e , even in dis pite the pub l ic, which seemed 
insensible o f the burden it susta ined , a nd was indeed g rowing 
delirious by the illusions of Taycho ••• he should retrench 
all superfluous expense in his household and g overnment, 
and deta ch himself entirely fr om the farm of Yesso ••• 
The council of Twenty Ei ght were a mazed by Ta ycho's 
su ggestion tha t Japan enter into war with Corea (Spain) and thei 
amazement le~to the resi gnation of the orator. The peo ple 
were enrag ed but l ater appea s ed. (Pitt's resignation from 
the Cabinet, October 5, 1761). 
The weak Fika-kaka was forced to resi g n "while Gio-gio, 
by the advice of hi s favorite, published a proclamation, de-
cl e.r ing it was not for the honour of Japan that her treasu ry 
I 
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sho uld be managed eithe r by a witch or an old woman." J 
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Yak-strot "now rul ed the roost" with uncontrolled 
a uthority (Resi gn a tion of Newcastle :, May 1762, and the sue-
cession of Bute who was nomina ted by Ge orge III). 
The feeling of the peop~ s e emed to agree with l a ter 
opinion. Having purchased peace at the price of Japa n's honour, 
ak-strot met many enemies, es peci a lly Taycho. At l as t public 
op inion became so great that · "he resi gned the rei gns of g overn-
ment with a hea vy heart, though not bef ore he was as s ured that 
he should still c ontinue to exert hi s inf l uence behind the 
curtain." Modern op ini on said of Yak- s trot "that he was a 
mere court f a vorite with the abilities of a gentleman usher, 
the object of detesta tion so sudden and so universal in its 
4 
outbreak a s to force him to resi g n in 1763 ." 
But the Atom p raised Yak-strot to the very l ast in a 
eulo g y too long to be herein quoted. 
An importa nt phase in the administration of Yak-strot 
was the incident of J a n-ki-dtzin: 
. . . 
Gio- g io's own p ers on had not escaped in ~ the last 1 
skirmish. J a n-ki-dtzin was transported to s uch a pi tch of ·I 
inso lence, tha t he a imed s ome balls at the Da iro, and one 
of them taking pla ce exa ctly between the eyes, defiled his 
whole vi sage. Had the laws of J apan been ex ecuted in · .. all 
their severity a ga inst t h is audacious plebian, he would 
have suffered crucifixtion on the spot; but Gio•giri being 
goodna tured even to a f a ult, contented himself wi th ordering 
some of his attenda nts to apprehend and put him in the publ" 
stocks, after ha ving seized the whole cargo of filth which 
he had collected a t his h a bitat i on, for the ma nufacture of 
his balls. Leg ion was no sooner informed of his disg race, 
4.J. R.Green, .!, Short History of the English People, 
(N. Y., Harper & Brothers, n.d.), Chapt.X, P•731· 
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than it released him by force, being therein comforted and 
abetted by the declaration of a puny ma g istrate, called 
Praff-patt - phogg , who seized this, as the only opportunity 
he shoul d ever find of giving himself any consequence in 
the CJ mm onwealth. According ly the monster hoisted him and 
J an-ki -dtzin on their shoulders, went in procession through 
the streets of Meaco, hallo o ing , huzzaing, and extolling 
this venerable pair of patriots, as the Pallidia of the 
liberty of Japan. 
The resignatio n of Yak-strot was the high poin t of the 
satire which ends when "his former friends and partisa ns 
thought the best apolo gy they co ul d make for his inconsistency 
was to say he was non compos; and this r e port far fr om being 
disag r e eable to Yak-strot •• " 
So ends The History and Adventures of ~g Atom . 
The . John Wilkes Incident. Jan-ki-dtzin in the above 
referred to John Wilkes who was a former friend of Smollett and 
a contributor t o the~ North Brito~ , an opposition journal to The 
Briton, of which Smollett was the editor. Wilkes published an 
articl e atta cking the administration in No . 45 of the North 
Briton . He was apprehended on May 6 , 1763. Pratt defended him 
by declaring thqt the warrant was illegal. Later in the yea r, 
the House of Commons ruled that the art i cle was a libel. Lord 
Sandwich, one of Wilkes's profligate friends, betrayed him by 
showing an unpublished and salacious poem at a meeting of the 
house of Lords wh o c oncluded tha t the p oem, An Essa y on Women, 
libeled the prominent Bisho p Warburton. Althru gh the mat ter 
met with various attemp ts towards hughing it up, Wilkes was 
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that Smollett c a lled him frien d , the same letter p reviously 
mentioned in thi s thesis written in beha lf of Dr. J ohnson 
wherein the g rea t lexicographer was ca l l ed "the g rea t Cham of 
~ 
Literature." Fourteen yea rs after the scandal, John s on § a id 
of Wilkes: 
Did we n o t hea r so much said of Jack Wilkes, we shoul 
think more hi ghly of his conversation. Jack has a g reat 
vari e t y of t a l k , Jac k is a s cholar , and Jack is a g entle-
ma n. But after he a ring his name s ounded fr om pol e to pole, 
as the phoenix of c onv i vi a l felicit y , we a re d i sapp o i nted 
in his compa ny. He has alway s been at me: but I would do 
Jack a kindnes 2 , rather tha n not. The contest i s now over.7 
Smol l ett's cha r acterization of Wilkes in The Adventures_ 
of §£Atom, in view of the above circums t a nces, i. e., Wilkes's 
former friendshi p a nd later political o pp o s iti on, was f a irly 
levelheaded , an intere s ting summary of a politica l sideli g ht. 
Politica l sideli g hts in t he Qther novels. Althoug h the 
Ato m a pparently told all to one Nathaniel Peacock, there are 
other views of the political life of the times in the earlier 
n ovels which ma y come in for brief ana lysis a s they do not 
repr esent as complete study--though bi ~oted if you will--of the 
political life of the time. Peregrine Pickle contains the most, 
chiefly a discussion of electioneering and of standins for the 
county when Peregrine served as secretary to a Member of 
5· Sam. R. Gardiner,! Students History of England,(Longmans, 
Green and Co., 19101: pp.769-770· 
·i 
I 
I !l 
I 
I 
I 
6. Roger Ingpen, ed. ,Boswell' e Life of Johnson, Smollett • s letter 
to John Wilkes, March 16, 1759· 
(Boston: Charles E. Laur:i,a.t Co. ,1925) ,vol.l, 
PP• 209-210 • 
• Ibid., vo1.2, p.724. 
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Parliament. There is, als~, a small reference to political 
economics. 8 
After The Adventures of ~~ Atom, there was only one 
other book published. In Hum phry Clinker, the last book, 
there is little presentation of political opinion. What there 
is consists of so much jocularity that it is difficult to ge t 
at the truth in solution. It consists ma inly of a backhanded 
summa ry of the politic ~l situa t ion from the tongue of Lish-
mahag o who has tried to "qua lify himself to refute establi s hed 
maxi ms , and thus raise tro phies for the gratification of 
polemica l pride ." 9 
8. op. cit., Chapt.LXXXIC, pp.369 ff. 
9· op . cit., Matthew Bramble's letter, July 15. Pp.210 rr. 
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Religion. t4ost comments. tors are in accord with the 
following as applied to Smollett's religion: 
Again, of all the British novelists--with the possible 
except i on of Sterne--Smollett is the least spiritual; there 
is no other-worldines~ in Roderick Random or Peregrine Pickl • 
There is not only no Shristi~n element in the~B stories, 
there is no religious atmosphere of any kind. I 
This is true inasmuch as Smollett presented no rel igious 1 
and no moral thesis. His novels d id not expound ariy deep reli- \ 
gious philosophy. The very nature of his work prevented this. 
The pace of the episodes was too swift. Spiritually impoverish d, 
perhaps, but spirituality in his swashbuckling men· was as out of 
place as a lily in the hands of a coster. 
Yet nowehre is there any anti-et il ical feeling--antagonis 
to various sects, yes--all the moralizing that he does do is 
based on Christian ethics. Even his satire is never against 
principles of Christianity. 
When accused of renegation from his ancestral party, the 
1
j 
Whigs, Smollett replied to his friend, Dr.Moore, that he was on 
11 
the side of Justice, reaso~ ~ and truth. Although stated as 
,, 
I 
:; 
!! 
political principles, these are undisputed Christian teachings. 
Truly, Smollett had no mysticism, no other-worldiness, but juati e, 
reason, and truth are no mean qualificati ons as evidences of 
practical Christianity. 
Toward the mystic, his sarcasm waxed particularly angr • 
10. vlm.Lyons Phelps, The Advance of the English Novel, (N.Y., 
Dodd, Mead and Company,l917),Chapt.3, p.7Q. 
111. Thomas · Roscoe, !J:.!.! . .@:llil_ .Works .Qf... obias_ Smollett, p.xxi1, 
1 
(quoting_ a letter to Moore, Jan.2,1758 • 
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In the characterization of Nareissa's aunt, which is also a 
diatribe against the blue-stocking, his opinion of Rosicrutius 
was: 
Among other oa.d notions, she professes the principles 
of Rosicrutius; and believes the ea rthJ air, and see., are 
inhabited by invisible beings, with whom it is possible 
for the human species to entertain correspondence and 
intimacy, on the easy condition of living chaste. As 
she hopes one day to be admitted to an acquaintance of 
this kind , she no sooner heard of me and my cat, than she 
paid me a visit with the view, as she since owned, to be 
introduced to my famil~ar, and was greatly mortified to 
find herself disappoint ed in her expectation. 12 
This was Smollett speaking in the voice of his first hero 
Roderick, wrto so grea tly resembled his creator in his youth, 
was sure of his ground in discussing dogma. He, like Perry, 
had been brought up in the Presbyterian faith, "the true Pro-
testa.nt faith to eschew quarrels and contention.ul3 With true I 
I 
Scotch zest in religious a.r gument Roderick defended himself. li 
His religi cn--or lack of it--hindered him on two occasions. Thi~i 
is also a good exa 1:ple of religion in eighteenth century politic • 
I 
In both cases Roderick was seeking job security or prefer ence. 11 
The first question put to me was touching the place of II 
my nativity, which I declared to se the north of Scotland~ 
'The north of Ireland more like,' cried t he captain, 
'but we shall bring you up pre sently.' 
He then asked me what religion I professed; and when I 
answered 'the Pro.testan"to,' swore I was as arrant a Roman 
as ever went to mass. 
'Come, come, clerk,' continued he, 'catechise him a 
little on this subject.• 
••• 'Well, then,' continued my examiner, 'how many 
sacraments are there?' 
To which I replied, 'Two.' 
'What are they?' said he. 
Lord's supper. 
I answered Baptism and the 
12. T.Smollett, Roderick Random, Chapt.38,p80. 
13. '' " , Peregrine Pickle, Chapt.33,p.219. 
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'And s o you would explode confirmation and ma rriage alto-
gether?' said Oakum; 'I t hought this fellow was a rank Roman ' 
'l'he clerk, t hough he was bred under an attorney, could not 
refrain from blushing at this blunder, which he endeavoured 
to conceal, by observing, the t these decoys would not do wit 
me, who seemed to be an old offender. He went on asking if 
I believed in transubstantiation; but I trea ted the notion o 
a real presence with such disrespect, that his patron was 
scandalized by my impiety. -
Later: 
••• then proceeded to ask what religi on~ professed, I 
answered th·· t I as yet had not considered the difference of 
religions, consequently had not fixed on any one in particu-
lar, but that I was bred a presbyterian. At this word the 
chapls.in expre s sed great astoni shment, and sa id that he coul 
not apprehend how a presbyterian wa s enti tled to:.:any post 
under the Enslish government. 14 · · 
i Presbyterianism wa s spoken of again as being the ea rly 
eligion of Miss Williams who rea cted strongly to its strict code 
Minor references in Roderick Random--Quaker, Jew, Curate. 
A highwayman mentioned a Quaker with scorn, "I likewise 
ound ten Portugal pieces in the shoe of a Quaker, whom the spiri 
16 
oved to revile me with great bi t terness and devot ion." 
L rse 
A Jew is the protagonist of a kind of fabliau told in the 
of Random 1 s adve.ntures. There is no sympathy for the Jew 
17 ' 
ho is the butt of very coarse, practical joking. 
A cura te, who was encountered by Strap and ~oderick, 
oa ned his l ot to the company ga thered at a country inn. His 
osition was similar to Parson Adams's in JoseRh Andrews, or the 
mpoverished Vicar of Wakefield. His l ament is not particularly 
xaggerated: 
• I ~l.,.......~T-.--:::S-m-o~l~l-e~tt, Roderick Random, Chapt. 30, p.65, and Chapt.33, 
I 
l 
II 
p.?l. 
15. Ibid., Chapt.22 , p.45. 
16. Ibid., Chapt.9, P• 15• 
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He had no sooner mount ed, than the facetious curate, 
coming into the kitchen, held forth in this manner: 
· 'There t he old rascal goes, and the devil go with him. 1 
--You see how t he world wags, gentlemen.--By gad, this rogue 
of a vicar d oe s n ot deserve to live; and yet he had two I 
livings worth 400J per annum, while poor I am fain to do a l 
his drudgery and ride twenty miles every &unday to preach, 
for what ? why, truly, for 20L/ a-year. I scorn to boast 
of my own qualifications; but--comparisons are odious. I 
should be gl ad t o know how t his swag-bellied doctor deserve 
to be more a t ease than me ••• ' 18 
Catholicism. There are a t least f ive major references toe 
Roman Catholicism in the n ovels. Of these, it is interesting 
to note that only one of the incidents woven around them took 
place in England. The one reference concerned an expatriated 
Cas t ilian, not an Englishman. It showed a denial of Roman 
·in France. A zealous priest tried t o convert him but was re-
futed by England repre 5ented by one of her more jovial tars: 
18. T.Smollett, Ibid.,p.l7· 
19· It u , Ferd inand, CountFathom, ChaptLXVII,p.602. 
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'As for me, friend, d'ye see, I have no obj ecti on to what 
you say; it may be ei t her true or false to what I know: I 
meddle with nobody's affairs but my own; the gunner to his 
linstock, and the steersman to his helm, as the saying is. 
I trust to no creed but t he compass, and do unto every 
man as I would be done by; so t hat I defy the Pope, the 
Devil, and the Pretender; and ho pe to be saved as well as 
another. 1 20 
This was circa 1748. I n l ater books various practises 
of the faith of Rome are held up to ridicule. Among Peregrine' 
Freach contacts was a Capuchin. Monk who tried tactics s imilar 
21 
t o the above. A mendicant appeared in the same story, also: 
the rid i cule here is woven around the selling of faked reliques. 
Both exhorted t heir audi ences and extolled t heir faith to the 
tourists. 
Conversion is the subject of all these references. 
The locale shows that Smollett was not conscious tha t -conversion 
was prominent in England. All of t hem are anti-Roman in effect 
They appear in t he two earliest novels, one from the middle pere l 
iod, Fathom, and his last novel. !1 
In Humphry Clinker, Obadiah Lismahago's yarn summarize 
Smollett's attitude. The sachem who refutes the missionaries' 
arguments might well be Smollett who is spea~ing. Noteworthy, ' 
too, is the fact tha t it is the least volatile, most academic 
of the Bramble party--namely, James Melford--wno chroni cles the 
story in a letter da-ted July 13. 
The letter follows: 
20. T. Smollett, Roderick. Random, Chapt. XLII , p. 88. 
21 II It , Pe r egrine Pickle, Chapt. LVII,pp.262ff. 
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'fhl!b ··Liewtenant told her, the t, while he resided among II 
t.hem, two French missionaries arrived, in order to convert // 
them to the Catholic religion; but when they t alked of mys-
teries and revelations which t hey could neither explain nor 
authent~cate, and called in the evidence of miracles wh ich 
they believed on hearsay; when they taught that the Supreme 
Creator of heaven and earth had allowed his only Son, -his 
own equal in power and glory, to enter the bowels of a wo-
man, to be born as a human creature, to be insulted, flag-
ellated, and even executed as a malefactor; when they pre-
tended to create God himself, to swallow, d igest, revive, 
a nd multiply him .@Q infinitum, by the help of a little flou 
and wa ter, the Ind ians wer e shocked by the impiety of their 
presumption. They were examined by the assembly of the 
sachems, who desired t.hem to prove the divinity of t heir 
mission by some miracle. They answered that it was not 
in their power. 
'If you wer e really sent fr om heaven for our conversion,' 
said one of the sachems, 'you would certainly have some 
superna tural endowments, at leas t you would have the 
gift of t ongues, in order to explain your doctrines in the 
different nations e.mong which y ou are employed; but you are 
so ignorant of our language, that you cannot express your-
selfa even on the most trif ling subjects.' 
In a word the assembly were con 'i inced or· their being 
cheats, and even suspected them of being spies. They or-
dered them a bag of Indian corn apiece, and a ppointed a 
guid e to conduct them to the frontiers, but the missionarie 
having more zeal than discretion, refused to quit the vine-
yard. They persisted in saying mass, in preaching, baptiz 
ing, and squabbling with the conjurers, or priests of the 
country, till they had thrown the whole community into con-
fusion. Then the as sembly ) roceeded to try them as impiou 
imposters, who repre sented the Almighty as a trifling, weak 
capricious being, and pretended to make, unmake, and repro-
duce himat pleasure. They were, therefore, convicted of 
blasphemy and sediti on, and condemned to the stake, where 
they died singing Salve regina.~ in a r a pture of j~~ for the 
crown of martyrdom which they had thus obtained. 
Although a zealot of today might decry the implications j 
I 
I in the above and preceeding quota tiona, they were apparently not I 
considered strong in the eighteenth century. I have discovere~ 
no criticisms of them, modern or old. They repre sented the II 
attitude of a typical north Briton. They are a cry against !I 
I 
Catholicism. l'he last quotation is not only a sa tire, but alsol
1 
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a rationalistic criticism of formalism. The indirect narration 
gives it an objectivity missing from the other quotations which 
were clothed with per sonal bigotry. Smollett re f lected h is 
time in Sl!owing little sympathy toward Catholicism. His lack 
of sympathy was combined with very li t tle a ppreciation of the 
matter. In Europe, especially Spain, France, and Italy, t here 
were changes and movements with which, as a travelled man, he 
must have been cognisant. His were cri t icism with little 
solid intere s t behind them. 
23 
Me t hodism. One of the strange manifestations of the 
period was the rise of Methodism. Strange, because in an age 
when men t a lked of reason, a religion valued for its emotional 
quality swept over Great Britain and s pread thr ~ughout the Amer-
lc.ab colonies. To account for t his, it must be r emembered that 
the clergy of t he Church of England wer e--for the most part--an 
ineff ec t ua l lot. They were d ivided into two classes. The I 
first we~e like t he Bonzas in The Advent ures of §n Atom, seekers 
I 
after preference under a sys t em which made men like William Dodd \ 
' 24 ' 
become criminals. The second class wa s z the under-priveleged 
curate, who: 
Of Church preferment he had none; 
Nay, all his hopes of tha t was gone;-
He felt that he content must be 
With drudging in a curacy. 
Indeed on ev'ry Sabba th day 
Through eight long miles he L- ook his way 
·r o pr each, to grumble, and t o pray, 
To cheer the good, to warn the c·Sinner, 
And,if he got it--eat a d inner . r 
·And all his gains, it 'd i d a ppear, 
Were only thir ty pound a year. 25, 
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The Protestant succession was the polL:,ical cry, but the j' 
church was no bulwark. The upper classes were dissolute and / 
dissipated. On the verge of great changes in nationalism, agr11 
cul t ure, invention, they made the best of t heir brief moment. / 
Long wars on the continent and in America bad drained the gov-
ermental exchequer. All this fell on the people, especially 
the great middle clas s , the backbone of England. They needed 
comfort, security, hope. Wesleyism met that need. Its tenets 
enhanced middle class .. ideals and at the same time provided for 
an emotional over-flow. John and Charles Wesley were great 
because they gave the people a religion; that could be understoo 
and loved, a very present help indeed. Whitefield's ardor 
: .. ·, ... ·-:_· .. 
placed him near tae1r pinnacle. 
Looking over the course of history, we can readily see 
·these truths. Those in the movement could. not, for history 
had not yet proven them. 
Methodism in i ts early days was not dignified. To 
Tobias Smollett it lacked the dignity of even a tattered cassock 
He as sailed the new religion in his last book, picking externals 
to caricature rather than inner meaning. Truly, in this decade 
Methodism was half formed so that his criticism cannot be con-
sidered in the light or the later 
Methodism in Humphry Clinker is criticism of a religion as it 
then was, and, as it appeared t .o old Smelfungus. 
Flicking through the pages of the last novel, we see 
the effects of the new religion as introduced into the Bramble's ! 
I 
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1 
new religion. rie is a serious devotee, and pls.ns to become 
a preacher at some more remote day. In this role we discover 
him haragulng a street corner crowd: 
· 'l'urning down a na rrow l ane, beh ind Long Acre, we percei v, 
a crowd of people stand ing at a door, which, it seems, 
opened into a kind of Method ist meeting, and were informed 
1
l 
that a footman was then hold ing forth to the congregation ~ 
within. Curious to see t his phenomenon, we squeezed into 
the ple"ce ••• who shoul d t his pr ea cher be, but the identi 
cal Humphry Clinker! He had fini shed his sermon, a nd giv 
out a psalm, the fir s t stave of which he ~ung with peculia~ ! 
grace. But, if we we r e astoni shed to see Clinker in the II 
pulpit, we we r e altogether confounded to see ••• Lady Gris 1 
kin, Mrs Tabitha Bramble, Mr s . Wini fred Jenkins, my sister 
Liddy, and Mr. Barton, and all of them joined in the 
Psalmody with strong marks of devotion. 26 
Hi s , Humphry's, character wa s improved by his very real 
devo t ion. f he others, . a"fter the first flush of interest, were 
not grea tly 1nt ri&ued by the new rel i 0 ion, especially Lydia. 
Win and •rabi tha were not changed. The latter frequently used 
her new experience in religion a s an excuse for perfervid 
argument, viz., her t a lks with Mr. Barton. 
There wa s one glimpse a t the great pr eacher, Whitefield• 
Th is was chronologi ,~ally after Whitefield's split with Wesley • 
and the subsequent change in d ogma: 
His ma ster promised to keep him for s ome time longer o 
trial; then desired to know in what manner Lady Griskin an 
Mr.Barton came to join their religious society. He told 
him, that her ladyship was the person who first carried my 
aunt and sister to t he Tabernacle, whither he attended the 
and his devotion was kindled by I\ilr. W--' s preaching; that h 
was confirmed in t his new way by the preacher's sermons, 
which he had bought and studied with great a t tention; that 
his discourse and prayers had brought over Mrs.Jenkins and 
the housemaid in the same way of thinking ••• that~e being 
of a weaver, who was much followed as a popula r minister; 
109 
encouraged to mount the rostrum by the example and success 
1
_ 
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that, on his first trial, he found himself under such strong 
impulsions, as made him believe he was certainly moved by 
the Spirit, and tha t he had assisted in Lady Griskin's and 
several private houses, at exer ::: ises of' devotion. 27 
.Some people of fas ~::.ion adopted the new religion. Walpoll 
wrote: "If you ever think of returning to England ••• you 
must prepare yourself with Methodism. I really believe by that 
time it will be necessary; this sect increases as fast as almost 
ever any religious nonsense d id." 28 
The l e. st scene is played in Sc otland where we encounter 
a kind of off-shoot of the Aethodist vine: 
There is a sect of fanatics who have separated them-
selves from the Established Kirk, under the name of Seceders 
They a cknowledge no earti ~ly head of the church, reject lay I 
patronage, and maintain the 1>1ethod ist doctrines of the new 1 
birth, the new light, and the efficacy of grace, the in- 1 
sufficiency of works, and the operation of the Spirit. 
Mrs. Tabitha, attended by Humphry Clinker, was introduced to 
one of t heir conventicles, where they both received much 
edification ••• 29 
Summary of Methodism. The ent ire section of this t hesi 
sums up Smollett's interpretation of some of the "Fourteen sects 
of Japan." {Others, unmentioned, included Moravians, the 
followers of John Hutchinson, The Sandemans, or Glassites, as 
they were called in Scotland, and the Unita rians.) 
Throughout the illustrations scorn of the new reli-
gion is patent. Biting scorn, for the reader feels that t here 
is neither spirituality nor true interpretation to back it. 
Smollet t ms,de no attempt to show the causes of the popularity 
of Methodism. He showed no realization that the prevailing I 
I 
\' 27. op.cit.,p.l45• 
28. H. Walpole, letter to Sir Horace t•lann{May 3,1749) . Quoted by 
\"/.E. H.Leckey,History of England in the 18th Gentury,vol4,p.62. 
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theologies did not suit t he needs of the people. There is no 
sympathy for those who felt the need of love and hope which 
Methodi sm gr a tified. 
On the other hand, Methodism found no favor in the 
writings of many of Smollett's contemporaries, Pope, Anstey, 
Fielding, Walpole, Johnson, and the dramatists who we r e repelled 
by the Methodist invectives aga inst the stage, (Foote, for one, 
ridiculed the sect). 'rhe Dunciad had ridiculed Whitefield. 
~ ~ Bath Guide spoke of it, Methodism, in no flattering 
terms, a.nd Anstey may have been the inspirati on for Methodist 
criticism in Humphry Clin1ter which in other respects did follow 
the guide very closely. In Fielding's Amelia, one of the 
30 
persons me~ by Booth in prison was a Methodist. Barnaba s, 
Parson Adams, and a bookseller had a long ta.lk on Whitefield 
in Joseph Andrews in the chapter beginning "A Plea sant Discourse 
" 31 Between the Two Parsons and the Bookseller • • • Johnson 
did not care- for the Methodist doctrines. He appreciated the 
zeal of the evangelists. At one time he gave Boswell a 
letter of introduction to John Wesley . On another occasion,l7701 
he interviewed two pretty Methodists from Staffordshire-- 11 'Come I 
I 
I (said he), you two pretty fools, dine with Maxwell and me at tbe j 
I 
Mitre, and we will talk over that subject'; which they did, and I 
I 
after d inner he took one of them upon his knee, and fondled her 
32 
for half-an-hour together." 
30· Henry Fielding, Amelia,Book I, Chapt. 3,, P•34. 
31. " 11 , Joseph Andrews, Book I, vhapt. 17 ,pp.68ft. 
32. J. Boswell, Life Qf Samuel Johnson, ed. by Ingpen, vo1.2, 
I 
I 
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Of George \'Vhitefield in 1779, Johnson said: 
Whitefield never drew aw much attention as a mountebank 
does; he did not draw attention by doing better than others 
but by doing what was strange. Were Astley to preach a I 
sermon standing upon his head on a horse's back, he would 
collect a multitude to hear him; but no wise man would say 
he had lll8.de a better sermon for that. I never treated 
Whitefield's ministry with contempt; I believe he did good. 
He had devoted himself to the lower classes of mankind, and 
among them he was of use. But when familiarity and noise 
claim the praise due to knowledge, art, and elegance, we 
must beat down such pretensions. 33 
Later in the century a more positive reaction toward 
t ne religi c'n of the Methodists appeared in literature. Hannah 
More, Hervey, Young, Brooke's Fool of Quality were wr iters and 
story on whom the new theories had effect. Cowper was inspired 
by Methodism and the Olney Hymns, imbued with Methodist doctrine 
were directly inspired by the ardent evangelical clergyman, 
ivlr.Newton. 
'r hus, ::: mollett' s critic ism of I-ie Lhodism was supported 
by similar criticism of his contemporaries. It owed something, 
how much is not known, to The New Bath Guide. I t was snobbish 
ina smuch as there was no feeling towards the problems of the 
lower classes. Smollett lacked spiri t uality: he attacked 
rel i gion on rationalistic and formalistic grounds. He was not 
f or\·iard look i ng and had no i dea of the extent and possibilities 
of ~lethodism • His was a narrow cri t icism of the religious 
movement. 
33• Ibid. vol.III, Chapt.45, p.864. 
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Literary Criticism 1n Smollett. Literary criticism in j 
the pages of Dr. Tobias Smollett may be divided into three 
classifications. The first is satirical opinion; the second, 
passing comment when fairly made and not the result of the 
infractions of Smollett's choleric temperament; t he third, 
personal literary philosophy. 
Frequently libelous, satirical opinion was written in 
both prose and verse caricature. The Adventures of Peregrine 
Pickle was the clas sic· example of this type of criticism. The 
first edition contained so many defamations that very great re-
vision was necessary for the second. It contained, also, the 
biography of the notorious Lady Vane. Though inserted as 
Chapter LXXXI, this interpolation was almost a complete n ovel 
in itself. The authorship of t ne memoirs was a moot point 
for many years but the contemporary reading public cared more 
for the scandals related therein than f or the scribe's identity. 
Many praiSed: many blamed. Mrs. Delany, who later had nothing 
but praise for books with little of the merit of Pickle viz., 
Richardson's Siz: Charles Gr andison, said, "At. candlelight D. D. 
and I read by turns, and what do you t h ink has been part of our 
study? -- why truly "Peregrine Pickl2!" We never undertook it 
before, but truly it is wretched stuff; only Lady V's history is 
34 
a curiosity. 11 Satirical opinion in Smollett has been a popular 
topic from his own times to present day criticism: the best I 
modern analysis is H. s. Buck's. So popular has it been that / 
34 s . 
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35 
further discussion would be redundant. 
The greatest amount of criticism that may be classified 
as passing praise for those of or near his own generation is 
not to be found in the novels at all but in the closing chapters 
of A Complete Histori of England as originally published in 
1757,1758,1763,1765. Conjecture might lead to the belief that 11 
Smollett considered the more ephemeral form to be the novel 
which would be more suitable for the soon forgotten bites of 
sa tire. Therefore, the most suitable place for lasting praise 
:J 
II 
'I II !! 
il 
i! 
:i 
or blame of t hose in the literary movement of the times would bJ 1 
the chroni cles of "the heaviest historian." Although this 
thesis deals with the novel, a few examples from the above 
work are included to show a milder Smollett than has been 
36 
seen hitherto: 
Of Fielding: ''the genius of Cervantes was transfused 
into the novels of Fielding, who painted the characters, and 
ridiculed the follies of life with equal strength, humor, and 
propriety. 11 
Of James Thomson: "the moat benevolent heart that ever 
warmed the human breast." 
·, 
, I ,, 
' ! 
:: 
Of Alexander Pope: "the prince of lyric beauty, un- ;' 
rivalled in satire, ethicka, and polished versification." 
Of Matthew Prior: "lively, familiar, amusing." 
35. H. S. Buck, A Stu(y __ in·::smollett, chiefly Peregrine Pickle, 
etc. New Haven Yale University Press 1925) 
36. T. Smollett, ! Complete History Q! England, vol. 4, 
Chapt. XXXIV, PP• 333ff. 
' ! 
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Of Sir Richard Steele in a lively innuendo: "who in 
his comedies successfully engrafted modern characters on 
ancient dramas. 11 
The livliest, though somewhat obscure, account of all 
is in Melford's dinner with S--(Smollett) in Clinker which 
has been mentioned previously. 
Smollett's personal literary philosophy as applied to 
the novel is found in two prefaces, Roderick Random and 
Ferdinand, Count Fathom. The latter contains a definition of 
the novel. The former has an ~- priority value to the more 
known prefaces in Fielding's !Qm Jones which treat of similar 
topics. Roderick Random is i ntroduced by a short history of 
romance followed by a statement in which he owns his indebted-
ness to Le Sage and Cervantes. The moral . purpoae of the book 
is mentioned but ~pre COI:Ilpletely. def:tned in Fathom. A short 
but valuable statement of the realism is finally made. 
History of romance: 
Romance, no doubt, owes ita origin to ignorance, vanity 
and superstition. In the dark ages of the world, when a 
man had rendered himself for wisdom or valour, his family 
and adherents availed theme lves of his superior qualities, 
magnified his virtues, and represented his character and 
person as sacred and supernatural. The vulgar easily 
swallowed the bait, implored his protection, and yielded 
the tribute of homage and praise even to adoration; • • • 
were handed down to posterity with a thousand exaggerations 
they were repeated as incitements to virtue; divine honours 
were paid, and altars erected to his memory, for the en-
"couragement of those who wished to imitate his example; and 
hence arose the heathen mythology, ·which is no other than 
a collection of extravagant romances. As learning advanced 
and gentu·s_:.:, rece•1vedr<. cu·lt.1va-t"1on·•·_, thesec stories;.::were:::- em"" · 
bell1Bhed With the grace.S of p·oet.ry; it,b:s;t, t.hey might bet-te. 
recommend t.hem&e:lY·eS to t'b:e !S.ttentlon • • • . Thus traged 
I 
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and epic muse were born, and in the progress of taste ar-
rived at perfection. 
Indebtedness to Cervantes and Le Sage: 
• • • the world actually began to be infected with the 
spirit of Knight-errantry, when Cervantes, by an 
inimitable piece of ridicule, refDrmed the taste of man-
kind, representing chivalry in the right point of view, 
and converting romances to purposes far more useful and 
entertaining, · by malring it assume .. the sock, and point 
out the follies of ordinary life. 
The same method has been practised by other Spanish and 
French authors, and by none more successfully than by 
Monsieur Le Sage, who, in his Adventures of Gil ~. has 
described the knavery and foibles of life, with infinite . 
humour and sagacity. The following sheets I have modelled 
on his plan, taking the liberty, however, to differ from 
him in the execution, where I thought his particular 
situations were uncommon, extravagant, or peculiar to the 
country in which the scene is laid. 
Statement of his moral purpose: 
••• generous indignation which ought to animate the 
reader against the sordid and vicious disposition of 
the world. 
Statement of realism: 
Every intelligent reader wil l, at first sight, preceive 
I have not deviated from nature in the facts, which are 
all true in the main •• . • 
Definition of the novel: 
A novel is a. large diffused picture, comprehending the 
characters of life, disposed in different groups, and 
exhibited 1n various attitudes, for the purposes of an 
uniform plan and general occurrence to which every 
individual is subservient. But this. plan··. cannot be 
executed with propriety, probability, or success, without 
a principal personage to attract the attention~ unite 
the incidents, unwind the clue of the labyrinth, and at 
last close the scene by virtue of his own importance • 
.S~~ry of Literary Criticism in Smollett. The 
above show the tenets of Smollett's literary philosophy. 
They are his cnief contributions to original literary 
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criticism--effectual enough as far as they go, but not 
particularly well developed. 
Emphasis is placed on facts rather than the principles 
whi ch gover n and create them. This results in a kind of 
word photography instead of creative art. Under this emphasis 
the novel becomes too kinetic: there is no room for reflection, 
no quiet. The r eader is too busy learning the details of 
the picture to consider its message. Sometimes the camera 
is out of focus as frequently happens when there is a pro-
pensity to caricature. This carries the reader farther -from 
the reality which Smollett tries to create: he made no pro-
vision for distortion of his ·"large diffused picture" in his 
definition of the novel. No provision is made for creative 
force. Under t his definition the novel becomes a mere 
assemblage of certain items. 
This assemblage of items towards. a vague, general plan 
is far too hit and miss which proves that t here should be 
some statement e.s to plot added to his definition. Lack of 
definite, original plot construction is pC! tent in all his 
novels. The first novels all follow the older style of the 
picaresque romance. The only plan is one of chronology. The 
adventures of the heroes are haphazard; uncontrolled, frequent! 
irrelevant--the 1ntr.oduction of the inapposite story of a 
Lady of Quality in Pickle is one of the most glaring cases 
of irrelevancy. In this type of plot construction, the 
repetition of like types of adventure violates Smollett's 
statement of the need of probability, while their. brutal 
coarseness disregards propriety entirely. · The Expediti-on 
of Humphry Clinker did not follow the plan of the former 
books. Never-the-less, the style was not original as it was 
modeled on the epistolary form previously adopted by 
Richardson in Pamela. Clinker bad in addition quantities o£ 
travel description reminiscent of both Anstey and a traveller's 
log. 
Despite the absence of good plot construction in both 
the definition and the novels, Smollett must be commended for 
his fine narrative power. He is a good story teller with a 
natural knack for holding attention. 
Though he followed no fully realized definition of the 
novel, tribute must be paid to his origination of certain 
metiers. His sea story, sea characters, sea d.ialect were 
especially happy inventions. They were the beginning of a 
long list of sea novels. Sea novelists of both lesser and 
greater degree owe much to his inspiration. 
In a smaller way he was the precursor of the Gothic 
romance. Sir Launcelot's confinement in a madhouse, or 
Rinaldo's vigil at his sweetheart's grave (Ferdinand, Count 
Fathom) are two examples of Gothic effect. 
The portrayal of Scotch character, without the use 
31 
of Scotch dialect, was a contribution which Baker noted. 
31. E. Baker, History of ~ English Novel, vol. 3· 
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To return to the definition, - - notice that Smollett 
made no mention of style. Smollett's own prose, the reader 
must have observed from the quotations included in this thesis, 
was utilitarian. It was natural to him, not too strained 
toward grandiose effect, nor too affectedly simple. His 
I direct style was enhanced by excellent use of several kinds 
of dialect including the argot of the London slums as well as 
the speech of southwestern Engla.nd, and nautical slang. His 
dialect is fairly restrained, naver obscure. On the other 
hand, his frequent twisting of phrases for humor grows tire-
some, and most readers are not flattered by the attempt to 
appear subtle in his too apparent nomenclature, Strap, Pallett, 
Random, Crab, et cetera, even though this was a favorite, 
contemporary usage. 
There is a great deal of real cleverness and brilliant 
ingenuity in Smollett, but he over-produced at the expense 
of concentration of thought. Less attention to his models, 
Cervantes -and LeSage, with a thorough delving into cause 
rather than detail might have -produced greater fiction. I 
fear that in his genius for detail, Smollett frequently 
missed the forest for the trees. 
Little of his critical work in the Critical Review 
or in the B.riton has survived his day. In the novels his 
remarks· which touch on the field of literary criticism show 
no originality and are generally confined to discussion on 
genius and taste. He has nothing new to say upon the subject. 
119 
I 
I 
His moral purpose is very pretty to read. His novels 
do not carry it out. The stories of the various picaros are 
too exciting, too unreflective "to animate the reader against 
the sordid and vicious pitfalls of the world." Most readers, 
I think feel themselves too sophisticated t o fall into the 
traps which engulf the Perrys and the Rodericks. Furthermore 
Smollett's facetiousness does not encourage "generous indig-
nation". 
!I 
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Smollett's powers of criticism, then, did not contribute 
much to the movement of his day. They are little more than 
literary curiosities to us--side glimpses at one of the 
fathers of the English novel. 
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CHAPTER V 
OF THE PLEASURES 
Introduction: 
You know that by-gone Time, I say, 
That aimless easy-mora l'd Day, 
When rosy Morn found MADAJK still 
Wrangling at Ombre or Quadrille, 
When good SIR JOHN re el'd Home to Bed, 
From Pontack's or the Shakespear's Head: 
When TRIP convey'd h1s Master 's Cloaths, 
And took his Titles and his Oaths; 
While BETTY, in a cast Brocade, 
Ogled MY LORD at Masquerade; 
When GARRICK play'd the gu ilty Richard, 
or mouth'd Macbeth with Mrs. PRI TCHARD, 
When FOOTE grimac'd his snarl1ng Wit; 
When CHURCHILL bullied in the pit; 
When the CUZZONI sang--
But there: 
The further catalogue I spare, 
Having no Purpose to ecli pse 1 
That tedious t a le of HOI~R 'S Ships ••• 
Thea tre, Acting, Drama. The drama was Smollett's first 
literary love. As a boy of nineteen he j ourneyed to London wi th 
the manuscript of a five act tragedy in his pocket. This was 
Regicide; or James l of Scotland. Wi th unwarra nted 
·rascibility Peregrine Pickle satirized Garrick, Lyttleton, and 
f a iled to encourage the youthful attempt. The dates 
f these events inc l uded the years 1740 to 1751. By 1757, his 
nger had become dulled. Garrick gladly acted in his second 
• Au s tin Dobson, At the Sign .2.£ the Ly(e, Memorial Verses 
"A Familiar Ep istle" New York: Henry Holt 
and Company , 1885), pp . 192 ff. 
-~ ----· 
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play at the Thea tre Royal in Drury Lane. The second attempt 
at drama was a two act comedy called The Reprisal : .21:..t. The 
Tars of Old ~n~land. This wa s to be Smollett's last drama as 
was im pli e d in the last two lines of the Epilogue, probably a 
deliberate implication, for Smollett was too h onest not to 
recognize his own li mitations as a dramatist: 
But if this welkin angry clouds deform, 
And hollow groans portend th'approaching storm: 
Should the descending show'rs of hail redouble, 
And these rou g h billows hiss, and boil, and bubble~ 
He'll launch no more on such fe~l seas of trouble.G 
The eighteenth century stag e was impoverished during the 
first half of the century. The hey-day of such playwrights 
as Goldsmith and Sherida n was to come as was that of the great 
a ctor s , Garrick, Qu in, Mrs. Siddons, and Fanny Kemble. Drama 
as a medium of pers onal, politica l, and social satire was the 
forte of the ear lier period. The result was inferior plays 10f 
little interest now to a ny excep t the heaviest histori a n. The 
otable exce p tion was Gay's The Beg,gars Opera, 1728, whose 
equel Polly, suffered the fate of neg lect usua l with most 
equels. The chief evolutiona ry change towa rd modern drama was 
·n production not script nor acting . The new form, the novel, 
ad universality which eclipsed the more esoteric drama . These 
a ctors account for the paucity of mention of the theatre in 
mollett ' s novels. Except for the libels, reference to the stage 
s quite incidenta l. 
T. Smollett, The Reprisal, Ep ilogue, p . 45 9 . 
~=-=i ···-=-
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J -----l-----·· The possible exception to the above g enerality is the 
I . 
quasi-humorous chapter in Peregrine Pickle wherein "Pickle 
engages with a Knight of Ma lta in a Conversation on the English 
Stage, which is followed by a dissertation on the Theatres of 
the ·Anci ents, by the Doctor." The English and. the French modes 
3 
of a ct1ng are contra sted. 
Narration of scen es of private theatricals which was to 
4 
reach its acme forty-three years l a ter was made by J. Melf ord: 
We ha ve got u p seve ral good farces •••• Two nights 
ago, Jack Wilson ac quired great applause in Harlegu1n 
Skeleton, and Lismahago surprised us all in the cha r a cter of 
Pi erot. His long l a nk sides, a nd strong -ma rked fe a tures, 
were all peculiarly adapted to the pa rt. He a pp e a red wi th 
a ludicrous sta re, from wh1ch he haa discnarge d a ll me a ning. 
He ad op ted the i mpres s ions of fe a r and amazement so na tural! , 
that many of the aua1ence were infected oy his ~ooks; but 
wtren the skeleton held nim in chas e , his horror becam e most 
divertingly picturesque, and seemed to endow him with such 
preternatural agil1ty, as confounded all the spectators. 
It was a lively representation of Deatn in pursuit of Con-
sumption; and had such an effect upon the commonalty, that 
some o! vhem shrieked aloud, and others r a n out of t h e 
room in the utmost consternation.5 
From these t wo sources is gathered the impression that 
acting then consisted of what in modern theatrical parlance is 
called "hamming" or gross exaggeration of natural postures and 
inflections. The sidelight on the strong emotional appeal to 
the bucolic audience is an attractive one. 
Q£. cit., Chap ter LI, pp. 252 ff • 
.Te.ne Austen, Mansfield Pa rk, 1 8 14. 
T. Smollett, Humphry Plinker, Letter of J. Melford, Nov. 8, 
p. 365. 
--=----::==--==·=--====-=--==--=--==.:::.-=.:=--=--=--=l-
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Spas--Health Resorts . Ostensibly for recuperation of 
I 
I 
bodies rendered unfit by diseases of the rheumatic type, ~out, 
rheumatism, sciatica, or byb exces s es v.enial or otherwise, the 
spa was really a vaca ti on ground for the gentry of England . 
' I, 
' I The ~ e 
were many which are forg o tten in the maze of literature 
I 
woven :! 
around Bath . 
Around or near London were many resorts. Kensington 
Gravel Pits were frequented by those who wi s hed to cure con-
sumption. Hatchway "learned that the misanthrope, after a 
severe fit of illness, was removed to Kensington Gravel Pits 
'I 
' i 
I 
I 
I 
'I 6 " 
for the convenience of breathing purer a ir than that of il Lo ndon. I! 
After a season at 
journeyed to Tunbridge. 
Bristol Spring, a hot well , Fathom 
il p 
,, 
:I 
! ~ 
Not far distant from London, this spot Ji 
was almo st as popular as Bath . Mrs. James, Amelia's friend, i! i: !I 
•' 
s p ent much of her time the~e. Dr. Samue l Johnson for "the 
! pleasure of animated relaxation" and lVIrs. Johnson's hea lth wen t 
the re in 1749 where he was seen by none other than Samue l 
7 
Richardson. 
Among the s pas vi s ited by the Bramble party was Scar-
!i 
I 
I 
I 
i 
i 
boroug h. Here Melford describes that quaint trifle, the bathing I 
machine. Since it is an anomaly to most modern experience , I 
jquote the entire description : 
' 
I. 
T. Smollett, Peregrine Fi ckle, Chapter CII, p . 423. 
7. J am es Boswell, The Life of Sa.muel J ohn s on, edited by Ingpen , 
Chap ters 6 and 7, pp. 108 ff. 
:i 
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Betwixt the well and the harb our, the bathing machine~~, 
are ranged along the beach, with all their proper ut ensils I 
and attendants. You ha ve never seen one of the s e machines. 'I 
Imag ine to your s elf a sma ll, snu .g , wooden chamber, fi x ed :i 
upon a whee l-carriage, having a door at ea ch end, and, on ,. 
ea ch si de, a little window above, a bench below. The batber :i 
ascending into this apa rtment by wooden steps, shuts him-
self in, and begins to undress wh il e the attendant yokes 
a horse to the end next the s ea, a nd draws the carria~e 
forwa rds till the surfa ce of the water is on a l evel with 
the flo or of the dress i ng-ro ~m , then he moves and fixes the 
horse to the other end . The person within, being stripped, 
opens the door to the s ea-ward , wher e he finds the gu i de 
rea dy, a. nd plunges headlong into the wat er. After ha ving 
bathed, he reascends into the apartment, by th e ste ps whic h 
ha ve been shift e d for that purpose, a nd pu t s on his clothes 
at his lei sure, while the carriage is drawn back again on 
the dry land, s o that he has nothing further to do but open 
the door , and come down as be went up. Sho ul d he be so 
weak or ill as to require a serva nt to put off or on his 
clothes, there is r oom enou gh in the compartm ent for a 
half-a-dozen peo ple. The guides who attend the ladies in 
the water are of their ~n sex , a nd they and the fe male 
ba thers have a dress of fl anne l for the sea; nay, they a re 
pr ovided with other conveniences for. the support of decorum. 
A certa in number of the ma chines a re fitted with tilts, that 
project from the sea -wa rd ends of them, so as to s creen 
the ba t hers from the view of a ll persons wha t soever. The 
beach is admirably adapted fo r thi s practise, the descent 
being gently gradual, and the sand s oft as velvet; but then, 
the machines ca n be used only at a certa in time of the tide, 1 
which va ries every day; s o tha. t s ometimes ~he bathers a re :!:·I 
obli ged to rise very early in the morning . 
Mat thew Bramble sums up the matter of the minor 
!I 
II 
:I 
watewing pl a ces, "Scarborough se ems to be falling off in point 
II 
! j 
:I 
I' 
:1 
I• I' of reput a tion. All these places (Ba th excepted) have their 
I 
vogue, and then the f ash ion changes . I a m persuaded that there ! 
I! 
are fifty spas in England as efficacious and sa l utary as that of j/ 
9 Scarborough." !I 
:! 
:I 
8. T. Smollett, Hum phry Clinker, Melford 's Letter, July 1, p . 18~ 
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Bath, a name to c onjure with! It is me ntioned well 
over twenty times by Smollett alone. His brother noveli s ts; 
poets, and essayi s ts, wro te of it. Dramas were written around 
it. How many "One Pound five Shilling s ea ch" were spent by 
those f am ous men and women who dashed from London to Bath in 
10 
t wo da ys? Its most loving Baedeker was Christo pher An s tey, 
1724-1805, Vt.'ho wrote The :New Bath Guide in 176 6 . Although 
Clinker owes much t o the topographical details of 
ll 
Anstey's book, it is developed furth e r . With its pages as a 
guide, we "travel in the old country of England" st opping off 
a l most at the beginning of the trip to see the Pump Room, dance 
a t the as ~ embly, or bathe in its waters which the hypochondriac 
Matthew thought "scrofulous ." Lydia Melford' s letter from Ba th..,
1
-
,, 
to o long to quote- - is the best descri pt i on in Smollett . 
12 
Susan 'i 
Hale's l~en and ]!Lanners of the Eighteenth Century a.nticipated 
this thesis's discussion of Smollett and Bath: it compares 
Smol l ett's treatment of the s ubject with Evelina, and Charlotte 
Lennox's Female Quixote~ 
10. 'N. 0. Tristram , Coaching Days and Cca ching Ways, Chap ter r , 
p. 78 . 
11 . Sir Wa l ter Scott, Lives of the :Novelists, Smollett, p . 59 . 
12. Susan Hal e , QQ. cit . , (Philadel ph ia: George Jacob s a nd 
Company) , p p . 271 ff . 
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Bath--Beau Nash : . 
The god s , their peculi a r f a vor to show , 
Sent Hermes to Bath in the shap e of a Beau: 
The Grand son of Atlas c e.m e do\\'Yl from al)ove 
To bless all the reg ions of pleasure and love; 
To lead the fair nymph thro' the various maze, 
Bright bea uty to mar shall, his g lory and p raise; 
To g overn, i mprove, and adorn the gay scene, 
By the Graces instructed, and Cyprian queen.l3 
Vfu en Anstey wrote these lines , Richa rd Nash's little 
dictatorshi p h ad come to an end . By the time that Hym phry 
Clinker ca me out in 1771, Nash had been dead ten years so that 
the inference that the mas ter of ceremon ies at Bath, mentioned 
by Lyd ia , must have been one of his suceessors . 
During Nash's lifetime Smollett wrote of him: 
lj 
il 
•i 
il il 
11 
:, 
il 
il 
il 
I' I 
I 
! 
' 
:• 
·' 
The celebrated Mr. Nash, who commonly attends in this !! 
place, as master of the ceremonies, perceiving the disposi- !i 
tion of the assembly, took u pon himself the task of g rati-
fying their ill-na ture still further, by exposing my '· ., 
: I 
mistress to the edge of his wit. With this view, he ap-
proa ched us, with ma ny bows and g rimaces, and after having , 
welcomed Miss Snapper to the place, asked her, in the hearin~ 
of a ll present, if she could inform him of the name of Tobit •is 
dog. I was so much incensed at his ins olence that I should I 
h a ve certa inly kicked him where he st od, without ceremony, · 
had not the young lady prevented the effects of my indi g na- I 
tion, by replying , with the utmost vivacity, 'His name was I 
Nash, a nd an impudent d og he was . ' 1 
This repa rtee, so unexpected and just, raised such a I 
universal laugh at the aggressor, that ali his assura nce 1 
was insufficient to support h i m under their derision; so II 
that, after he had endea voured to com pose himself, by t a king 
1 snuff, and forcing a smile, he was obli g ed to sneak off in a I 
very ludicrous a ttitude; while my Dulcinea was applauded to 
the skies , for the brilliancy of her wit , and her ac-
quaintanc e immediately courted by the best people of both 
sexes in the r oom. l4 
13 . Christo pher Anstey, New Ba th Gui de , 176 6 , quoted by .Jer r old, !! 
The Beaux a nd the Dandt_~, p l 130 . i 
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This was Smollett's idea of one of the noted men of the 
day. His attitude toward Nash was the antithesi s of Goldsmith '§ 
dignified . . 15 o p 1n1on. But Smollett' s wa s ·· not the only adverse 
opini on: 
It is rela ted of the great Dr . Clarke that when in 
one of his leisure hours he was unbending himself with a 
few friends in the mo s t playful and frolicsome mo od, he ob- : 
served Beau Nash approaching; upfun which he suddenly stOfJ.?ed ~ -­
'My boys (said he), let us be grave; here comes a fool.' 0 ,1 
Vauxhall--Ranelagh. From the brilliantly gay days of 
Charles II to July 25, 1859, Vauxhall was the evening re sort 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
:I 
l of Londoners. 
II 
.; 
They came to witness its vari ety shows , to listen l 
to ~ts music a l p erformance~ , to roam its dimly li ~hted gardens . 
Hogarth, who had great interest in things theatrical, painted 
its walls. Great musicians ha ve conducted its orchestras, and 
s u p erintended its c oncert s: Handel, Dr . Arne, and Hook were 
familiar names in connection with Vauxhall. 
5. 
6. 
At nine o 'clock, in a charming mo onlight evening , we 
embark ed at Ranela~h for Vauxhall, in a wherry, so li ~ht 
and slender, that we looked like so many fci ries sailing in 
a nut-shel l . ~ •••••••••••••••••.•••• 
Image to yourself, my dear Letty, a s pacious garden, part 
l a id out in deli ghtful walks, bounded with hi gh hedges and 
trees, and pa ved with gravel; part exhibiting a wonderful 
assemblage of the most picturesque and striking objects, 
pavilions, lodges, grottoes, lawns, temples, and cascades; 
porticoes, colonnades, and rctundas; adorned with pillars , 
statues, and painting: The who le illumina ted with an in-
finite number of lamp , disposed in different fi gures of sun , 
stars, and constellations; the place crowded with the gayest 
company, ranging through those blissful shades, or supping 
in different lodges on c old collations, enlivened with mi rth, 
I 
Oliver Goldsmith , The Life of Beau Nash (London: Sisley's, i td. ). 
James Boswell, Dedic 0.tion to The Life of Samuel Johnson. ===Ln~-----
I 
!I 
freed om, and good-humour , and anima ted by an excellent 
band of mu s ic. Among the voca.l performers , I had the hap-
piness to hear the celebrated Mrs.--, whose voice was so 
loud and so shrill that it made my hea d ache through an 
excess of plea sure.l7 · 
This was Vauxhall as the average person saw it, the 
Vauzhall admired by heroines fr om its ope ning day to the 
time of Amelia Sedley and Becky Sharp who sought its pleasant 
paths. 
The op p os ite viewp oint is expreseed by Matthew Bramble: 
Vauxhall is a composition of baubles, overcharged 
with paltry orna ments, ill conceived, and poorly executed , 
without a ny unity of design, or propriety of dispositi on •••. • 
The walks , ~.rhi ch Nature seems to have intended for soli tude8 11 shade,and silence , are filled with crowds of noisy people .l /i 
There was some s e nse to the latter· opinion. The walks 
of Va uxhall were sometimes . dangerous, and always so to un-
escorted girls as the unfortunate exp erience of Ev e lina proved. 
Ranelagh was a kind of Vauxhall under cover, warmed with 
coal fires. It consisted of a Rotunda , or amphithea tre, with 
an orchestra in the centre, a nd tiers of boxes all around . The 
chief amusement outside of the music was promenading round and 
round the circular area below; refreshments were served in the 
boxes while the orchestra played and vocalists sang. It was 
built in 1742 and lasted until 1802 when it was publed down. 
Admission to the ridottos which were held twice a week was a 
guinea. The entertainment was lengthy. A chara cter in : The Lady 
17. T. Smol l ett, Humphry Clinker, p. 94. 
18. Ibid., p . 90. 
------------------- ------------
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of Quality staid until two in the morning ! It is ~ of Ranelagh : 
that Lydia Melfo~d said, "• •• enchanted palace of genius." 
She then mentioned the music, "there I heard the famous Ten-
ducci a thing from Italy--it looks for all the wo rld like a 
:! 
~ t 
II 
ii 
:j 
The voice ••• is neither man' ~ 
20 :i 
man, though they say it is not . 
nor woman 's; but it is more melodious than either • " She :i 
I 
!i 
• I 
might have effectively quoted Johnson to the point, "With warbll~g 
21 
eunuchs fill our licens'd stage." 
It was at Ranelagh that m~ny of the public masquerades 
22 
took pla ce. "Ere masquerades debauch'd" was a cry pregnant with 
meaning for the act of masking gave the vicious and depnaved 
unlimited opportunity. In Fielding, a masquerade was the 
scene of one of Tom Jones's sexual experiences, and an attempt 
at seduction is narrated in the chapter in Amelia called 
23 
.
11
'\ft!hat happened at the masquerade ." Thackeray thought that the 
masquerade was typically eighteenth century enough to use the 
idea in his carefully documented Henry Esmond. In Smollett, a 
masquerade is a factor in Perry's attempt at seducing his 
sweetheart, Emelia. 24 
9 . T. Smollett, Peregrine Pickle, Chapter LXXXI. 
o. See footnote 1?. 
il ;I 
1., 22., Samuel Johnson, London, etc. , Lines 59, 29, respect i vel y. 
3 . QQ. cit., pp . 501 ff. 
4. Op . cit. 
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the truth Thus, the evidence of other writers establishes 
of Smollett. Art clinches the evidence. See Hogarth's The 
Masquerade Ticket. Presuma bly at Ra -n elagh, the comportment of 
both metaphorical and typic~l groups is shown: 
••• a Mother Shipton, hooking on the arms of a Clown; and 
near them a Harlequin, endeavour ing to draw the attenti.on 
of a graceful Columbine from a turbaned Turk, who attemp ts 
to seduce her from her party-coloured gallant. A female, 
with a mask of a monkey 1 s head, salutes a man in a black 
vei 1; and, while an old Capuchin, with the face of an ape, I, 
I 
whispers soft things to a young g irl, a fellow, something 
like the famed Siddy Doll, draws up her hea d-dress to a 
point like a gool 1 s cap. A man in the right-hand corner, 
solicitous to give a glass of v.rine to one of the sist25hood, , 
lifts up her veil for the purpo s e of her drinking it. I' 
•I 
d Though Fathom wa s a virtuoso in music, 
il (he played the fiddle professiona lly for a time), he gave us no :
1 
il critic ism nor appreciation of cur rent music. Fathom was very 
!, 
•I talented, the only one of Smollett 1 s heroes who was at all 
musical. 
~ ; 
;! He could play the violin and wa~ no mean performer on , 
1: 
the f 1 u t e • ·~ . . . by dint of applicat ion and a tolerable ear, 
learned of himself to accompany her with a German flute, while 
26 
she sung and played on the harpsichord." 
25. John Trusler, ed., The Works of William Hogarth, volume 2, 
Plate 145, annotation p. 27 2 , (London: Print. a nd 
Pub. Co., n.d.). 
26. Q£. cit., p. 474. 
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Most of the song s mentioned in Smollett are those sung 
by thesaltier characters. There is no interpolation of poetry 
or song to break the continuity of the novels though such a 
method was not the litera ry style of the period: · there is one 
possible exception to this generalization, Perry wrote a song 
which was sung to the tune~ "A cobbler there was, etc." One 
or two of the songs do not bear repetition in a formal paper . 
Others included: 
~Thy should we all quarr~:::l ror ri c nes? 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 27 
A light heart and a thin pair of britches. 
as sung by Tom Bowling. Unfortunately the rest of the words are 
missing. 
Roderick's uncle's name was perpetuated in · song somewhat 
later in the century by Dibdin who wrote the music and words 
fo r Tom Bowling. 28 
A popular contemporary song, mentioned twice, wa~ Gay's 
Black Eyed Susan whose music was written by Leveridge. 
Among the concert artists the Italian singers came in 
for much criticism. In Peregrine Pi ckle, Sensimo is mentioned. 
lj 
il 
•I 
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Sens imo was a real person who worked for Handel and later i• became ,j 
. 29 
most unpl easant toward the maestro. II 
· Op • c i t • , p • 8 • 
J. L. Hatton, ed., Songs of England, I, p. 163, p . 169. 
27 . 
28 • 
29. 
. Traill, ed., SocialEngland, volume on the 18th century; · pp. g, ff. 
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Hogarth in The Talk of the Town satirized the tendency 
to lionize foreign . singers. 
His characterization of Pallet shows his conviction 
that most foreign a rt criticism was affected and silly. It is 
a cruel caricature, too distorted to show any true glimpse at 
the life of the time~ 
The "inimitable Hogarth", as he called him, was 
appreciated by Smollett who menti oned his "Felix at the tribunal 
done in the Dutch style" in Greaves. An interesting statement 
for Smollett to have made because it is the praise of a fellow 
artist . Their mediums wer e different but both painted the 
life of their time. In both is found truth in solution. Both 
were "brave London citizens, with John Bull ha~its, prejudices, 
30 
and pleasures." 
i/ 
II II 
I 
30. W. M. Thackeray, English Humorists (Boston: 
Essay on Hogarth, p. 277. 
Cassino, n .d. ~. 
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CHAPTER V 
FINDINGS AND CONCLUSI ONS 
This thesis has sought to show by the cumulative evi-
dence of many quotations that the novels of Tobias Smollett are 
great reflections of the life of the eighteenth century. 
Secondly, it has tried to bring out the "truth in solu-
tion" mentioned in the opening paragraph which was a quotation 
from Thac·keray. 
The quota ti ons showed Smollett's capacity f or detail. 
Medicine, beaux, crime, inns, manners, dai l y life, customs, 
amusements, and pleasures are but few of the subjects that he 
touched on. Minute details of these and many other topics 
followed one another in almost infinite array, a host of 
vignettes of eighteenth century life. 
Against t his crowding of details must be placed the 
fact tha t it is sometimes too staccato in effect. Field ing 
and Richardson were smoother, more legato. The r eader had 
opportunity to develop a more reflective mood and to listen to 
t heir themes without t he intrusion of extraneous matter. 
The truth in solution was pre Eent ed by Smollett only 
outwardly. He ca red little for cause and effect. Very few 
i ndeed were the psychological s t udies tha t he made; he s nowed 
action r a.ther t han t hinking in his character s. Very seld om did 
we know what Ferdinand, Greaves, Roderick, or Perry were really 
t hinking. Thi s was r eme(3 led somewhat in Humphry 8linker 
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where the letters showed varying side-lights on the Bramble's 
party. The chapter in this thesis, Of the _Movement, showed 
most plainly Smollett's failure to realize the movement of' t he 
time as a whole. In politics, religion, criticism, he saw 
only the external. rhere was little reflection on the meaning 
of the t h ings which he saw so clearly. At times, he did not 
vary~· his thinking through; f'o.r example, Ferdinand, Count Fathom 
was d idactic, but it failed miserably in teaching any moral 
lesson. His lampoons had too much personal prejudice--as, the 
attack on Garrick, or the unwarranted satire on Fielding s howed. 
In his opinion, then, he was on the side of "jus t ice, frutl;L, and 
honesty" but he failed to de :: ine t his terms and stick to his 
def inition. 
un the other hand, the details of sea life which he 
so well presented earned for him the title "father of the sea 
novel." He well de served the name as the study of •rrunnion 
proved. 
Realism is created by adding detail together until 
the reader sees the wh ole word picture complete. Add to this 
an unde~1iable h umor, and an inter est in life that must be 
shared • There is n ovelty and freshness in his work. 
. 
Realism, humor, interest in life, novelty, freshness were the 
secrets of his great narrative power. Above all, he was a 
teller of tales. Old Smelfungus made 11 t he old times live 
again. Can the heaviest historian do more for me?" 
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ABSTRAC'r OF THESIS 
Chapter I, Introduction, began with t he f ollowing 
quotation: 
I take up a volume of Dr. Smollett, or a volume of the 
Spectator, and say that fiction carries a greater amount 
of truth in solution than the volume which purports to be 
all true. Out of the fictiti ous book I get the express-
ion of the life of the time; of the manners, of the move-
ment, the dress, the pleasures, the laughter, the ridi-
cules of society -- the old times live again, and I travel 
in the old country of England. Can the heaviest histor-
ian do more for me? 1 
This thesis was written with this quotation in mind 
throughout. The chapter headings were selected from four of 
the list mentioned by Thackerary tha.t were paramount in 
Smollett. They were "of the life of the times," "of the 
manners, 11 "of the movement," and "of the pleasures." Each 
quotation taken from Smollett to show these was supported by a 
similar selection from a contemporary eighteenth century 
writer wherever possible. Chapter I closed with a statement 
to the effect that usually it was the situation not the facts 
pertaining to the social life that were exaggerated by Smollett. 
Chapter II, Of the _ Life of the Time, interpreted several 
aspects of the life. Smollett's vocation as a doctor made 
the medical prominent in his novels. After a discussion of 
nostrums, apothecaries, insanity, treatment of disease, and the 
like, Smollett's technic of showing the medical life of the 
time was analyzed. He accomplished this by description of 
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education especially in Roderick Random; by travesty or satire; 
by serious argument. 
Crime was fully dealt with for a rather complete picture 
of an arch-criminal, Ferdinand Count Fathom was presented. 
Duelling, cards, and gambling, highwaymen were topics followed 
by discussions of prisons in the eighteenth century novel 
wherein many of Smollett's contributions were considered. 
The subject of the "streets and those who walked them" 
was a natural introduction to a social phenomenon peculiar to 
the period viz. the beau. Peregrine Pickle was given as an 
excellent example of the complete beau. Under the same sub-
ject other types of mankind were considered, expecially those 
in prison with reference to Fielding's treatment of the same 
idea in Amelia. 
Chapter II closed with "Town Talk" and a summary. 
In Chapter III, Of the Manners, many topics were chosen 
including Trunnion -- sea manners, daily life -- country and 
city, manners, food, dress, christening, education, courtship, 
marriage, divorce, and funerals. Much ado was made of three 
interpretations of fashionable life, viz., Lydia Melford's 
naive viewpoint, the satirical viewpoint as expressed in 
a selection from The Adventures of Sir Launcelot Greaves, and 
-- ·--
Matthew Bramble's benevolence toward the Baynard family in 
The Expedition .Qf. Humphry Clinker. Under education the most 
interesting contribution was the description of the Grand 'rour. 
Smollett's lack of interest in pleasant marital relation 
------------ -------------------·---· 
was pointed out after the subjects of courtship, love, and 
eighteenth century gallantry had been thoroughly treated. 
Under "servants" Strap as an example of the male servant 
and Win Jenkins of the typical female servant were chosen. 
A conclusion was reached that Smollett presented the servant 
as he was whereas Fielding and Richardson had glorified the 
class. 
Chapter IV, Of the Movement, began with a definition of 
the word "14.ovement" as an advancement of the age against the 
background of the age, and needing three kinds of criticism 
to portray it -- political criticism, religious criticism, and 
literary criticism. 
Political ideas in Smollett were presented to give the 
background of the age. A long analysis, an original contri-
bution, was made of the little read the Adventures of ~ Atom 
because this half-novel was his grea test political satire. 
Religi ous criticism, especially anti-Catholicism, and 
Methodism, combined to show the background and the movement of 
the age. 
Literary criticism was discussed less fully though it 
was Smollett's contribution to t he movement. The discussion 
was limited because his contribution was so small. It con-
sisted chiefly of a history of romance, personal .praise or 
satire, and his definition of the novel. Smollett lived 
t oo much with both hands and head in society to evoke a con-
scious literary philosophy. 
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I. THE BACKGROUND 
A. SMOLLETT 
Baker, Ernest A., Th~ History of the English 
· Novel, vol. 4,--rTintellectual Realism from 
Richardson to Sterne," (London,H.F. & G. 
Withe-rby,- 193.0) ,Chapt. IX, pp.l97-239· 
Edgar, Pelham, The Art .. of ~ Novel., (N. Y., 
The MacM1;lJ:an :: Comparty: 1 ~~, 1933) ; ::.pp~ 3~98, 
and the bibliography, PP• 367 ft. 
Lovett, Robert Morse and Hughes, Helen Sard, J 
!h! History_Qf ~he Novel in. Eru3land, (Bos- 1 
ton, Houghton Miffin Company, c. 1932), 
PP• 36-92. 
Masson, David, British Novelists and Their 
Styles. (Boston, Gould and Lincoln, 1859). 
Melville, Lewis, Tobias Smollett, (N.Y., 
Houghton, Mifflin Company, 1926). 
Phelps, William Lyons, The Advance of ~ 
English Novel, (N. Y., Dodd, Mead, and 
Company, 1917), Chapt. III, PP• 53-79• 
Roscoe, Thomas, Memoir of Tobias Smollett, 1n 
Smollett, Complete WOrks, ad. by T. Roscoe 
(London, G. Bell and Sons, n. d.), pp.i-xl 
Smollett, Tobias George, Complete Works, ed. 
by T. Roscoe, (London, G. Bell and Sons, 
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The Adventures of Roderick Random,pp.lff. 
The Adventures of Peregrine P1ckle,pp.l58 f· 
The Adventures of Sir Launcelot Greaves, 
The Adventures of Ferdinand, Count Fathom 
The History andAdventuresof!!!! Atom, 
PP· 915 rr. 
--'"7'::::--:::-:-' ~ Expedition of Humphry Clinker, (N. Y., The Century Company, 1906). 
, The Historl of England, from the 
----=R_e_v_o':"'lution in 1688 to the death of 
George the Second in 1760. 4 vol. (Paris, 
Baudry European Library 18;6), vol.4 
Chapt. XXXIV, PP• 246-309• 
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342pp. 
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